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DEDICATION
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
What if the Holocaust had never stopped?
What if no liberating armies invaded the territory stormed over by the draconian
State? No compassionate throng broke down the doors to dungeons to free those
imprisoned within? No collective outcry of humanity arose as stories of the State's
abuses were recounted? And no court of World Opinion seized the State's leaders
and held them in judgment as their misdeeds were chronicled? What if none of this
happened?
What if, instead, with the passage of time the World came to accept the State's
actions as the rightful and lawful policies of a sovereign nation having to deal with
creatures that were less than fully human? And, what if, curbing some of the more
glaring malignancies of its genocidal excesses, the State increasingly became
prominent as both a resource for industrial powers and as an industrial power in its own
right? What if the State could rely upon the discretion of other nations, engaged in
their own local outrages, to wink at its past, so that the lie told to and accepted by other
nations was one the State could tell itself and its "real" citizens without fear of
contradiction? What if the men who conceived, fashioned, implemented, and operated
the machinery of destruction grew old and venerable and acclaimed, hailed as
"Fathers" of their country and men of insight and reknown?
What if the Holocaust had never stopped, so that, for the State's victims, there
was no vindication, no validation, no justice, but instead the dawning realisation that this
was how things were going to be? What if those who resisted were crushed, so that
others, tired of resisting, simply prayed that the "next" adjustment to what remained of
their ways of life would be the one that, somehow, they would be able to learn to live
with? What if some learned to hate who they were, or to deny it out of fear, while
others embraced the State's image of them, emulating as far as possible the State's
principles and accepting its judgment about their own families, friends, and neighbors?
And what if others could find no option other than to accept the slow, lingering death the
State had mapped out for them, or even to speed themselves along to their
State-desired end?
What if?
Then, you would have Canada's treatment of the North American Aboriginal
population in general, and the Indian Residential School Experience in particular.
And here and now we are going to prove it to you.
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Chapter 1

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS/UNQUESTIONED ANSWERS

In the two decades of contemplating what happened to me, I have come
to recognize that a forgiving and forgetting induced by social pressure is
immoral...What happened, happened. But that it happened cannot be so
easily accepted. I rebel against my past, against history and against a
present that places the incomprehensible in the cold storage of history
and thus falsifies it in a revolting way. Jean Amery, At the Mind's Limit.

THE STANDARD ACCOUNT
Initially there seemed to be little need for a study of the influence of Indian
Residential Schooling upon Aboriginal peoples. True, the decision by the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) to include this particular topic in their survey
was substantially conditioned by earnest submissions made by Aboriginal individuals
and organisations at some of the earliest Commission hearings. However, everyone,
Commissioners and presenters alike, already seemed to know all the answers. The
tale, told in bits and pieces rather than in a single sustained narrative, went something
like this:
Residential Schools were created out of the largess of the federal
government and the missionary imperatives of the major churches as a
means of bringing the advantages of Christian civilisation to Aboriginal
populations. With the benefit of late-20th century hindsight, some of the
means with which this task was undertaken may be seen to have been
unfortunate, but it is important to understand that this work was
undertaken with the best of humanitarian intentions. Now, in any large
organisation, isolated incidents of abuse may occur, and such abuses
may have occurred in some Indian Residential Schools. In any event,
individuals who attended Residential Schools now appear to be suffering
low self-esteem, alcoholism, somatic disorders, violent tendencies, and
other symptoms of psychological distress (called "Residential School
Syndrome").
While these symptoms seem endemic to Aboriginal
Peoples in general (and not limited to those who attended Residential
School), this is likely to have come about because successive generations
of attendees passed along, as it were, their personal psychological
problems to their home communities and, through factors such as
inadequacy of parenting skills, perpetuated the symptomology, if not the
syndrome. In order to heal the rift the Residential School experience
may have created between Aboriginal Peoples and Canadian society at
large, and in order to heal those individuals who still suffer the
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consequences of their school experiences, it is necessary and appropriate
to establish formally the nature of Residential School Syndrome, causally
link the condition to Residential School abuses (physical, sexual, or
emotional), determine the extent of its influence in Aboriginal populations,
and suggest appropriate individual and community interventions that will
bring about psychological and social health.
This Standard Account (as we will call it) disposes neatly of all problems
associated with Indian Residential Schooling. There is a statement of initial motive, a
recognition of responsibility, an exoneration of victims (Aboriginal Peoples), and the
expression of a determination to tackle present manifestations of existing, unintentional
injuries with all the armanentaria of modern social science. In short, the Standard
Account is an act of contrition.
The regularity with which we encountered some version of this account was
disturbing, more so when we considered that so little "systematic" ("social scientific")
literature existed on the topic. Furthermore, with few exceptions, 1 we found that it
rarely made a difference to whom we talked concerning the ongoing investigation of
Residential Schools: governmental and organisational officials, priests, judges, lawyers,
police officers, therapists, and many other professional and experienced individuals, of
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal descent, all repeated accounts recognisably contained
within the sketch given above. But what was most interesting to us was that there
seemed to be a significant ellipsis in the account: at the point when the possibility and
extent of abuses at Residential Schools were raised, there should have been mention
made of judicial process, criminal prosecution, and monetary compensation. That the
narrative took an extreme turn at that point in the direction of psychology, without
delving very far into legalities, was difficult to miss. This was all the more obvious
when we considered the sheer number of individuals with legal expertise present at any
of the Commission proceedings. When it came to understanding Indian Residential
School, everyone, it seemed, wanted to be a psychologist.
The more we encountered the bits and pieces of the Standard Account the more
objectionable we found it. It seemed to us that, given the short supply of formal
research on Indian Residential Schooling, the Standard Account was more myth than
fact. This, of course, isn't necessarily a bad thing; myths are often a poetic and
compelling means of expressing a complex truth in a form more readily grasped. But
there are as well myths designed to distort and mislead, as in Plato's suggestion (in
Republic) to create and maintain a rigid class society by setting forth a myth that the
citizens of a city-state were fashioned in part with various metals, gold being mixed with
the substance of the rulers (thereby justifying their privileges and superior status), baser
metals being mixed with the substance of progressively inferior citizens. To our mind,
then, clarifying what kind of myth was presented in the Standard Account would be an
important task. Or, to put it another way, when a myth is given flesh and bones, is
presented as revealed truth, and begins justifying our attitudes and behaviours, it
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doesn't do so of its own accord: myths, even when recognised as such, are deployed to
some purpose.
In what follows, we will argue that the Standard Account, as popular and as
widely accepted as it may be in the public at large and in Aboriginal circles, is a
pernicious, misleading, and immoral myth (more correctly, an interconnected series of
myths), whose important truths are buried under a singularly malevolent purpose. The
"irregular" account we would like to substitute for the Standard one goes something like
this:
Residential Schools were one of many attempts at the genocide of the
Aboriginal peoples inhabiting the area now commonly called Canada.
Initially, the goal of obliterating these peoples was connected with stealing
what they owned (the land, the sky, the waters, and their lives, and all that
these encompassed); and although this connection persists, present-day
acts and policies of genocide are also connected with the hypocritical,
legal, and self-delusional need on the part of the perpetrators to conceal
what they did and what they continue to do. A variety of rationalisations
(social, legal, religious, political, and economic) arose to engage (in one
way or another) all segments of Euro-Canadian society in the task of
genocide. For example, some were told (and told themselves) that their
actions arose out of a Missionary Imperative to bring the benefits of the
One True Belief to savage pagans; others considered themselves justified
in land theft by declaring that the Aboriginal Peoples were not putting the
land to "proper" use; and so on. The creation of Indian Residential
Schools followed a time-tested method of obliterating indigenous cultures,
and the psychosocial consequences these schools would have on
Aboriginal Peoples were well understood at the time of their formation.
Present-day symptomology found in Aboriginal Peoples and societies
does not constitute a distinct psychological condition, but is the well
known and long-studied response of human beings living under conditions
of severe and prolonged oppression. Although there is no doubt that
individuals who attended Residential Schools suffered, and continue to
suffer, from the effects of their experiences, the tactic of pathologising
these individuals, studying their condition, and offering "therapy" to them
and their communities must be seen as another rhetorical maneuver
designed to obscure (to the world at large, to Aboriginal Peoples, and to
Canadians themselves) the moral and financial accountability of
Euro-Canadian society in a continuing record of Crimes Against Humanity.
The problems so neatly disposed of by the Standard Account are thus brought back
sharply into focus in our alternative; in our view, the Standard Account is no act of
contrition, but another crime. In these pages we will, as far as possible, substantiate a
case for our interpretation and cast doubt on what we take as the majority position. To
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do this, we will cite testimony from the four rounds of public and in-camera sessions of
the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, review existing literature on Indian
Residential Schools and related institutions, link the psychology and sociology of
Residential Schools to historical, economic, and political factors rarely (if ever)
connected with them, and, most crucially, develop an account of the world-view that has
allowed so pitiless a machine as Indian Residential School to operate with scarcely a
cloud on Canada's moral horizon. The choice between the Standard Account and
some major alternative view (whether or not it is ours) means, we will argue, the choice
between the status quo and the possibility of doing something useful.
There is much we cannot do, as well. Although many historical accounts of
Indian Residential School are available,2 the mix of churches involved in operating
them, competing levels of government bureaucracy, regular changes in legislation,
policy, and operating principles, and so on, make the development of a clear overview
of the institution virtually impossible. This impossibility will, in part, be assayed in
another section of the Commission's final report, under the direction of John Malloy.
Further, entanglements of responsibility, culpability, compensation, and so on are so
imbued with the nuances of Canadian law that only a lawyer might be capable of
articulating and clarifying such issues. This task has fallen to Denise Rieu. Finally,
much of the social, historical and political background we need to make our case is too
extensive to review; indeed, we can only hope that in other areas of the work of the
Royal Commission (e.g., treaty research), information we must take for granted will be
presented and those writing the final reports will themselves make explicit the
ramifications of their work. We will cite directly as much as we can and hope that,
collectively with other Commission report writers, we will provide enough direction for
anyone requiring greater detail to fill in our gaps.
Our focus will be entirely on the psychological and social consequences of Indian
Residential Schooling. The prevailing opinion in "Aboriginal Country" is that these
experiences have had a profound effect on the quality of life of Aboriginal Peoples, and
this opinion is shared by many non-Aboriginals as well. We see no grounds for
questioning this opinion, and in fact share it. However, what all of us know about the
effects of Residential Schools and what we think we know about them is, for us, an
important difference. Why we think we know the effects is the crucial nexus. The
conceptual world-view that gave rise to the genocide of Aboriginal Peoples remains in
place, unchallenged; its lineaments invade all aspects of present majority thinking about
Indian Residential School. Unless this world-view is recognised, and the damage it
has done and continues to do brought into focus, the long-term agenda of Indian
Residential Schooling will succeed, even while we congratulate ourselves on having
met it head-on and defeated it.
An acquaintance once told us that despite the intransigence of the Canadian
government in dealing with Aboriginal Peoples, the majority of Canadians supported
and had sympathy with our struggle. We didn't believe him then, and we don't believe
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him now. But if he was wise where we are foolish, no surprise would be more pleasant
for us than for our analysis and non-standard account to be given a fair hearing. We
have no doubt that there exist those (Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal alike) who have
already made up their minds either to accept the Standard Account or some portion of
it, and even some who hold their own non-standard version too extreme for us to bother
with here (a simple but common example: Aboriginal Peoples are whining sub-humans
the world would be better off without). We don't think we have any chance with such
individuals. If our acquaintance was right, however, there are many Canadians at least
willing to entertain the idea that what looks like a generous and honest account may be
grossly misguided; the road to Hell, after all, is paved with good intentions. It is for
those individuals that we will present our case.
But more importantly, we hope to reach the many Aboriginal Peoples who have
accepted the Standard Account as holding the promise that something will be done.
Of the latter people we ask: hear us out. The urgency all of us feel to do something
should not be allowed to dissipate into simply doing anything.
We begin.

Chapter 2

GROUND STERNLY DISPUTED

[P]erhaps I would do well to excuse myself at the start for the lack of tact
that will unfortunately be displayed. Tact is something good and
important--plain, acquired tact in everyday behavior, as well as tact of
mind and heart. But no matter how important it may be, it is not suited for
the radical analysis that together we are striving for here, and so I will
have to disregard it--at the risk of cutting a poor figure. It may be that
many of us victims have lost the feeling for tact altogether. Emigration,
Resistance, prison, torture, concentration camp--all that is no excuse for
rejecting tact and is not intended to be one. But it is a sufficient causal
explanation. Jean Amery, At the Mind's Limits.

INTRODUCTION
The particular tack we are taking is likely to arouse strong reactions. We don't
find this disagreeable in principle; however, we would prefer to have to deal with
sensible and substantive objections, not absurd arguments focusing on minutiae. In
an effort to head off debate of the latter form, we will throughout this report include as
much detail as we think necessary to answer questions before they arise. Futhermore,
because we believe a certain number of loose ends have already arisen in Chapter 1
we will use this chapter to answer them, and to establish the overall tone of what is to
follow.
MEN OF STRAW?
To begin with, just how much merit is there at all in the agenda we've set out in
Chapter 1? By our own admission, there is not a single, sustained version of the
Standard Account anywhere to be found. Is it not the case, then, that it is a figment of
our imagination? Or worse, does it not signal a tactless impertinence on our part, a
dishonest attempt to make our own dubious account appear more satisfactory than it
actually is by erecting a "straw man" competitor which we can publically tear to shreds?
Of course these are possibilities. One of the persistent themes in our work will
be identifying and revealing the word-games that continually have been used to pass off
ideology as fact, to warp history as expediency has demanded, or to avoid or prevent
any clear depiction of Aboriginal grievances. As disclosure of these rhetorical tricks will
6

form such a central part of our exposition, it would be absurd to suggest we're not
capable of doing much the same thing in our turn. Against this possibility we
recommend vigilance; and we require in return that the same vigilance the critical
reader brings to bear on our report be applied to all the future news from "Indian
Country." As Winter3
has pointed out, whether it is the truth about Oka, Meech Lake, the Gulf War, or any
other modern issue, the Canadian public has been manipulated by the same
techniques of public opinion management characteristic of despots operating in nominal
democracies. If critical scrutiny of presentations of issues relevant to Aboriginal
Peoples is to begin here, let it not end here.
Be all of this as it may, we still have the need to show that the so-called Standard
Account is not pure fiction. To begin with, we remind everyone that the absence of a
clear and unambiguous statement of a policy (or a tradition or a standard) does not
mean that there isn't a policy. Great Britain has no constitution in the "American"
sense; that is, you can't open a book and read it or visit a room and see it. It simply
isn't codified.4 This does not mean, however, that Great Britain is constitutionless.
Another example is the argument, advanced by the United States and accepted by the
other Allied powers after World War II, that although there were no specific international
codes enjoining Germany from annihilating the Jews, those actions violated the
pre-existing Common Law of Nations and, as such, constituted Crimes Against
Humanity. Equating the basis of a practice with the existence of a physical
representation of it is itself a rhetorical move. It has, among other misuses, permitted
pseudo-historians to argue that, because no one has yet found a piece of paper
reading: "Kill all the Jews; signed, A. Hitler," Hitler wasn't as bad as history makes him
out to be.5
Furthermore, in many ways it is a convenience to be able to operate in the
absence of explicit codification. In Kafka's novel The Trial,6 Joseph K. was rendered
impotent in a system that wouldn't tell him the charges against him, gave him no
guidance on procedures, and otherwise operated by principles it was not obliged to
share with him. Even more salient would be the recollections of almost any Aboriginal
person one might care to ask of his or her Kafkaesque experiences with the
Department of Indian Affairs; who doesn't have at least one tale to tell of arbitrary,
high-handed, or dismissive treatment, all justified by the phrase: "That's the policy."
Or, consider that in 1919, an Indian Affairs employee, Duncan Scott, wrote:
I think it would be in the interest of good administration if the provisions
with regard to enfranchisement were further extended as to enable the
Department to enfranchise individual Indians or a band of Indians without
the necessity of obtaining their consent thereto in cases where it was
found upon investigation that the continuance of wardship was no longer
in the interests of the public or the Indians.7
7
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The existence of land mines like this can only be regarded as embarrassments by
present-day bureaucrats. Scott would only have committed such a naked proposal to
paper while labouring under a mistaken belief in the imminent success of his enterprise
(which was the elimination of the "Indian problem" by the elimination of Indians). The
modern bureaucrat would never make this mistake.
Our point, then, is that not only does there not have to be an explicit codification
as the basis of actions and policies, often the existence of a explicit statement is a
damned nuisance. Under such conditions, expecting to find a sustained narrative of
the Standard Account seems (to us, anyway) comparatively fanciful.
BITS AND PIECES
Nevertheless, we think we can go a long way toward making the so-called
Standard Account more concrete. Here we will cite odds and ends from various
sources that support our claim that, although no one expresses the whole of the
Standard Account in a single breath, many people say enough of it to demonstrate its
currency as an "analysis" of Indian Residential Schooling. In no way do we do this to
criticise or embarrass the people making the statements; it is important, however, to
show clearly the extent to which we all subscribe to a position that, in our opinion,
contributes to the systematic misrepresentation of Indian Residential Schooling.
The greatest strength of the Standard Account is that it is not a logically coherent
set of beliefs. Thus, individuals from a variety of backgrounds or with diverse interests
feel free to accept some portion of it while rejecting aspects of it they find objectionable
(e.g., accepting that theraputic intervention is the cure while rejecting the notion that the
government acted out of generosity). But while logically incoherent, the Standard
Account is ideologically consistent. That is, it embodies a world-view that, while
certainly not true, is at present so widespread that it has ceased to be questioned or
even noticed. By going along with a part of the Standard Account, individuals accept a
world-view that can rhetorically be turned against them; acquiescence has committed
them to share a particular overview of Indian Residential Schooling. The ideological
coherence of the position will be the subject of Chapter 6. Here we will be content to
show that people really do say the kind of things we attribute to them in the Standard
Account.
Some aspects of the Standard Account are so pervasive they will require
extended treatment as separate topics. For now we limit our attention to statements of
the motivational presumptions of the Standard Account, as well as its theraputic
emphasis. In conjunction with the forthcoming extended treatments, this should be
sufficient to establish the account's extension.
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Imputing Motives: Supposing the "Why" of Residential Schools
One feature of the Standard Account which we dispute is the presumed
motivation behind their creation. Those holding the Standard Account attribute the
"highest," or at least neutral, motives to the originators and operators of Residential
Schools. Thus, from the executive summary of the submission by the Anglican
Church:
British/European missionaries were convinced that their unique culture
and faith expression must represent the truest reflection of Christianity
and, therefore, of God's will. The church felt it had a Christian
responsibility to help the First Nations assimilate into the political,
economic and social structures of the British Empire...Educating and
converting children soon became a key component in meeting this
responsibility.8
Or, here is another account, from the Permanent Council of the Canadian Conference
of Catholic Bishops. This particular recasting of history runs together the Standard
Account's expression of initial motive with "hindsight":
Missionaries arrived with the armies and merchants of the fur trade.
Most missionaries sincerely desired to share their most precious gift--their
faith. They were generous, courageous, and often holy men and women.
While some of their action may be criticized today in light of new
understandings, they tried to act with love and compassion...Although not
the sole instigators, missionary and educational activities contributed to
the weakening of the spirit of the Aboriginal Peoples. 9
The United Church of Canada's Brief to the Royal Commission is of the same tenor:
The Residential School period coincides with the general partnership
which existed between the established Christian churches and the
Canadian Government in the process of nation-building, particularly the
expansion of European-based settlement of the west and north. Church
participation in Residential Schools could be [our emphasis] described as
an inadvertent and unfortunate part of that shared nation-building
project.10
On the governmental side, the Department of Indian Affairs has in recent years
either refrained from historical revisionism, or limited itself to modes of expression less
public than Scott's,11 Chretian's,12 or Nielsen's.13 However, as a perusal of, say,
Scott's writings would show, bureaucrats of earlier eras were children of their times, and
perfectly at home repeating Canadian equi-valents of the "White Man's Burden" as the
philosophical and moral justification for their actions.
Recent writers and
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commentators sometimes pick up and pass along this cant:
Many came back [from Residential School] unable to speak the Cree
language, in conflict with their parents, and with severe problems of
identity...This kind of suffering was imposed unwittingly [our emphasis] in
the nineteenth century, since education had not yet come to be seen as it
is now...14
In the following excerpt, not only is the "unconsciousness" of the harm of Residential
Schooling mentioned, education itself becomes a "right" granted Indians by the federal
government:
As we all know, education was granted as a fundamental right by the
Canadian government during the early policy-making years. One thing
the Canadian government failed to recognize [our emphasis] was the
social implications of their policies and I am speaking in terms of the
things [that] have happened to Native peoples as a result of the residential
school era.15
At least some of the Royal Commissioners themselves seem ready and able to gaze
into the minds of bureaucrats:
We hope that this report will help government to avoid bad policies [our
emphasis] that have been brought on too often in the past. I have in
mind the Residential School policies.16
...as if Residential School policies should be attributed to inattention to detail.
Examples could be manufactured endlessly, and they would not have to be limited to
educational policy.17
Disputing the Motives Game
This particular characterisation ("mistakes") is of central importance to the the
Standard Account, first because it implies the churches and governments wouldn't have
behaved as they did had they thought a bit or had better advisors, and second because
the characterisation mitigates blame (that is, if churches and governments "just didn't
realise" what they were doing, what happened may be "regrettable" but is hardly
damnable; we all make mistakes, after all, and nobody makes them intentionally). Of
these two prongs, the first is more important. For some time the federal government's
tactics in dealing with Aboriginal grievances has been to deny fiduciary responsibility for
programs and services to Aboriginal Peoples;18 that is, they hold that there is no legal
reason for them to do what they do. This has been used to justify closing down or
cutting back programs, ostensibly for economic reasons. 19 Why, then, do they carry
out the programs they run at all (whether good or bad, useful or harmful, etc.)? As
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explanations, we are left with bureaucratic inertia (which, we think, is true to some
extent, but still had to have some origin) and the goodness of the government's heart.
In disputing the characterisation, what is the point at which we are driving? It is
not that we "really" know the motives of these people, and that the churches and
government are lying. It is that motives, taken as "inner engines" driving the men who
established and operated the Residential Schools, don't explain anything. We no more
know what "really" went on in the heads of those early educators than the people
producing today's revisionist accounts. If, as part of their mythology, the revisionists
wish to tell stories about the motives of churchmen and bureaucrats, we have no more
grounds for disputing the stories they tell than they have for asserting them.
What we do claim, however, is that regardless of the "truth" of the "saintly but
misguided motives" model, there are obvious reasons (as will be developed in Chapter
4) for setting up and operating institutions like the Residential Schools which are
completely ignored in the "motives" model. There is no need to posit and argue about
the personal attitudes, values, morals, or "whatevers" of these men, when the political,
economic, social, and legal inducements for them to act in a particular manner are so
crystal clear. And finally, as we will show subsequently, if one still has an urge to
translate these reasons into "inner engines," there is nothing saintly, generous, or even
neutral about them.
Research, Therapy, and Reconciliation
We will examine research, therapy, and reconciliation as responses later in this
report. Once again, here we limit ourselves to showing that many of the parties with an
interest in Indian Residential Schooling do indeed consistently call for these responses.
The body of the testimony given before the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples is
so replete with calls for "the healing process" and "reconciliation" (and less so for
"research") that its replication here is unnecessary; a few moments with the record
would be enough to convince even the most skeptical of its prominence. To be sure,
some of this makes perfect sense: that researchers call for research and therapists call
for therapy is as mysterious as farmers calling for seed or bakers calling for dough.
What we do find noteworthy is when farmers call for dough, and bakers call for seed.
Take, for example, the testimony of an RCMP officer who had spent
considerable time documenting the sexual abuses perpetrated by a priest in a
Residential School over an extended period of time. At the time he spoke, several
charges successfully had been brought, but an even larger body of charges (against the
same and additional priests) either remained to be laid or were still at the disposal of
the court system:
I think that the focus should be on healing and recovery. I know that
Canim Lake has taken huge steps in that direction and I applaud them for
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that. I just hope that, in the end, the native Aboriginal people can
overcome what happened to them at the residential school...It is still
happening today, the ripple effect, and I'm sure that until the proper
counselling is looked after and the people treated and a healing process
started, it's just going to continue.20
From a race-relations program coordinator:
Historically, Aboriginals who attended church-run schools have expressed
horror and resentment about the treatment accorded them. Many years
later, these mistrusts and injustices have surfaced and while some
attempts are being made to correct these atrocities, there is still a lot of
work to be done. The healing process will take a much longer time than
expected and more so to rebuild the trust which has been broken. 21
"Healing" and "therapy," as well as enough research to come to grips with the
nature and extent of Residential School abuses, has been called for consistently by
Aboriginal politicians, whether nationally, provincially, or locally situated. Ovide
Mercredi, Ronald George, Philip Fontaine and others have included such calls as part
of their presentations before the Royal Commission, although always a part of a longer
list of recommendations; and in their lists they generally conjoin individual with
community-level compensation.
Federal and provincial authorities have cast their lot for "healing" and "research",
de facto if in no other way, first by funding (as part of the financially strapped health
services22) "therapy" for "Residential School survivors," and then by making available
through grant agencies (e.g., SSHRCC) monies for the scientific study of Residential
School effects, family violence in Aboriginal communities, and similar initiatives.
Most emphatic in their call for "therapy," however, have been the churches:
Several Church groups and religious congregations have made public
statements acknowledging past sufferings. These have led to efforts to
find avenues of healing and reconciliation.23
In addition to the initiatives related to the Apology and social justice, the
United Church has tried to hear the overwhelming cry of pain from
Aboriginal peoples that has resulted directly from Residential Schools and
is seeking appropriate ways to support healing.24
Sometimes, the churches aren't hesitant about telling the Royal Commission what it
should be doing:
The results of the extensive project on Residential Schools which the
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RCAP is undertaking will play an important role in bringing the stories of
survivors to public light. We look forward to the recommendations to the
federal government and the churches by the Royal Commission with
respect to the legacy of Residential Schools. The goal is to promote
healing.25
And sometimes, the churches volunteer to just go ahead and do the therapy
themselves:
The dioceses also committed themselves to establishing...local forums of
dialogue and other avenues for listening that will bring together former
students and their families and the religious, clergy and lay staff who were
involved in the schools so that they may reflect on their experience and
work towards healing and reconciliation.26
And on and on. The full tenor of the church submissions to the Royal
Commission can only be obtained by reading them in their entirety, but while brief, we
hold that these extracts are fair representations.
Disputing the Therapy Move
Indeed, acknowledged here and there within the submissions of the churches
are the personal failures of school staff and church officials, and even many of the
direct forms of abuse that will be catalogued in Chapter 3. But does it take Miss
Marple to find it more than a little odd that those who admit responsibility (to a limited
degree, to be sure) for a crime have assumed, prominently and without challenge, the
role of defining it, judging it, and passing sentence upon it? And what a sentence it is
to be! They will have to listen to the people they abused! Bishops of dioceses in
which abuses took place will "encourage" other bishops to "make similar commitments
to the healing process...and to support the participation of both Native and non-Native
people in mutual healing exercises!" And we thought Devil's Island was "hard time!"
Lest it be thought we are being unduly harsh on the churches, let's return once
again to Chapter 1. The conundrum that occurred to us there remains unanswered:
lawyers, judges, officers of the law...does no one here recognise that crimes have been
committed? We have searched in vain the testimony of those expert in criminal
matters for any suggestion that the aggressive uncovering and prosecution of criminals
should form any part of an appropriate response to issues of Indian Residential
Schooling. Precisely how typical of the law enforcement and criminal justice systems
is this attitude? Is "therapy for the victim" the bottom line in criminal law for, say, bank
robbery, tax fraud, or insider trading?
Finally let's not overlook the calls for "therapy," "healing," and "reconciliation" that
have predominated the testimony of Aboriginal Peoples ourselves. The churches,
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quite accurately, assert that the call for therapy, healing, and reconciliation consistently
is heard in their consultations with Aboriginal groups, and portray (somewhat less
accurately) their own THR calls as a consequence of those consultations. Is our own
call for a "healing process" a studied, considered response based on a clear overview
of the issues, or are we merely repeating what we have been told over and over again?
Or, put another way, does the call for therapy have tangible grounds, or does it indicate
the success of someone else's propaganda? Between the poles of these possibilities,
we lean toward the second and away from the first. Apart from occasional
compilations of testimonials, there is no literature to suggest the efficacy of psychology
in dealing with issues arising from Residential Schooling; and were the occasional
testimonial sufficient grounds for belief, we would have to believe that Elvis is still alive.
Furthermore, while much insightful work on Residential Schooling has appeared (see
below), we hold, and hope to demonstrate, that only the surface of this issue has been
scratched.
Here again we do not wish to indulge in the "motives" game we have already
dismissed. We cannot see into the hearts and minds of those who have called so
strongly for theraputic or conciliatory responses to the Residential School, whether
ecclesiasts, judges, or therapists of any stripe. Instead, we point out that unanimity
has come about in the absence of any evidence to favor it. We ask if such unanimity
really benefits Aboriginal Peoples. And we call attention (Chapter 4) to manifest
economic, political, and legal reasons such a smoke-screen would be created in the
first place.
DIZZYING LANGUAGE
The differences between the Standard Account and our alternative is not a
matter of sticks and stones, but of words. And, as Penelope 27 has pointed out, the
nursery rhyme is a lie: words do hurt people, and so effectively that knowledge of how
the word-magic works is a closely guarded secret. When the subject of Indian
Residential Schools arises, the word-magic (better known as rhetoric) kicks into
overdrive, but so smoothly and effortlessly that we scarcely notice that we're headed
toward Never-Never Land at warp speed.
Getting a grip on the rhetorical devices deployed against a clear understanding
of Indian Residential School is therefore essential. This is why, for example, we took
such pains to point out the use of "mistake" when Residential Schools were mentioned.
Crimes are committed (that is, they are deliberate); mistakes just happen. Crimes are
usually serious; mistakes are often trivial. Criminals commit crimes; anyone can make
a mistake. Crimes may be confessed to, mistakes are admitted to. Criminals are
apprehended, tried, sentenced, imprisoned, rehabilitated; people who make mistakes
"try to do better next time." And so on.
As useful as such an exercise might be, we cannot make this report into a primer
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of rhetoric. However, since word-games are so important to understanding and
misunderstanding Indian Residential Schooling, in the remainder of this chapter we will
spend some time pointing out some of the more blatant examples of word-gymnastics
we have thus far encountered.
Straight From the Minister's Mouth
When both the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples and the Assembly of
First Nations were considering investigations into Residential Schooling, then-Minister
of Indian Affairs Tom Siddon stated that he did not want inquiries into Residential
Schooling to turn into a "Witch Hunt."28 While neither ill-considered nor insignificant,
these words are ambiguous. What did the then-Minister mean by his utterance?
Perhaps he meant to signal official disapproval of possible death sentences for
those who would be found to have operated Residential Schools; after all, many of the
women found guilty of being witches were hanged or burned alive at the stake. 29 Well,
this seems unlikely; Canada doesn't have the death penalty on its books, and we are
unaware of any mass movement to reinstate it specifically to punish Residential School
bureaucrats.
Perhaps the then-Minister merely wished to forestall a rush by an enraged
populace to visit retribution upon those responsible for Residential Schools. The Witch
Hunts were, after all, a phenomenon of the masses, and the "good people" of various
lands were not above taking the law into their own hands and saving officials the trouble
of a formal examination of suspected witches. However, if this was Mr. Siddon's intent,
he need not have worried; a country that can tolerate, among other things, the distorted
media coverage of Oka, the equating of Reserves with paradises of the South-Sea
Islands,30 and abortions without anesthetic for Aboriginal Women as "lessons in
self-restraint" can obviously put up with a lot when it concerns Aboriginal Peoples.
There seems little danger that a mob would arise hell-bent for justice for them.
Did he perhaps mean that, like the crimes for which witches were executed
(calling diseases down upon neighbours; making pacts with Satan; turning milk sour
with evil eyes; etc.), Residential Schools and the abuses that have been associated
with them are fictions, and, therefore, that investigating pseudocrimes and holding
people accountable for them would itself be criminal? At first glance this, too, seems
unlikely, for the "paper trail" of church and governmental operation of Residential
Schools goes back well over a hundred years, and, with apologies (?) having been
offered up by some of the churches, there seems to be general agreement that, given
sufficient political/legal will, there is something for which a hunt could be organised.
Still, we believe we perceive an element of the charge of "pseudocrimes" in the
then-Minister's statement; but something more is needed to flesh out our suspicion.
"Witch Hunt" is evocative language. Properly speaking, it evokes the systematic
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torture and murder of women launched by men of rank (clerical and otherwise) during
the European Dark Ages and due to end any day now. In the modern world it also
evokes the political persecution of dissidents in the United States that began in the
1940's. We think the image then-Minister Siddon was trying to create, the parallel he
was trying to draw, was this: that an energetic and thoroughgoing investigation of Indian
Residential Schooling would be an unjustifiable and immoral persecution of a helpless
underclass by a draconian elite, intent upon establishing and/or maintaining its
domination by any means at its disposal. After all, this was the aim of the original
Witch Hunts.31
The drawing of such a parallel, however, bespeaks either a complete ignorance
of historical fact or an attempt at the Big Lie technique perfected earlier this century.
For the implied parallel is no parallel at all: 1) Aboriginal Peoples and others concerned
about Indian Residential Schooling are in no position of power remotely comparable to
that of the Men of the Cloth who called forth the atrocities against women. There is no
"draconian elite" behind the impetus to come to grips with Residential Schools, just
people who want the truth; 2) the transgressors investigated in any inquiry regarding
Residential Schooling would not be, like the women murdered during the Witch Hunts,
a marginalised, oppressed underclass, but rather the opposite, members of a wealthy
and/or powerful privileged class; and 3) as we shall show, it was the Indian Residential
Schools that were an attempt to establish and maintain dominance, as is the struggle to
avoid any kind of inquiry. The only domination the AFN or Royal Commission inquiries
might be able to establish would be the domination of fact over fiction, truth over lies, or
justice over oppression. The Witch Hunts, remote and modern, all opted for fiction,
lies, and oppression.
Finally, we remain skeptical that anyone flew anywhere on a broomstick, that
anyone soured anyone's milk with the Evil Eye, or that anyone turned anyone into a
newt. However, Residential Schools, and the evils associated with them, are as sure
as little green apples. And yet, this is another intimation behind the then-Minister's
words. He cannot come right out and say abuses never happened, but he can subtlely
and circuitously attempt to trivialise them.32
We cannot speak to the then-Minister's possible ignorance, but we will speak to
his rhetorical and obfuscatory choice of language. By the use of "Witch Hunt" to
characterise inquiries into Indian Residential Schooling he ties his figurative and literal
cronies to the stake with helpless, tortured women and shouts: Stop This Outrage!
The only outrage is that the intellectual successors to this Medieval Crime Against
Humanity would be arrogant enough to draw the distorted and dishonest parallel, and
expect to get away with it.
The Church Submissions
It might be thought that getting so worked up about by two offhanded words by a
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then-Minister is overkill. In our turn, we might agree it was indeed "two offhanded
words" if we didn't see the same tactic cropping up everywhere we look. The finest
examples of rhetorical obfuscation in the "analysis" of Indian Residential Schools that
have come to our attention are the submissions to the Royal Commission by the
Historic Mission Churches. Since they were issued in November of 1993 our students
have used them with profit in the study of Rhetorical Excess. Because the volume of
work exceeds the then-Minister's two little words, we will only offer here a rogue's
gallery of our favourites. And, in all truthfulness, we don't recall which rhetorical tricks
were the ones we pointed out and which were the ones our students brought to our
attention; once you get the hang of it, the tricks just seem to jump out at you from all
over the page.
"Losing" One's Way of Life
Time and again the Church submissions speak of the "loss" of Indian land,
language, identity, etc. For example, page 1 of the Anglican Church submission reads:
"Aboriginal people today...speak repeatedly of their desire to recover the values and
freedoms that have been lost to them through the impact of the Europeans." This is an
odd choice of a word, because in fact we "lost" none of these things; they were stolen.
Characterising, say, Aboriginal culture as having been "lost" makes it seem like
absent-mindedness or carelessness by the Indians is at least partly to blame. To see
this, suppose a thief "relieved" you of your car at gun point, and, relating this to an
officer of the law the officer responded, "Oh, so you lost your car."
We note also that the word "recover" in this sentence is a trick, prefiguring the
almost immediate conjunction of "recovery and healing" on the next page in a manner
implying that Aboriginal Peoples' urge to "recover" our possessions is a plea for
"recovery" in a theraputic sense. Finally, notice what we are being told we want to
"recover": our values and freedoms. There is no mention of land, trees, minerals,
resources, and other things that in the Western World have a price tag associated with
them.33 Finally, "intangibles" the two of us would put on this list, like justice, are also
conspicuously missing. Perhaps they're hoping we won't notice and accept their list.
Partners in Progress
Linking Aboriginal Peoples with the dominant European society as "partners" is
also prominent in the Church submissions: partners in the Fur Trade in earlier times,
partners in "healing" and "reconciliation" nowadays. 34 An interesting use of this notion
is present in the submission from the Permanent Council of Catholic Bishops:
Admittedly in the light of what we know today, these systems, services
and institutions could have had much more positive results...had they
aimed at making these peoples architects of their own development and
partners in common projects.35
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Putting aside until page 40 the question of what could possibly be meant by "positive
results," the thrust of this and the other uses of the "partnership" metaphor is, once
again, to implicate Aboriginal Peoples in how they were treated and how they will be
treated.
The extract quoted makes it seem as if Aboriginal Peoples wanted
development, and a development that was common with what was desired by the
Europeans.
"Development" itself is a dishonest term: at best, a metaphor reified; and at
worst, a polite term for exploitation.36 In pushing the idea that Aboriginal Peoples
should have had more input into their development, and should have such input in the
future, Aboriginal grievances are again being undermined. Like the (only partially
successful) attempts to recast the grievances of women and Blacks, the "partnership"
metaphor assumes Aboriginal Peoples desire to be like their oppressors (that is, to get
their chance to be rich and powerful exploiters). Well, we can't speak for all Aboriginal
Peoples, but this doesn't seem to us to be the point at all. As we see it, on the
"development" side, the struggle has always been how to accommodate some of the
Europeans' obvious technical successes without buying into the warped world-view they
try to sell along with it. On the "grievance" side, the struggle has been for justice.
Grounds for Action
Lurking in the Church responses, and explicit in some of their submissions, are
the "economic realities" of our times. Thus, from the Brief of the Anglican Church of
Canada:
[T]he church's response should not be dominated by legal concerns, but
should be quick and pastoral...37
Dominated is an interesting word here. What should the proportion be? 51%-49%?
99%-1%? If the churches are acknowledging their part in an immoral activity they now
repudiate, why are legalities any part at all of their response? Shouldn't it be entirely
on the morality (or immorality) of the activity? After all, they are supposed to be the
moral leadership of Canada, and to suggest the pertinence of some basis for their
action other than an ethical one means nothing less than forfeiting ethics. That is, they
appear to be engaging in the same kind of "cost-benefit" analysis that gave North
America the Pinto.
What we consider to be an honest appraisal of this kind of thinking appears in
the submission of the Presbyterian Church:
It was easy for the WMS [Women's Missionary Society] and the principals
to lose sight of the fact that these institutions were, first and foremost,
schools, and they became increasingly occupied with managing people
and money...The government was unwilling to provide the schools with
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the financial resources necessary to do their job well. The Women's
Missionary Society was unable to support the schools financially,
choosing instead to manage the schools on behalf of the government. In
the process of managing the schools, the WMS and the staffs of the
schools sometimes drifted away from the spiritual center that had created
the schools in the first place.38
More Costs and Benefits
Cost and benefit considerations aren't limited merely to issues of what to do
about the aftermath of Indian Residential Schools; they are also supposed to condition
our evaluation of them. For example:
Aboriginals have also benefited from educational and health care systems
and from political, social and judicial institutions.39
National Aboriginal organizations were beginning to find their own voice,
and to bring into the larger public arena an eloquent, committed
leadership, many of whom had learned in the residential schools how to
deal with the mainstream society.40
Such sentiments, of course, are not limited to ecclesiasts but are prominent in North
Americans of European descent at large.41 Lodged within these sentiments is the idea
that, while Residential Schools may have done harm, they also did some good, so we
must mitigate our criticism of them with an analysis of this counterbalancing.
There is quite a lot of juggling specific and general issues here. In the first
scenario meant to mitigate criticism there is an implicit false dichotomy: either the
Indians had to receive Residential Schooling or no education at all. And yet, there
were plenty of "educational models" about that did not require the extremes enshrined
in the Residential School system (see Chapter 3). This line of reasoning is akin to
another trick played today on Aboriginal peoples: "You can have the provincial
curriculum, or you can have a curriculum that inculcates Indian language and culture,
but you can't have both." While the parents polarise around the choices, the fact that
White Anglo-Saxon Protestant parents and children are not forced into making such a
choice is conveniently ignored.
In the second scenario, there is a false implied direction of causality: it is
because those leaders went to a Residential School that they are leaders. Harsh?
Yes! Punishing? Yes! But it made MEN (sic) of them! This reasoning ignores the
fact that those who attended Residential School also ate plenty of mush for breakfast,
so maybe it was mush-eating that turned them into leaders; that there are plenty of
"leaders" about who didn't attend Residential School; and that, as Miller 42 points out,
this was far from the intent of Residential Schools, and thus taking credit for "creating
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leaders" (even were it defensibly related to Residential Schools) would be like
defending the slaughtering of villagers by arguing you saved them from communism.
Or, even more to the point, this reasoning isn't taken to its logical conclusion: why limit
the benefits of this exercise in character-building to the Aboriginals (who, after all, have
never properly offered their thanks)? Let's send all Canadian boys and girls at age 5 or
6 off somewhere far away (say, central Asia), and pay someone to beat and starve
them into learning a new language, a new religion, and a new culture. Fifteen or
twenty years later, what a bumper crop of leaders this country will harvest!
What we feel is most important, however, is that both of these scenarios (and
several others we could bring up) are attempts to alleviate criticism by bringing up
"goods" that were associated with the "bads." There is some element of validity to the
notion that, although there is no common currency to simplify calculation, good deeds
make up for bad ones, but this is not the judgment that is asked for here. We are
asked to consider that these schools did good by doing bad. We are asked to forget
why they did what they did.
We are asked to agree that the ends (even
misrepresented ones) justify the means. And we are asked to put out of our minds the
unnecessary and excessive harshness of how they accomplished what they
accomplished, however intentional. These requests are not the pleas of the pious, but
the pitch of someone selling snake oil.
Appy-Polly-Lodges
The final batch of rhetorical devices we shall look at here are the apologies that
have been made for Residential Schools. It is often said and written, and it is widely
believed, that the churches (and even the federal government) have apologised for the
Residential Schools. But have they? It is quite possible for a statement to have the
form of an apology without actually being one.43
Well, with regard to the Presbyterian Church in Canada and the Permanent
Council of the Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops there is no ambiguity; they
haven't apologised. In the brief of the Presbyterians there are actually some attempts
to come to grips with issues; we can only wish they had been more successful at it.
On those occasions when it is actually relevant to the issues of Indian Residential
Schooling, the submission of the of Catholic Bishops consists largely of the kinds of
evasions we have been looking at in this chapter. The Council does make mention of
"apologies" that have been made by specific Catholic associations, but not only is care
taken to emphasise the local and unofficial aspect of such statements, the nature of the
statements themselves is strictly limited: "Several Church groups and religious
congregations have made public statements arising from their examination of
conscience (p. 6)." Not apologies. And even these statements take the form of the
"apology" offered by the federal government at the First National Conference on
Residential Schools in Vancouver in 1991: they apologise for the "mistakes" and the
"pain and suffering" that occurred there, not for setting up and operating them. When
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we try to judge the sincerity of such "apologies" we would do well to consider that the
Nazis could have carried out the Holocaust politely. Was their crime merely that they
were excessively nasty and truculent in rounding up and transporting the Jews? By
focusing upon only the occurrence of specific acts of inflicting pain and suffering, the
Council ignores much more serious issues.
The apologies offered by the United Church of Canada in 1986 (as reproduced
in their submission to the Royal Commission) and the Primate of the Anglican Church
of Canada in 1993 (as reproduced in their submission) are complete and unalloyed,
although unspecific. There is in our opinion a marked tendency in both toward
verbosity (a charge they might well level against us), and present in their statements are
more than a few of the flourishes we have identified in this chapter. However, this
does not detract from the clear recognition of the wrongs, not only of the abuses that
occurred in schools under their supervision, but of having participated in such an
institution at all.
Nevertheless, to see this the statements must be read themselves. Accounts of
the apologies focus on the "pain and hurt" Residential Schools caused, and to us this
lessens their impact. In any event, their very existence and their reproduction in the
briefs submitted by these churches attests to the importance of the distinction we are
pointing out. The implications of all this must wait, however, until Chapter 4.
CONCLUSIONS
In a society that, nominally at least, rejects coercion as a means of control,
persuasive argumentation (fair and unfair) takes precedence. As well in such a
society, widespread understanding of the methods of control by persuasion is best
avoided if 1) you are in control and 2) you don't want to be out of control.
The predominance of unfair persuasive language does not, of course, prove that
we live in a society where those in control are working overtime to maintain it. The
ease with which "slippery language" can be spotted in the literature on Residential
Schools merely arouses our suspicion that either we are being led along the garden
path, or that the kind of "radical"44 analysis undertaken by Amery, and called for by the
churches,45 has yet to take place. It also should put all of us on guard that, if we
merely accept uncritically what we are exposed to, we risk taking seriously a skewed
picture of Residential Schooling. Unfortunately, it is the only warning we are likely to
get.
Readers may be disappointed at the lack of progress made in the analysis of
Indian Residential Schooling. However, we have, we believe, shown that there is
some life in the monster we have called the Standard Account, as well as made an
initial case for distinguishing specific abusive acts of commission and omission vs. the
existence of the schools per se. A look at issues within each of these distinctions is
taken up in the next two chapters.

Chapter 3

THE EVENTS

Witnesses in oral testimonies are not concerned with restoring the health
of a people that has been impaired by history; instead, they recall the
image of a self insulted not only by history, but also by particular men and
women like themselves. No form of integration into an outer public world
exists for the inner chaos that disrupts their memory. As audience, we
long for such a correspondence to erase the barbaric opposition between
what we hear and what we wish to know. But the more we listen, the
more evidence we have that the question of inaccessibility may be our
own invented defense against the invitation to imagine what is perfectly
explicit in the remembered experience before our eyes and ears.
Lawrence Langer, Holocaust Testimonies.
INTRODUCTION
To us it seems as if what we have to say could be expressed in three or four
well-written paragraphs, but, try as we might, these have eluded us. Time and again
we have vaulted over a discussion only to be draw back into it, for fear that readers
won't make the connections and extrapolations that to us seem obvious. One such
vault is the subject of the current chapter. It should be clear what the Standard and
alternative accounts are accounts of, but is it? Many non-Aboriginals, it seems, have
never heard of Indian Residential Schools, or if they have, what they were seems not to
have penetrated. Wilcomb Washburn, noted scholar on North American Aboriginals,
writes in a blurb for a study of an Oklahoma Residential School:
Anyone who has attended a New England `prep' school or gone to Marine
`boot camp' at Parris Island will feel a kinship to the students who
attended Chilocco Indian School.46
These overdrawn comparisons are fairly common: apparently, many cannot tell the
difference 1) between sending your own children off to exclusive boarding schools 47
(where "these young men govern the school for a time...as they expect to govern the
country later") vs. having your children removed under force of law to live under an alien
system of language, religion, and culture, delivered by those with a stated and
unremitting commitment to the genocide of their charges 48; or 2) between young adults,
irradiated with a jingoistic fervour, undergoing physical training to kill for the State while
receiving three square meals a day vs. children removed from their home to serve as
inadequately nourished day labourers under the guise of education. At one time we
hadn't thought such mistakes were this easy to make, but we now know better.
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Lest the reader consider that our characterisation is too extreme (and we would
agree that it doesn't describe all schools at all times), it isn't a matter of controversy: the
facts in the case of Indian Residential Schooling are not in dispute.49 In fact, nothing
produced (for public examination, anyway) by the churches or federal/provincial
governments impugns any of the above. Thus, to this extent, the facts about Indian
Residential Schools have not yet reached the stage attained, say, in Holocaust
Denial.50
When it comes to providing details of individuals' experiences in Residential
Schools, or drawing generalisations about the form and function of the institution, there
is also official silence. The churches and federal/ provincial governments have
produced no histories, incident reports, legal opinions, psychologies, or sociologies of
Indian Residential Schooling. There is a uniform inattention to these particular details.
However, we don't consider this sloppiness or bad scholarship on the part of any of the
parties involved. We can understand that it seems to be a reasonable "tactic" not to
provide much detail about actions that are morally and legally indefensible
anyway...why stir up an already hostile crowd?51 To us, it is more important that this
failure to contradict charges raised earlier and elsewhere is a further reflection that the
facts about Indian Residential Schools are not in dispute. 52
But although not in dispute, neither are the facts in public consciousness.
Canadians in general can only maintain the bogus image of Canada the Good World
Citizen53 by acquiring a studied ignorance of, for example, their role in East Timor, their
treatment of Japanese Canadians during WWII, "Home Children," and any number of
issues arising out of their treatment of Aboriginal Peoples, including Residential
Schools. If the Royal Commission is to have any chance of influencing Canadian
public opinion, then, we believe it is necessary to provide information on the events no
one wants to talk about, and their psychosocial consequences for Aboriginal Peoples.
We begin this task in this chapter.
Before beginning, however, there is an additional point to be mentioned. Implicit
in much of the material of Chapter 2, but in need of further clarification here, is that
because the conflict between the Standard Account and our alternative is not a matter
of specific events (upon which, broadly, accounts agree), it is entirely a matter of how
events are to be understood. At one time the churches and governments seemed
determined to follow the customary damage control techniques of denying everything
and smearing victims,54 but this has become less central a strategy. What the
Standard Account is designed to do is manage how all of us are to interpret the abuse.
It aims to dictate such things as who we should hold responsible for what, what the
consequences were, and what should be done about it. Indeed, its aim is no less than
to frame for us precisely the nature of the abuses themselves. The rhetorical nature of
this "spin control" as clarified in Chapter 2 will thus continue to be a matter of
considerable importance.
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THE NATURE OF THE INFORMATION
Testimony Before Royal Commissions
After many years of trying to gain public attention, concerned citizens finally
succeeded in 1883 in pressuring the Crown of England into commissioning an inquiry
into the aristocracy's use of burning, shooting, and starvation to drive Scottish peasants
off their traditional lands in the 18th and 19th century, an episode now known as the
Highland Clearances. When its final report was made public, the Napier Commission
(as it was called) quite unexpectedly (for Napier was a member of the aristocracy)
found that civil and military authorities had committed crimes and unconscionable acts
of inhumanity against the peasantry. The Crown was immediately faced with the task
of repudiating its own report. How was this done? In speeches and newspaper
reports, members of parliament and other men of station denounced the Commission's
findings as based on the testimony of ignorant peasants who didn't know right from
wrong, who were recalling events that had happened years before, and who were
willing (for a price, or even just for the chance to stir up trouble) to embellish their
testimony or even manufacture it out of nothing. The testimony, they imperiously
pointed out, wasn't sworn testimony, and as such couldn't be trusted.
We have brought up this matter because of parallels we see between Napier's
Commission and the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples. Calling crofters,
clansmen, and their family members ignorant peasants and liars might have been an
acceptable tactic in 1884 (it certainly forestalled doing anything about the crimes of the
Clearances), but direct ad hominen attacks on Aboriginal people presenting to the
Commission will, we hope, be less acceptable in 1994. (And, this is not to say that
present-day authorities won't be pleased to let the modern undercurrents of racism do
this work for them.) We do expect that some wag will ponderously point out that
testimony before the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples wasn't sworn testimony,
implying that what has been presented concerning the abuses in Residential Schools
wouldn't pass muster in the court system and therefore can't be trusted. 55
It is against such a tactic that we have taken such pains to point out that, yes,
indeed, there is (in Euro-Canadian Law, anyway) a difference between Commission
and courtroom testimony, but that our treatment of Commission testimony isn't as if it
were courtroom testimony; neither, for that matter, is the treatment accorded it by the
churches or governments. To protest that a presentation to the Royal Commission (in
1883 or 1993) isn't testimony before a court of law is like complaining that your car isn't
a very good submarine.
What this means for us is that the legalities of actions or omissions of action on
the part of church, civil, or governmental officials didn't consume our attention. If
someone testified that he or she was beaten into unconsciousness in Residential
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School, we didn't look for scars, call for supporting witnesses, or demand to see a
hospital intake report; to have done so would have been a further violation of those
appearing before the Commission, and a fundamental abrogation of its mandate. The
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples was neither intended nor equipped to carry
out the work the Canadian systems of law enforcement and criminal justice were
supposed to have been doing all these years; nor does the validity of the Commission's
record of abuses that occurred in Indian Residential Schools depend on the provability
of individual charges according to rules of Canadian criminal law.
Sources of Information
While some of the abuses occurred some time ago, they exist in the living
memories of people who testified before the Royal Commission. We now present an
enumeration of specific abuses that took place in Indian Residential Schools, but the list
is not complete: as shocking as it is, other charges are so horrifying that we question
the Royal Commission as a forum for verifying or refuting them. This is a matter we
will return to in the chapter on recommendations. What we do present is attested to by
multiple witnesses and information sources, existing court proceedings, and the victims
themselves.
In compiling this list we have supplemented testimony before the Commission
with a number of additional resources, primary among which have been:
Celia Haig-Brown, Resistance and Renewal: Surviving the Indian
Residential School. Vancouver: Tillacum Library, 1988;
E. Brian Titley, A Narrow Vision: Duncan Campbell Scott and the
Administration of Indian Affairs in Canada. Vancouver: University of British
Columbia Press, 1988;
R. Chrisjohn, C. Belleau and Others, "Faith Misplaced: Lasting Effects of
Abuse in a First Nations Community." Canadian Journal of Native
Education, Volume 18, Number 2, 1991, p. 161-197 (Also published as
Cariboo Tribal Council, The Effects of Residential Schooling. Williams
Lake: Cariboo Tribal Council, 1992);
Carl Urion, "Introduction: The Experience of Indian Residential Schooling."
Canadian Journal of Native Education, Volume 18 Supplement, 1991;
Linda Bull, "Indian Residential Schooling: The Native Perspective."
Canadian Journal of Native Education, Volume 18 Supplement, 1991, p.
3-63;
Rosalind Ing, "The Effects of Residential Schooling on Native
Child-Rearing Practices. Canadian Journal of Native Education, Volume
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18, 1991, p. 65-118;
Sandi Montour, Indian Residential Schools. Six Nations: Author, 1991;
Kathleen Quigley, Implications of Residential Schooling for a First Nations
Community. St. Catherines: Author, 1991;
Elizabeth Furniss, Victims of Benevolence: Discipline and Death at the
Williams Lake Indian Residential School, 1891-1920. Williams Lake:
Cariboo Tribal Council, 1992;
Isabelle Knockwood, Out of the Depths: The Experiences of Mi'kmaw
Children at the Indian Residential School at Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia.
Lockeport, Nova Scotia: Roseway Publishing, 1992;
Boyce Richardson, People of Terra Nullius: Betrayal and Rebirth in
Aboriginal Canada. Vancouver: Douglas & McIntyre, 1993;
K. Tsianina Lomawaima, They Called It Prairie Light: The Story of
Chilocco Indian School. Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebraska
Press, 1994;
Assembly of First Nations, Breaking the Silence: An Interpretive Study of
Residential School Impace and Healing as Illustrated by the Stories of
First Nations Invididuals. Ottawa: Assembly of First Nations, 1994.
These were examined along with more than 1,000 pages of Royal Commission
testimony that was directly or indirectly concerned with Indian Residential Schooling.
As well, we have read through the compilations of newspaper accounts of Indian
Residential School experiences maintained by the Cariboo Tribal Council in Williams
Lake, BC, and the Royal Commission in Ottawa. We have also viewed a dozen or so
documentaries or videotapes of conference proceedings that were specifically
concerned with Residential School abuses.
Finally, at the First National Conference on Residential Schools in Vancouver,
June, 1991, at numerous conference before and since, as health care service
providers, and during an uncountable number of personal conversations with friends
and acquaintances, the topic of personal experiences at Indian Residential Schools has
come up. These less formal sources generated no novel forms of abuse, but rather
served to confirm abuses attested to elsewhere.
Actions
We have provided some artificial structure to the catalogue of abuses here; we
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say "artificial" because these violations of human beings did not, and in fact cannot,
occur in isolation from one another. But in an effort to be as complete as possible, we
have listed these crimes in something of limited, focused summaries.
Physical Abuses
Sexual assault, including forced sexual intercource between men or women in
authority and girls and/or boys in their charge;
Forced oral-genital or masturbatory contact between men or women in authority
and girls and/or boys in their charge;
Sexual touching by men or women in authority of girls and/or boys in their
charge;
Performing private pseudo-official inspections of genitalia of girls and boys;
Arranging or inducing abortions in female children impregnated by men in
authority;
Sticking needles through the tongues of children, often leaving them in place for
extended periods of time;
Inserting needles into other regions of children's anatomy;
Burning or scalding children;
Beating children into unconsciousness;
Beating children to the point of drawing blood;
Beating children to the point of inflicting serious permanent or semi-permanent
injuries, including broken arms, broken legs, broken ribs, fractured skulls,
shattered eardrums, and the like;
Using electrical shock devices on physically restrained children;
Forcing sick children to eat their own vomit;
Unprotected exposure (as punishment) to the natural elements (snow, rain, rain,
and darkness), occasionally prolonged to the point of inducing life-threatening
conditions (e.g., frostbite, pneumonia);
Withholding medical attention from individuals suffering the effects of physical
abuse;
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Shaving children's heads (as punishment);
Psychological/Emotional Abuses
Administration of beatings to naked or partially naked children before their fellow
students and/or institutional officials;
Public, individually directed verbal abuse, belittling, and threatening;
Public, race-based vilification of all aspects of Aboriginal forms of life;
Racism;
Performing public strip searches and genital inspections of children;
Removal of children from their homes, families, and people;
Cutting children's hair or shaving their heads (as policy);
Withholding presents, letters, and other personal property of children;
Locking children in closets (as punishment);
Segregation of the sexes;
Proscription of the use of Aboriginal languages;
Proscription of the following of Aboriginal religious or spiritual practices;
Eliminating any avenue by which to bring grievances, inform parents, or notify
external authorities of abuses;
Forced labour;
Enforcing Unsuitable Living Conditions
Starvation (as punishment);
Inadequate nutrition (e.g., nutrition levels below that of needed for normal growth
and subsistence);
Providing food unfit for human consumption;
Exploiting child labour;
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Forced labour under unsafe working conditions;
Inadequate medical services, sometimes leading to children's deaths
Omissions of Action
Church Inaction
Failure to bring local incidents of abuse to the attention of higher church
authorities;
Failure to bring local incidents of abuse to the attention of federal and
appropriate provincial governmental authorities;
Failure to protect children under their care from the sexual predations of older
children also attending Residential School;
Failure to remove known sex offenders from positions of supervision and control
of children;
Acquiescence to federal funding levels below those the churches themselves
believed necessary for operation;
Starvation (as a cost-cutting measure);
Neglect of their educational mandate;
Governmental Inaction
Failure to adequately inspect or otherwise maintain effective supervision of
institutions into which their legal wards had been placed;
Failure to fund churches schools at levels sufficient for maintaining the physical
health of their legal wards;
Failure to live up to the spirit of treaties signed promising education for Aboriginal
Peoples;
Collaboration with church officials in covering up the criminal behaviour of
officials, both governmental and ecclesiastical;
Removal or relocation of internal personnel critical of Residential School
conditions;
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Overview
This, then, is an abbreviated and summarised list of abuses that occurred within
Indian Residential Schools. Except for items under institutional headings, it should be
clear that church officials, bureaucrats, and school personnel were in principle equally
well-placed (?) to carry out these abuses. That is, reports of beatings, racist outbursts,
sexual abuse, and the like have been attached to members of all groups having contact
with Aboriginal children. And, to repeat, with the exception of federal and provincial
governments, these are abuses attested to by all parties involved, including the Historic
Mission Churches. An excerpt from the brief of the Anglican Church of Canada should
make this clear:
Staff and members of the working group have heard a number of
disclosures from people, both male and female, who were sexually
abused while at residential school, either by staff or by older students.
The experiences of abuse range from voyeurism to fondling, to oral sex,
to forced vaginal or anal penetration, and from one-time experiences to
multiple experiences repeated over long periods. Some survivors were
abused by more than one person on different occasions. It is probable
that many more people were abused than have come forward to date.
Administrators sometimes covered-up occasions of abuse, transferring
the perpetrators instead of providing help for the survivors and bringing
the perpetrators to justice. In one instance, the parents of several young
women who had been raped by a staff member were manipulated into
signing statements saying the rapes had never taken place and their
daughters had lied in reporting them. It was also common for the
abusers, themselves, to use manipulation and threatened or actual
physical violence to extract promises of secrecy from their victims.56
The bravery of this confession begins to approach (but only approach) that of the
Aboriginal Peoples who have made public what they went through in Residential
Schools; and its horror is only approached by those who now insinuate it wasn't at all as
bad as Aboriginal Peoples have said.
Questions that Arise from Actions and Omission of Action
We believe that, after digesting this list, three questions naturally occur to the
attentive reader: 1) how widespread were these abuses?; 2) why did the perpetrators of
these abuses behave as they did?; and 3) what are the consequences of these abuses
for the people who suffered them? Despite the urgency some may have to see these
questions answered, we must postpone their consideration. We have made no secret
of the territory toward which we wish to move the understanding of Indian Residential
Schooling. It follows that as it is this list is incomplete. None of the questions can be
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addressed until the full horror of what Indian Residential Schooling was has been made
clear.
Nevertheless, it is at this point (enumeration of abuses) that many, if not most,
submissions to the Royal Commission undertake to answer one or more of the three
questions. The answers are, briefly: 1) it is impossible to tell how widespread abuses
were. Obviously, the degree of abuse varied between schools and changed with the
passage of time. A case-by-case analysis is the only way to determine whether a
particular person was abused, or a specific person was an abuser; 2) the perpetrators
behaved as they did because they were imperfect men and women. While they merit
our universal condemnation, they also deserve our understanding as individuals
suffering from their own forms of sickness, and, consequently, warrant whatever
assistance and forgiveness we can muster; 3) the consequences are that many
Aboriginal People now suffer from a psychological disorder known as Residential
School Syndrome. In addition, the failure to accord psychological attention to this
condition early on has led to its perpetuation (sometimes in mutated form) in Aboriginal
communities, much as disease is spread in a susceptible, uninoculated population.
In short, answering the three questions at this point commits one to the Standard
Account. The answers instantiate an attempt to manage how we are to interpret the
abuses by responding on the basis of an incomplete picture of Indian Residential
Schooling. If we are honestly committed to coming to grips with Residential Schooling,
this intellectual encirclement must be resisted and the picture must be completed.
THE TESTIMONY BEFORE THE ROYAL COMMISSION ON ABORIGINAL PEOPLES
Before continuing on with our own attempt to complete the picture, we would like
to tie up some loose ends in regard to the testimony delivered by Aboriginal Peoples
and others to this Royal Commission. In reading through volumes of testimony we
have reached certain conclusions about it, conclusions that will have some bearing on
recommendations we will eventually make. Like any summary of such an immense
and heterogeneous corpus of material, it is dangerous to treat our generalisations as
unarguable, but we feel there is some utility to this exercise.
One thing that we noticed is that relatively few people came and spoke about
things that happened to them personally. Rather, the experiences of a number of
people were sometimes summarized by a single person who may or may not have
undergone something similar. For example:
I have heard people who have said, "I have left that Residential School,
and I have been like a ship without a rudder." I have heard people say, "I
have left that place, and I left there just like a robot, with no feelings, with
no emotions."57
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But before I make my last point, one person was asking me to mention
the atrocities at the Residential School that were put on the reserve for
Aboriginal People; there was no mention of the sexual harassment that
was given to Aboriginal People, just as was seen in the Mount Cashel
orphanage. One person asked me to mention that and I didn't want to
forget it.58
X. X., from Lennox Island, ran away from the Indian Residential School in
Shubenacadie. When he was caught, they shaved his head, then he
was put in a closet for several days and given bread and water until they
discovered that his feet were frostbitten. X's condition was neglected by
the school, his toes had to be cut off. A former student of this school
from Lennox Island fought for this country in World War II. This particular
student was a prisoner of war. He said, "The prisoner of war experience
was no worse than that of school in Shubenacadie." Y. Y. went to this
school. They sent him to get coal when he was eight years old and a big
lump of coal fell on his hand and cut his fingers... 59
I would like to share with you a comment made by one of the parents in
the early 1980's when we were working with the centre and trying to make
parents realise the importance of the language. She had attended
Residential School and was punished for translating for one of her
younger brothers who did not speak English. She states: "I will not speak
or teach my children or grandchildren to speak Gwich'in as I was punished
for translating for one of my younger brothers when he did not understand
or speak the language."60
Several people talked about the electric chair that was used in the girl's
playroom. It seems odd how an electric chair can find its way into a
Residential School; however, it seems to have been brought to the school
for fun. Nevertheless, all the people who remembered the electric chair
do not remember it in fun, but with pain and horror. 61
Some students were bribed to do what their keepers wanted of them.
Others were encouraged to victimize their neighbours. We were beaten,
starved and stripped of any human dignity or self-respect. There were
deaths in some of the schools during the Residential School period, and
after the Residential School period as a result of being in those schools. 62
I was one of the fortunate ones in the residential school, but the boy who
slept next to me wasn't very fortunate. I saw him being sexually abused.
As a result, he died violently. He couldn't handle it when he became of
age.63
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When specific instances of personally-experienced abuses are mentioned, the
descriptions are short and poignant:
I stayed in that Residential School for 10 years. I hurt there. There was
no love there. There was no caring there, nobody to hug you when you
cried; all they did was slap you over, don't you cry, you're not supposed to
cry. Whip me when I talked to my younger brother. That's my brother,
for God's sake. We were not supposed to talk to these people.64
I was even molested when I was in the Residential School and this was in
my home town of Ile-a-la-Cross. I was sexually molested by a nun and I
was abused.65
You know, I was seriously injured down there, I ended up in a hospital for
I don't know how long, with my legs broken in three places. But today I
am very fortunate to be walking.66
I am one of the victims as mentioned here forced to eat her own vomit.
Today I am still suffering from that. You can't even make your own pet
eat their own vomit. It has to be something very clean that I have to feed
them. Every time that I try to feed my animals, it always comes back to
me what I went through and I learned a lot from the suffering I had when I
was at the residential school.67
It was obvious that speaking openly and publically about these experiences was one of
the most difficult things these people have ever done:
In my case, I entered school when I was six. At 47, it took me some forty
years before I could talk about my experience in Residential School, and
that was just the first step. And I have a number of steps to take before I
can consider myself a whole person. One that can walk and associate
and relate to people as a... I don't know how to describe it...without
shame, without any sense of embarrassment, because of what I
experienced in Residential School.68
It's really hard to live in this world pretending. It's really hard to be
pretending all my life, smiling and happy, really happy. A lot of people
say, "Oh, in residential school our kids always smile." I call that the smile
of fear. You have to smile. That's the smile of fear. I became one of
them. For the longest time I didn't have a real smile, I didn't. 69
All in all, we found it difficult to avoid coming to some conclusions about the
testimony about Residential School abuses to the Royal Commission: 1) the overall
structure of sessions was incompatible with dealing with Residential School abuses in a
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completely satisfactory manner. The hearings were sometimes too public, the
Commissioners sometimes too distant, the scheduling sometimes too tight for the
people to say what they wanted to say, and be heard as they wanted to be heard.
People, all too many people, had difficult things to say and not the best conditions
under which to say them; 2) consequently, we suspect that more, and we do not know
how much more, remains to be said:
I was a member of a residential school for nine years. Throughout these
years there have been experiences that I have had to deal with within the
system. I think it is certainly good that we can have a forum like this, but,
to be honest, I just wonder if one afternoon is going to do it. I don't think
so...70
One other matter should be cleared up: what is the nature of the testimony
before the Commission? We have already noted that it is not legal testimony, and that
to pretend that is was was merely an old tactic, a rhetorical attempt to establish a base
from which findings could be dismissed. However, we should be clear that it is not
data either, in a "social scientific investigation" sense. To try to make the Commission
hearings into data-gathering exercises would have been at least as serious a misuse of
them (and those giving testimony) as turning them into criminal proceeding would have
been, and has the same rhetorical purpose; dismissal of findings because there are no
tables, numbers, correlations, etc. supporting them. If this kind of study is desirable
and technically feasible, then other approaches will have to be taken. However, as we
argue in Chapter 6, we consider the mentality that would demand such an accounting to
be merely another facet of the world-view that gave rise to Residential Schooling in the
first place. We consider such a study neither desirable, nor even possible.
However, the hearing did allow information to be presented, and understanding
can arise from its examination. Lawrence Langer's work71 gives an outstanding
example of what can be done from people simply being given the opportunity to tell
their stories.
Finally, we have thus far only surveyed a small proportion of all the presentations
made to the Royal Commission. There were many that only indirectly addressed
issues of specific abuses in Residential Schools (e.g., therapy), and, indeed, those
greatly outnumbered those mentioning abuse. We also reached some conclusions
about these presentations as well, but we will postpone their discussion until Chapter 6.
We now move on to the task of trying to complete the picture thus far only sketched.

Chapter 4

...AND THEY CALL IT PEACE

Most genocides in this century have been perpetuated by nation-states
upon ethnic minorities living within the state's own borders; most of the
victims have been children. The people responsible for mass murder
have by and large gotten away with what they have done. Most have
succeeded in keeping the wealth that they looted from their victims; most
have never faced trial. Genocide is still difficult to eradicate because it is
usually tolerated, at least by those who benefit from it. Christopher
Simpson, The Splendid Blond Beast.

INTRODUCTION
In Chapter 2 we commented that "apologies" for Residential Schooling seemed
to come in three varieties, (1) apologies for having participated in their operation and for
abuses that took place within them; (2) apologies just for abuses associated with the
schools; and (3) no apologies at all. We then spent Chapter 3 establishing groundwork
work for, and then elaborating, specific abuses that have been associated with Indian
Residential Schools. We now turn our attention to apologies for the very operation of
these schools. What is being apologised for? How important is the difference
between a "type (1)" and "type (2)" apology? Does the movement from a "type (2)" to
a "type (1)" apology affect at all the preliminary answers offered to the questions posed
at the end of Chapter 3? What has any of this to do with the differences between the
Standard Account and our alternative?
In our view, understanding the difference between a complete apology for Indian
Residential Schooling and an apology for the "pain, mistakes, and suffering" associated
with them means an understanding of the enormity of what Indian Residential Schools
were. To understand the difference is to understand the political, legal, and economic
grounds, which are clear and public, that stood behind the creation and maintenance of
these schools, and to understand why there is such a rhetorical struggle today to see
the schools in terms of the Standard Account. And, to understand the difference is to
see what was once mundane and ordinary from a disturbing new angle.
We cannot appreciate the full horror of Indian Residential Schools until we
understand that their very existence, in however benign a form, constituted an
abomination.
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GENOCIDE
Introduction
We are certainly far from the first to assert that Canada's treatment of Aboriginal
Peoples in general, and its creation and operation of Residential Schools in particular,
was and continues to be nothing short of genocide. 72 This charge has, as far as we
can determine, elicited only three kinds of responses on the part of Canadians, whether
private citizens or public officials. The first response is simply to ignore it; the second
is to treat it as a rhetorical flourish on the part of the person making the charge; and the
third is to react with the kind of rhetorical barrage we've been documenting as we've
gone. The possibility that the statement is accurate is never seriously considered.
Here we confront the issue head-on. Included as our Appendix A is the
complete text of the United Nations Genocide Convention. Canada signed the
Convention on November 28, 1949 and adopted it by a unanimous vote in Parliament
on May 21, 1952. Thus, depending upon the precise date at which you wish to date
the closure of the last Residential School (late 70's to early 80's), Residential Schools
continued to operate for some 30 years after Canada had signed the Convention. In
what follows we will assume the reader is familiar with this document.
Genocide in Canada
Although no one reading this report can now claim a lack of familiarity with the
Genocide Convention, we feel compelled to call attention to certain of its sections, and
supplement its relatively spare prose with information from additional sources. 73
Genocide Does Not Require Killing
When we have spoken about genocide in Canada, we have almost universally
been met with the contention that, although there was some pre-Confederation
"trouble" on the East Coast, and although some Aboriginal children did die in
Residential Schools, Canada never institutionalised the killing of Aboriginal Peoples,
and that therefore Canada's policies cannot be considered genocidal. 74
Whether or not the deaths of Aboriginal Peoples, in Indian Residential Schools
or elsewhere, were "institutionalised" is debatable, but irrelevant. As even cursory
inspection of Article II of the Convention will show, killing of members of a group (or
groups) is only one of the acts that constitute genocide. We still think that, on the
basis of the calculated underfunding of the Churches and the failure to provide health
care as specified in the numbered treaties, a case could be made that Canada did bring
about the deaths of Aboriginal peoples, but this is unnecessary; actions as specified
under sections (b), (c), and (e), and perhaps even under (d), undoubtedly did occur as
part of Residential School operation, and they also constitute genocide.
36
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That actions at Residential Schools fulfilled (b), causing serious bodily or mental
harm to members of the group, and (c), deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of
life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part, is not in dispute.
Not only does testimony before the Royal Commission substantiate the charges, in their
submissions the Historic Mission Churches admit to them (infra). The intent of the
government of Canada in these activities is clear from any number of public statements,
such as the one below:
I want to get rid of the Indian problem. I do not think as a matter of fact,
that this country ought to continuously protect a class of people who are
able to stand alone. That is my whole point. Our objective is to continue
until there is not a single Indian in Canada that has not been absorbed
into the body politic, and there is no Indian question, and no Indian
department and that is the whole object of this Bill. 75
The "Indian problem" referred to here was that there were any. In subsequent years,
the phrase was projected back onto the Aboriginal Peoples themselves in a classic
example of blaming the victim.76
Section (e), forcibly transferring children of the group to another group, has led to
some interesting evasions. We have been told 1) that the Churches running
Residential Schools were not "groups," and 2) that, generally after a dozen years or
less, they gave the children back. As for the first evasion, the subtlety implied by the
quotation marks around groups eludes us; perhaps someone can clarify to us why
members sharing a common location, language, faith, and means of support isn't a
group. As for the second, returning the children, after whatever time period, doesn't
mitigate anything; the very fact of codifying the forcible transfer of children is enough to
constitute an act of genocide.
Finally, the fact that the federal government
implemented in legislation the requirement to surrender children, and enforced it with its
agents, makes the churches merely complicit with an act of genocide; the federal
government of Canada bears primary responsibility for adopting and implementing an
explicitly genocidal policy.77
Punishable Actions
Article III of the Convention specifies degrees of involvement in genocide ranging
from committing acts set out in Article II to complicity. By convention, complicity
includes abiding by and/or countenancing criminal acts.78
Along with the lack of awareness of what constitutes genocide, people in general
also are ignorant of what their responsibilities are, as citizens of the world, in assuring
that their governments do not commit genocide, cooperate in genocide, or otherwise
operate in violation of the Common Law of Nations. Discussions of the range of these
responsibilities are about,79 but briefly, they include the responsibility to know what your
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government is up to, and "to vigorously--and, when necessary, physically-- oppose the
commission of a Crime Against Humanity by any party, official or otherwise."80 From
Article IV of the Convention, it does not matter whether you are an official or a private
citizen; you are responsible for resisting genocide, conspiracy to commit genocide,
attempts to commit genocide, and so on.
Assimilation is Genocide
About this point there has been and will continue to be controversy. The draft
Genocide Convention proposals included an explicit statement proscribing cultural
genocide (destruction of the specific characteristics of a group) as well as biological
genocide (restricting births, sterilisation) and physical genocide (killing, whether quickly
as by mass murder, or slowly as by economic stranguation). This proposal was
immediately resisted by the United States (whose politicians were concerned that U.S.
treatment of minorities would be in violation of such injunctions), and their efforts to
derail those provisions were supported by Canada. 81 As a result, the present version
of the Convention is often taken as not dealing with cultural genocide:
The classification of genocide here includes physical and biological
genocide; cultural genocide is not included except partially in the case of
forced transfer of children [our emphasis]. "Existence" is a somewhat
circumscribed notion in this context. It is not genocide if a culture is
destroyed but the carriers of culture are spared. A forcible assimilation is
therefore not proscribed by this Convention: there is no such offense in
international criminal law...82
We find this interpretation of the Convention (which Thornberry does not endorse, but
merely reports) objectionable. First, permitting forcible assimilation seems to us to
bring this activity into conflict with Article II (b); how is forcible assimilation supposed to
happen without causing serious bodily or mental harm? We consider forcing the
members of a group to abandon their form of life to be, by definition, inflicting serious
mental harm on members of a group; whether or not the "forcing" is accomplished by
starvation, beatings, or other physical means is completely irrelevant.
Second, the dualistic separation of a culture from its biological carriers is an
implicit racialism of a kind the United Nations has itself rejected. 83 It takes culture as a
kind of add-on to the real object of concern, the biological person. But how are we to
conceive of a person without a culture, or a culture that is peopleless? It is
philosophically incoherent to assert either; and codifying the "physical" person as
primary over culture invites legal dodges like the creation of tissue sample archives (as
"carriers of the culture") as a defense against the charge of biological or physical
genocide.
Third, in any event, Residential Schools involved a forced transfer of children
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from their parents to the designates of the State, the explicit form of cultural genocide
covered by the UN Convention. Documentation of the practice has already been
given, and the rationality that gave rise to and executed it will be examined below.
From these (and other considerations raised by Thornberry, such as
contradictions between the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the exclusion
of cultural obliteration as genocide), we are unwilling to treat "cultural genocide" as a
species of action divorced (or divorcable) from its universally recognised relatives. The
machinations and intrigues that have surrounded the debate about the concept of
cultural genocide have all the savoir faire of a schoolyard bully; powerful groups, in
obvious double-faced violation of their own publically stated human rights poses, have
used their power to compel the rest of the world into going along with them.
Consequently, we maintain, and will henceforth assume, that assimilation is genocide.
Even the phrase "cultural genocide" is an unnecessary ellipsis: cultural genocide is
genocide. Finally, in any intellectually honest appraisal, Indian Residential Schools
were genocide. If there are any serious arguments against this position, we are ready
to hear them.
Canada Cannot Exempt Itself
Raising the issue of the Genocide Convention with public officials usually brings
assurance that Canada is well on top of everything, with specific injunctions
implementing the Convention in Canada's Criminal Code. An examination of relevant
sections of the Code, however, shows this not to be true.84 Only Articles II (a) and (c),
killing and inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about physical destruction, are
implemented. Of the sections ignored, two are directly relevant to Residential School
practice and the other has yet to receive serious historical study with respect to
Aboriginal Peoples.85 To our minds, this is an attempt to hypocritically hold other
countries to account with respect to the Genocide Convention while ignoring such
injunctions at home.
The United States has attempted to do much the same thing in a slightly different
way.86 Ward Churchill's arguments against their manoeuvre also applies to Canada: a
country cannot simply exempt itself from the Common Law of Nations (of which the
Genocide Convention is a part), nor interpret the Law to its own advantage. Hitler's
problem was not that he had failed to declare Germany outside international law;
likewise, Canada cannot pretend the unimplemented sections of the Genocide
Convention do not apply here. The fact that Canada has been, and may continue to
be, successful in avoiding censure in regard to genocide doesn't alter the fact that
genocide accurately describes their past and present policies concerning Aboriginal
Peoples. As Roling has written, "The recognition of the crime against humanity as an
international crime signifies that specific mass violations of human rights do not belong
any longer to the sphere of domestic jurisdiction." 87
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Conclusions
In his examination of the moral implications of the Holocaust, Bauman writes:
`Ordinary' genocide is rarely, if at all, aimed at the total annihilation of the
group; the purpose of the violence (if the violence is purposeful and
planned) is to destroy the marked category (a nation, a tribe, a religious
sect) as a viable community capable of self-perpetuation and defense of
its own self-identity. If this is the case, the objective of the genocide is
met once (1) the volume of violence has been large enough to undermine
the will and resilience of the sufferers, and to terrorize them into surrender
to the superior power and into acceptance of the order it imposed; and (2)
the marked group has been deprived of resources necessary for the
continuation of the struggle. With these two conditions fulfilled, the
victims are at the mercy of their tormentors. They may be forced into
protracted slavery, or offered a place in the new order on terms set by the
victors--but which sequel is chosen depends fully on the conquerors'
whim. Whichever option has been selected, the perpetrators of the
genocide benefit. They extend and solidify their power, and eradicate the
roots of the opposition.88
Canada never defeated an Aboriginal Nation. It took over a policy of dealing with
Indigenous populations from the British, who had started in a position of needing
Aboriginal help to hold whatever tenuous claim they had to North American territory,
and ended by finding themselves legally and morally obligated to people they no longer
wanted to deal with.89 Burdened with responsibilities they never accepted, Canada
adopted the tactics of "ordinary" genocide; one of their "shock treatments" was Indian
Residential School; the place they made for Aboriginal Peoples could, only with
generosity, be described as on the margin:
"Canada...must increasingly become...a country of white men rooted and
grounded in those fundamental scriptural conceptions of the individual, of
society, (and) of the state...as the same have been conceived and found
expression through the struggles and conquests of the several peoples of
British blood and traditions."
The church felt it had a Christian
responsibility to assist the Aboriginal people in this transition.
Assimilation, like medicine, might be intrusive and unpleasant, might even
hurt a great deal, but in the long run it was for the people's own good...90
The Canadian problem in Indian education is not primarily one of
schooling Indian children the same way other Canadian children are
schooled, but of changing the persevering Indian community into a
Canadian community. When Indian children will not help but grow-up to
be culturally Canadian, then the average Canadian school will meet their
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educational

needs.91

Ever since the first permanent European settlement in Canada in 1604,
efforts have been made to school the children of the Aborigines in the
ways of the newcomers. Both Church and State felt it was their
responsibility to christianize as well as civilize the poor ignorant dwellers of
the North American forests...The cultural transformation, usually referred
to as "education", is still lagging ...Though the majority of native children
now [1958] attend day schools on the "reserves" and an increasing
number are assigned to provincial non-indian schools, the residential
schools still play a major role in the field of native eucation...Hence the
main objective of the workshop was to study together the basic problem of
Indian acculturation, common to all indian and eskimo schools in Canada,
and find out how the present structures and facilities of residential schools
can be better used and improved towards a more efficient solution to this
problem...Contrary to the layman's opinion, educating canadian indians
means much more than simply teaching them the three r's or whatever is
the basic curriculum in the schools of each province. Most of the indian
pupils attending federal schools have started life in a cultural channel
quite at variance with that of the majority of Canadians. In order to
prepare them for integration, the school must literally switch them from the
minority stream into that of the nation abroad. In technical terms, Indian
Education is first and foremost an "acculturation" responsibility. 92
Both [the Church and the State] wished to civilize and Christianize the
Indians and to fit them into the lower echelons of the new economic
order...Consequently, the schools were deliberately located away from
reserves so that parental influence on the inmate would be reduced to a
minimum.93
It amounted, as a candid missionary put it, to an effort to "educate and
colonize a people against their will."94
The education of native children in day and residential schools was one of
the key elements in Canada's Indian policy from its inception. The
destruction of the children's link to their ancestral culture and their
assimilation into the dominant society were its main objectives. 95
Influenced by the conviction of many "experts" that Indians had limited
intellectual abilities, many Indian industrial schools introduced vocational
training to prepare their pupils to fill certain limited occupations. 96
We could continue indefinitely to multiply similar examples. As is, the genocidal
nature of Canada's policy toward Aboriginal Peoples is clear; the direct, voluntary
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complicity of the churches in this genocide is established; and the responsibility, both
legal and moral, of average Canadians, who countenanced these crimes against
humanity, is evident. To the horrors, then, of the abuses detailed in Chapter 3 we
must now add an entirely new set: the horrors associated with "ordinary" genocide.
WEDDING THE ZEITGEIST
We anticipated the protests from the apologists for genocide long before we
wrote the previous section. We predict that against us will be laid the charge of
contemporaneity or presentism: that we are applying modern values and standards
(which, we are sure, the apologists will identify as a particularly virulent brand of
radicalism) to actions and agendas that should only be judged in light of the values and
standards that existed back then. We are, they will say, being subjective and not
objective (like good social scientists ought to be). To this we say: baloney.
Before beginning we note that a kind of "presentism" charge was laid against the
Allied powers conducting the Nuremberg Trials: Nazi Germany was being tried by ex
post facto laws. We repeat, the concept of the Common Law of Nations, codified or
not, was what Germany was held accountable to. This is what we hold Canada
accountable to before the adoption of the Genocide Convention, while the code itself
will do after 1952. That the Allies did not see fit to try themselves (for Dresden,
Hiroshima, or whatever) is a record we've already played: the powerful can get away
with things the weak cannot. That may make the world unfair, but it does not
exonerate the behaviour of the powerful.
With respect to the now, the first thing to recognise is that the charge of
presentism is rhetoric in the spirit of the Standard Account. The Standard Account
seeks to diminish the magnitude of the sins of the past for the common person
(whether descended from the perpetrators or the victims); presentism is the parallel
trick modified for use with social scientists. The move does its work by suggesting
(without evidence) that there has been a "clean break" with past policy, by hinting at
(but not embracing) a recognition of culpability, and by playing that Old Standby, "That's
All Water Under the Bridge." Let bygones be bygones, the refrain goes, and let's all
start over with a clean slate (in doing which, of course, we jump past all manner of
unresolved issues, including outstanding grievances). This particular tune was a
favourite of, for example, former President Ronald Reagan on the occasion of his
dedicating a cemetery for former Nazi SS officers at Bitburg. 97
Notice once again
the decided turn into the Standard Account, that the point of prosecution is individual,
personal therapy. In response, we've asked: Which criminal prosecution procedure is
it that "undoes" the crime? If someone were to say "Well, we know so-and-so
murdered your son, but prosecuting him isn't going to bring your boy back to life," or
"We understand you suffered a lot of stress when so-and-so burgled your house and
pistol-whipped you, but we got your stuff back and throwing him in jail isn't going to
undo the mental torment you underwent so we're not going to charge him," would
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anyone think this makes sense? To illustrate the inanity of the charge of presentism,
permit us a minor parody: what, exactly, is being said in making such a charge? "What
you people don't realise is that it was okay to hate Indians back then...everybody did it!
It's only in light of our newly-found touchy-feelyism that we now see it was perhaps less
than completely nice. And, if you had had the decency to die off or assimilate when we
had it all planned out, the rest of us, right now, could be beating our breasts and
bewailing our past inhumanity; but NOOO!"
Charging "presentism" is intended to stifle an unfavourable line of inquiry by
changing the subject. Present reaction of horror, anger, or disgust to actions that took
place in the past are disqualified, unless it can be shown that the actions were horrific,
infuriating, or disgusting back then. It reinterprets the reaction, "That was horrific!" as a
statement of objective fact, and not as a spontaneous expression of empathy or
emotion. The "objective" social scientist thus leaves two options to anyone reacting
with horror; 1) spend all your time and effort proving that the event eliciting the reaction
was objectively horrific (and waste your time and substance trying to prove an
unprovable98), or 2) ignore their demands (and leave yourself open to summary
dismissal). In either event, the "experts" retain control. The game of "burden of proof"
is played fast and loose, and those who can be tricked into believing that their present
expression of humanity is warranted only if it can be said to have been applied
objectively can further be tricked into believing that the onus is upon them to
demonstrate that, say, sticking needles through children's tongues, beating them into
unconsciounsess, or breaking their bones is "objectively" wrong. Where were these
experts when Goering, Hess, and friends needed them?
Nor is this all. How is this "objective past" supposed to be admitted to
dispassionate observation? Whose perspective is to be adopted? 99 Where is the
"objective" data? As an illustration of the difficulties, Parenti, 100 in a parallel analysis,
has remarked that in every slave society there was a large group opposed to slavery:
they were known as "slaves." That they didn't have access to the forums of debate
and policy-making back then doesn't mean they (and non-slaves sympathetic to them)
accepted their lot; it simply means that their oppression precluded any effective means
of protest. Historically, the tactic of stifling rather than encouraging debate (in
whatever media available) has been around a very long time.
And in that history, in general and with respect to Indian Residential Schooling
specifically, one can time and again find those that protested what was happening,
those that acted morally rather than expediently, those willing to stand and say "this is
wrong."101 That these people are sometimes hard to find (usually because they were
marginalised, removed, ignored, or ridiculed) does not mean they did not exist. Take
one example: in the fight between the Roundheads and the Cavaliers, there was a
group, the Levellers, that wanted the peace and freedom Cromwell was seeking for his
faction for all peoples; one of their manifestoes, had it actually made an impression on
the ruling classes at war, could have served as a model to restrain what was shortly to
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come in North America:
Have we the right to deprive a people of the land God and nature has
given them and impose laws without their consent?
How can the conquered be accounted rebels, if at any time they seek to
free themselves and recover their own?
[Were not] Julius Caesar, Alexander the Great, William Duke of
Normandy or any other great conqueror of the world [merely] great
lawless thieves, and [is it not] as unjust to take laws and liberties from our
neighbours as to take goods from another of the same nation?
[Is it not the case that] those who pretend for freedom (as the English
now) shall make themselves altogether inexcusable in entrenching upon
others' freedoms, and [is it not the case that] the character of a true patriot
[is] to endeavour the just freedom of all men as well as his own?102
In looking back at the dark pages of history, who are we supposed to be other
than ourselves? For those who would charge presentism, the answer is simple: we are
supposed to be them; the ones who apologise, explain away, "contextualise," and
"frame" the horrors of the past; the "spin-doctors" of history. We are supposed to
believe that expressions of race hatred, sexism, etc., are to be set aside because "it
was natural for the time." We are supposed to believe the accounts of the Jesuits, the
Conquistadors, the Puritans, the bureaucrats, etc., are the stuff of which an "objective"
picture of Aboriginal American life may be built. To us, this would be like writing a
history of the Jews from Nazi propaganda.
Thus, we do not see the charge of presentism as a sincere call for deeper, fuller
understanding, but as an attempt at professional intellectual oppression. Were it
sincere, we would see a lot more relevant research being done than is currently the
case.103 What work we do find relevant comes from people who own up to their
biases, not from those who pretend not to have them. The two of us find the very
establishment of Residential Schools, their continued operation well into contemporary
Canada (under whatever set of circumstances), and the current attempts to smooth
over their scandal to be abominations. Our "subjectivity" is thus open to inspection.
But how dare anyone imply we are not entitled to it? And if any group holds they can
put aside their own emotions, values, and prejudices, we reserve the right to disbelieve
them, or hold them as being things other than human beings:
If [human beings] are to be precluded from offering their sentiments on a
matter which may involve the most serious and alarming consequences
that can invite the consideration of mankind, reason is of no use to us; the
freedom of speech may be taken away, and dumb and silent we may be
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led, like sheep to the

slaughter.104

STOKING THE FEEBLE ENGINES
We believe that most Canadians will feel remote from the characterisation drawn
here of their political and social world. After all, why would the citizens (and the "best"
citizens, at that: founding fathers, priests, social activists) of the "linchpin of democracy"
engage in actions bearing comparison with the Nazi treatment of the Jews, the Turkish
treatment of the Armenians, or the treatment of Aboriginal Peoples by the United
States? The average Canadian has no ready answer to the question of why, and thus
(we expect) finds the very idea of Residential Schools specifically (and Indian Policy
generally) as genocide beyond contemplation; how much easier it is to chalk all this up
to good intentions somehow gone awry and to get on with the here and now.
The "Indian Problem"
But there is an alternative easy answer to why: the "Indian problem" mentioned
earlier in the quote from Duncan Scott (see note 69). Put bluntly, the "problem" was
(and is) that there were (and are) Aboriginal owners (and their legal descendents)
inhabiting the land to which the Europeans wished to lay claim. According to the
Euro-Canadian's own body of laws, traditions and practices, our ownership of North
America at time of contact (and now) was (and is) obvious and undeniable. Also
according to their laws, the only way to extinguish our title is by war, legal agreements
(such as treaties), or termination of the legal line of descendents. 105
In Canada to this day, there is not even a pretense that vast areas (such as most
of British Columbia) have ever come under such legal agreements, nor has Canada
ever fought (much less won) a war with an Aboriginal Nation. As well, many of the
supposed "valid" surrenders of title would never withstand critical scrutiny by an
impartial court.106 If the time ever comes that Canadians are called to account for their
uses, misuses, and outright thefts, many in higher political and legal circles know full
well Canada does not have a leg to stand upon.
As we've already noted, Canada, as a political entity, came upon the scene late,
after the British policy not to kill their allies had already been established, and the treaty
process begun. First and foremost, the "ordinary" genocide of Aboriginal Peoples grew
out of Canada's need to extinguish Aboriginal title to the land without violating the letter
and spirit of established British policy. How to do this was, and continues to be, the
"Indian Problem."
Means to an End
Genocide by cultural obliteration met this need, and was the policy embarked
upon; Residential Schools were a formidable part of that policy. As a program, the
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policy operated as follows:
(a)
create means for systematically reducing the number of people who
could "legally" claim status as a descendent of those holding
Aboriginal title. Enfranchisement procedures and inducements,
marriage statutes, and "status" disputes were and are aspects of this
policy. As well, this tactic explains what Residential School attendance
provisions were doing in a bill "legitimising" involuntary and unilateral termination
of status: Residential School and enfranchisement had the shared purpose of
obliterating Aboriginal Peoples.
(b)
eliminate as far as possible any external sign of difference between
Aboriginal title holders and Euro-Canadian-Come-Lately's. For one
thing, a people's form of life (as Bauman points out) is part and parcel of their
ability to resist oppression and affirm their existence.
For another,
homogenisation strengthens the governmental fiction that Aboriginals are
"another part of Canadian society," and that "It is ridiculous for one part of a
society to have a treaty with another part." Residential Schools were, again,
prominent in this particular ploy, as were tactics such as legislated prohibition of
Aboriginal cultural and spiritual practices, destruction of their political, legal, and
social institutions, and linguistic imperialism.
(c)
make life as difficult as possible for those who still assert their
Aboriginal identity. If everyone who stands up with pride as an
Aboriginal person is cut off at the knees, the reasoning goes, people
will eventually stop standing up. Then the government can claim that
there is no one left with whom to negotiate Aboriginal title, and no one to pay
off for what has already been stolen. Here, misdirection, such as racism (both
institutional, as in the criminal "justice" system, and individual) and the public
portrayal of Aboriginal Peoples (which encourages personal racism and permits
other institutions to warp and misinterpret Aboriginal grievances), and physical
ploys, such as the state of Aboriginal housing, health care, and employment, are
called into action. The Residential School had the function of inculcating the
self-hatred, feelings of inferiority, and actual second- or third-rate education
needed to create the necessary atmosphere as early as possible in the lives of
Aboriginal Peoples.107
(d) make a "safe" place for Aboriginal Peoples in majority society, a
place where there is little chance of significant numbers of them becoming
cognizant of what has been done and/or making common cause with other
Aboriginal groups, or similarly aggrieved parties. Once again, the Residential
School system plays an important role by
preparing Aboriginal children to
"accept their place," convincing them to wait for justice until the "next" world,
and teaching them to be properly grateful for the crumbs thrown them.
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All Join In
It may seem as if we are charging that, at root, Canadian policy toward
Aboriginal Peoples was (and is) a conspiracy of some sort. In individual cases, evil
intent there might have been. However, as we will discuss in Chapter 6 the engines of
genocide by cultural obliteration does not require demons in human shape to make it
work; adherence of Euro-Canadians to a pervasive but unstated ideology is enough to
assure their participation, at various levels and in various ways, in the entire program
we have discussed:
Who then, or what, is the splendid blond beast? It is the destruction
inherent in any system of order, the institutionalized brutality whose
existence is denied by cheerleaders of the status quo at the very moment
they feed its appetite for blood.
The present world order supplies stability and rationality of a sort
for human society, while its day-to-day operations chew up the weak, the
scapegoats, and almost anyone else in its way. This is not necessarily
an evil conspiracy of insiders; it is a structural dilemma that generates
itself more or less consistently from place to place and from generation to
generation.108
The participation of Canadian citizens had to be framed within certain limits.
Recall that Canada at confederation did assume some (but not all) of the British
commitments to its former allies; gross violation (say, killing off inhabitants, as was
being practiced by other "civilized" colonizers) of at least nominally legal title
extinguishment procedures would probably have been too blatant a transgression of
ethics even for those times. Thus, the engines of genocide were not feeble, but subtle:
they had to do their jobs while concealing their purposes, not so much from their victims
(who, after all, would have a ringside seat) as from their operators. Then as now,
Canadians maintained a particular image of themselves to themselves, and it was not
one of being thieves, liars, and oppressors.
The complicity of the "body politic" in genocide was assured by 1) providing
some members of society with assignments they could interpret as benefitting their
victims, such as missionary worker, educator, and bureaucrat; 109 2) portraying to the
larger Euro-Canadian society a picture of a benevolent intervention with backward,
ungrateful sub-humans, creatures who, as such, could no more own property than
could squirrels or bears; 3) insulating the bulk of Euro-Canadians from any thought of
Aboriginal history, society, rights, or grievances; and 4) maintaining an ideologically
consistent society in which controversy over what was being done to Aboriginal Peoples
could never arise, much less be rethought, undone, or reformed in their favor. 110
There are, of course, points of similarity between this list and the one we
provided in our elaboration of genocide by cultural obliteration. It must be kept in mind
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that the former chronicled what Euro-Canadian society did to Aboriginal Peoples; the
latter chronicles what Euro-Canadian society did to itself.111
A TRIM RECKONING
In Chapter 3 we spelled out specific abuses, documented from various sources,
that had occurred in Indian Residential Schools. The abuses mentioned were, by and
large, criminal actions (sexual acts, assaults, mistreatments, etc.) carried out by school
or governmental personnel, or criminal omissions of action (failures to protect, failures
to provide, etc.) on the part of those in authority. In a "just" world the transgressions
would have been dealt with at the time of their commission; instead they were
compounded, by hatching coverups, making threats, shifting personnel, and impugning
the victims. A single victim of Indian Residential School abuse thus gives rise to a host
of perpetrators, only some of whom were involved in the original criminal act. The
factors impelling "keeping the lid" on the revelations from Residential Schools derive not
merely from an in-group desire to protect its own, but also from a desire to avoid
articulation of all the "links" of the chain of those responsible for compounding the
original crime. The "needs" are not inaccessible urges, buried in individual psyches,
but are obvious and unsurprising: the desire to avoid criminal prosecution and the
desire to avoid legal, financial liability. Full disclosure of the abuses of Residential
School would lead not only to at least some specific miscreants spending time in jail,
but as well to the kind of scenario Berry sketches:
A 92-page internal report to American bishops on pedophilia discussed
financial ramifications...Mouton predicted that, absent a responsible
policy, U.S. dioceses would lose $1 billion over the next decade. He
based his projection on more than a dozen Louisiana cases and others
around the country at the time. Although some 400 priests or brothers
have been reported to the church or secular authorities in the last decade,
the number of victims is much higher. The Orlando diocese paid $2.5
million to three [molested] youths;...[m]ore than 25 suits involving
victims...in Lafayette, Louisiana, were settled or tried at a cost of $22
million to the diocese and its insurers. Two Minnesota dioceses settled
seven lawsuits brought...on behalf of victims;...An eighth case went to
trial, with a $3.5 million jury verdict in January 1991 that was lowered to $1
million by the judge and then appealed.112
This, from a single church, where the children were not legislated into church control.
In Canada there were many more children, under church domination by force of law;
many more churches involved; and many agents and bureaucrats in govermental posts,
social service organisations, and police forces. All could be implicated directly or
indirectly in criminal acts carrying legal liability.
As terrible as the crimes within Residential Schools were, however, we cautioned
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in Chapter 3 that the list was incomplete: genocide must be added to that list, and to
genocide must be added the whys: to cover up the wholesale theft of North America
from Aboriginal Peoples, to avoid having to compensate those whose property was
stolen, to obviate the need to treat fairly with those owning property to be stolen in the
future, and to obliterate the chain linking specific genocidal actions taken against
Aboriginal Peoples (such as the actions that occurred in Residential Schools) to the
legal, political, economic, and social elite that conceived and implemented genocide.
Even Berry's "doomsday scenario" begins to pale in comparison with the economic and
criminal implications of linking the governments of Canada and the Canadian public at
large in wholesale theft of Aboriginal lands and resources and crimes against humanity.
Thus, there is an important point of contact between the need to suppress
knowledge of abuses of Residential School and the need to eliminate Aboriginal
Peoples: the costs of having to compensate victims. The churches undoubtedly bear
financial responsibility for the abuse of Aboriginal children in Residential Schools, but
they cannot bear sole responsibility even for this: they acted at the instigation of, in
agreement with, and with financial support from, various Canadian governments, and
thus with the Canadian people. With regard to genocide and theft, moreover, Canada
as a whole is implicated, and the costs of compensating Aboriginal Peoples for these
crimes may be, literally, incalculable. The desperate fight to avoid acknowledging the
abuses of Residential Schools, as inflicted on Aboriginal Peoples as both individual
objects of brutality and collective objects of genocide, is founded upon the worship of
mammon.
However, there is another battle going on as well: Canada's fight to maintain a
particular self-image. A theme that unites 1) the covering up of specific abuses that
occurred in Residential Schools, 2) the participation of church and state in genocide to
conceal theft, 3) the legal and financial imperative driving what meager responses that
have been made thus far, and 4) similar activities, is that all these actions are inimical
to any pretense of morality or ethics on the part of their perpetrators. Canada cannot
own up to genocide, because to do so would have legal and financial ramifications it
does not care to address; however, worrying about this identifies the worrier as a
greedy, grasping, homicidal thief, and not as a Prime Minister, a judge, or a priest. A
nation that would do such a thing to other groups of people is not a nation of tolerant,
industrious, god-fearing peacekeepers, but one of greedy, grasping, homicidal thieves.
Who has benefitted from the theft of Aboriginal lands and the destruction of
Aboriginal ways of life? That's easy: everyone but Aboriginal Peoples. 113 Individual
Euro-Canadians grew prosperous as "hewers of wood and drawers of water," but it was
neither their wood nor their water. Who will benefit from keeping the facts of these
crimes away from the Canadian public? Again, everyone but Aboriginal Peoples. But
these benefits are purchased at the cost of Canadians abandoning any pretense of
morality, any right to judge, or any claim to know right from wrong.
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A DISTURBING NEW ANGLE
In his summation of his analyses of the genocides of the Armenians and the
Jews, Simpson was less than sanguine about the effect international law would have on
the behaviour of nations:
For many senior policymakers in the U.S. and abroad, international law
remains "a crock"...when it imposes any limit on one's own
government...The logical question, then, is, What should reasonable
people make of the defects in international law on issues of war, peace,
and mass murder? For some, there will be a temptation to conclude that
humanity might be better off discarding the present body of international
law altogether and somehow start again with a fresh slate...But there is no
such thing as a fresh slate, of course. The gutted and imperfect form of
international law concerning war crimes and crimes against humanity that
is presently embraced by the major powers is better than none at all, at
least so long as those who seek the law's protection have no illusions
about its scope. Compassion and good sense demand that the best
features of international law be preserved and extended, even when
existing treaties provide for little more than moral suasion in defense of
human rights.114
Let's be frank: we can't imagine that, on the basis of arguments similar to the ones
made here, the Canadian government is going to march itself off to a World Court and
permit itself to be tried for crimes against humanity, or that churches and governments
will plead nolo contendere in future litigations arising from theft, genocide, and the
abuses of Residential School. Rather, we expect a continuation of the past record of
obfuscation, temporization, and indifference. Why then bother even to bring this up?
Our primary reason is that this perspective clears up a great many loose ends.
For one, the Standard Account stands revealed as an exercise in damage control,
focusing attention away from clues to the nature and extent of Residential School
horrors. For another, church and governmental reluctance to come right out and
apologise is revealed as growing from the fear of having to accept a crushing financial
and moral responsibility.
And what is the difference between apologising for
participating at all in Indian Residential Schooling and for apologising for "mistakes" that
may have occurred in them? It is the difference between apologising for carrying out
genocide and apologising for acts of brutality and unnecessary abuse that occurred
while carrying out genocide. We repeat: the Nazis could have carried out the
Holocaust politely; their crime wasn't simply that they implemented it in a cruel and
disagreeable manner.
And what of the preliminary answers proffered to the questions arising from the
abusive actions and omissions of action surveyed in Chapter 3? They are pitifully
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inadequate. The breadth of abuses is not difficult to calculate: they were universal.
That some institutions managed to sugar-coat genocide while others didn't even try can
hardly be considered a triumph; that some individuals may have no complaint
concerning their treatment is neither here nor there. What was being done to them,
and why, was systemically concealed from them, and their lack of a visible scar merely
marks them as a different kind of success of the genocide machine than people who
were raped, brutalized, or broken.
The answer to why is considerably broadened, as well. Yes, there were
undoubtedly pathological individuals about, but they were not confined to the staff
members in contact with Aboriginal children. They were in courtrooms, Houses of
Parliament, board rooms, and other institutions and locales where theft, and genocide
to conceal theft, was legitimised. We say again, in agreement with the analyses of
Bauman and Simpson and others, that asserting this requires us not at all to make
presumptions about the "inner engines" that drove people to behave as they did. If
pushed on the matter, however, we cannot see anything moral or virtuous behind any of
the actions or omissions of action surrounding Residential School, but only
covetousness, lust, greed, pride, and all their relations.
With regard to the consequences, we must again beg off. While we have made
our case for genocide, we have not as yet examined the aspects of incarceration in
Residential Schools that are likely to be consequential, irrespective of the (also to be
examined) effects of any mistreatment. We address these issues centrally in the next
chapter, as well as completing our dismantling of the Standard Account by further
disputing the "unintentionality" of Residential School harm.
Finally, we brought up genocide to alter the intellectual climate surrounding
consideration of issues affecting Aboriginal Peoples.
All too often the
misrepresentation and/or misperception of the relation between Canada and Aboriginal
Peoples has nurtured the utter waste of substance: attention has been diverted, and
Aboriginal peoples sucked into, staid, demonstrably inadequate, and intentionally
misleading channels of inquiry or response (as we will show with regard to "Residential
School Syndrome"); moral posturing has taken the place of reasoned argument and
counter-argument; and lies are left to abide all too easily with truths. Whether
Aboriginal Peoples are dealing with an open and honest people, or with a bloodthirsty,
unrepentant foe will clearly be revealed in how Canadian society responds to its
recognition of its role in genocide.
SUMMATION
In designing, building, implementing, and operating the Indian Residential School
system, the Canadian governments, major Canadian churches, and the Canadian
people committed, or were complicit in the commission of, genocide against Aboriginal
Peoples of North America. As this Crime Against Humanity was being carried out, and
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individual functionaries exploited their uncontestable positions of authority over their
charges, its perpetrators concealed, from themselves and from the State's "real"
citizens, the economic, legal, and political rationale behind the policy (the theft of every
fragment of what belonged to Aboriginal Peoples) and put forth a "justification" based in
Eurocentrism, racism, and self-serving rhetoric. As the tactic of Residential Schooling
proved to be less than completely successful (in terms of cost effectiveness and the
"positive result" of actually obliterating Aboriginal forms of life), and as the hypocrisy of
the institutional anachronism became more and more apparent, Residential Schools
were phased out. But the continued existence of Aboriginal Peoples, and their striving
to reveal what happened to them in individual cases, added to the State's rhetorical
burden of minimising financial liability and criminal culpability, and maintaining the
national self-image.
We accuse Canada not only of the abuses suffered by Aboriginal children in
Residential School, but of genocide in establishing the schools in the first place; and we
reject the self-serving rhetoric that passes as a response to these issues. We
challenge Canada to deal squarely and effectively with its past, and admit the utter
immorality of what it has done and what it continues to do.
It is individual human beings who make the day-to-day decisions that
create genocide, reward mass murder, and ease the escape of the guilty.
But social systems usually protect these individuals from responsibility for
"authorized" acts, in part by providing rationalizations that present
systemic brutality as a necessary evil. Some observers may claim that
men...were gripped by an ideal of a higher good...But in the long run, their
intentions have little to do with the real issue, which is the character of
social systems that permit decisions institutionalizing murder to take on
the appearance of wisdom, reason, or even justice among the men and
women who lead society.
Progress in the control of genocide depends in part on confronting
those who would legitimize and legalize the act...It is essential to identify
and condemn the deeds that contribute to genocide, particularly when
such deeds have assumed a mantle of respectability, and to ensure just
and evenhanded punishment for those responsible. But the temptation
will be to accept the inducements and rationalizations society offers in
exchange for keeping one's mouth shut. The choice is in our hands. 115
CONCLUSIONS
Vespasian, later to become the Emperor of Rome, is said to have cured a blind
man by spitting in his face. He was extremely reluctant to do this, because even an
emperor must look bad behaving in such a way. But in the end he had to do it; you
see, there was no other way to open the man's eyes.

Chapter 5

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL SYNDROME

But am I attempting this rejoinder in full command of my mental powers?
Mistrustingly, I examine myself. It could be that I am sick, for after
observing us victims, objective scientific method, in its lovely detachment,
has already come up with the concept of "concentration camp syndrome."
I read in a recently published book...that all of us are not only physically
but also mentally damaged. Nervous restlessness, hostile withdrawal
into one's own self are the typical signs of our sickness. It is said that we
are warped...[this] sets me the task of defining anew our warped state,
namely as a form of the human condition that morally as well as
historically is of a higher order than that of healthy straightness. Thus I
must delimit our resentments on two sides and shield them against two
explications: that of Nietzsche, who morally condemned resentment, and
that of modern psychology, which is able to picture it only as a disturbing
conflict. Jean Amery, At the Mind's Limits.

INTRODUCTION
Apart from those issues we have consistently postponed for discussion until
Chapter 6, by our accounting we have left dangling only one big question and one
rhetorical squabble (which, however, has two aspects). The big question is, what have
been the consequences of the Residential School episode?
We put off its
consideration until we could see what Residential Schooling was, in its entirety, and we
could not draw a complete picture until we established its genocidal character. We
now draw that picture and discuss those consequences.
In our initial presentation of the Standard Account, we asserted that its
malevolent purpose buried its important truths. The truths of which we spoke are that
Residential Schools have had a devastatingly negative impact on the lives of
individual116 Aboriginal People, and that that influence has not been confined purely to
what it did to those individuals. In its haste to provide us with an answer to an
incompletely posed question (i.e., "What has been the impact of the Residential
School," without providing a complete picture of what Residential Schools were), the
Standard Account has again revealed its malevolent purpose, and given us the wrong
answer. Once again we find the conflict between the Standard Account and our
alternative is not about particulars, upon which, broadly, accounts agree: it is instead a
matter of how the particulars are to be understood. What the Standard Account leaves
out, and how it moves us in a direction away from clarity and understanding toward
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deeper confusion and a continuation of our oppression, is the subject of this chapter.
Fortunately, in doing this we can also address the "squabble with two faces." At
various places in Chapter 4 we had occasion to disparage the education that was
delivered in Residential Schools, and it is likely that some (teachers and former
students alike) will take umbrage at that description. An effective way to substantiate
our charge is to show that the educational aims of Indian Residential Schools were
strictly limited, and an effective way to show that is to link Indian Residential Schools
with parallel ventures in education that also had limited academic goals. In drawing
parallels between Indian Residential Schools and other Adventures in Bad Education,
we can substantiate another charge we made against the Standard Account in Chapter
1 and have been picking at ever since: that the creators of Indian Residential Schools
knew perfectly well what consequences this institution would have for Aboriginal
Peoples. Thus, an analysis of this issue harmonizes well with the general purpose of
this chapter, the examination of consequences.
EDUCATION AS A POLITICAL WEAPON
The malignancy that was Indian Residential Schooling neither emerged at the
time the schools were created, nor was excised at the time they were decommissioned.
"Limited" education had been a policy of European religious institutions long before
Columbus, the tactic serving in earlier eras to establish and maintain the within-society
colonisation known as class through obfuscations such as the "doctrines" of Innate
Depravity, Original Sin, and the Divine Right of Kings, and the promise of "something
better" in the "next" world.117 This long history of the use of education as a weapon of
oppression has largely been concealed, and though sometimes barbed with religion,
sometimes predominently secular, the weapon was, as was the case with Indian
Residential Schooling, generally fashioned cooperatively by church and state. This
"moralistic camouflage" has served both to isolate historically the aims and
achievements of Indian Residential Schooling (thus contributing to its systematic
misunderstanding), and to prevent the various victims of this strategy from comparing
notes and making common cause. That Indian Residential Schooling was historically
no unique phenomenon is what we will show in this section. The fact that this tactic
had a long history of use before being applied to Aboriginal Peoples in Canada (and
has found continuing utility afterwards) substantiates an important aspect of our
alternative account: the people who established Residential Schools knew exactly what
they were up to. Residential School-like institutions had already been tried and found
to be successful in bringing about particular results. Thus, accounts affirming the
unintentionality of the consequences wrought by Indian Residential Schools reflect
either naivete bordering on stupidity or blatant mendacity.
In briefly reviewing some of the history of these efforts, we will concentrate
somewhat on the English use of education as a tool of colonisation. This does not
mean that the efforts of, e.g., Spain, France, Germany, etc. would bear scrutiny well,
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but that, as the "parent" of the group that eventually gained political control of most of
North America, their educational practices have comparatively more relevance for
present purposes.
The Infancy of Educational Imperialism
The slow movement in Western civilisation toward public education was
inextricably bound to religion (so that common people could read scriptures), political
movements (so that the "common man" might be given some small role in the body
politic), and modernity (so that people might become useful, interchangeable
components of an industrial order).118
Apart from the within-society colonialism
already noted, the first uses of education as an oppressive, colonising force was seen
(as is the case for so many forms of persecution) in its application to women,119 where
the aim of education was the creation of "fit consorts" to men of station. The earliest
forms of Residential Schools, both of a religious (convent schools) and secular nature,
targeted women, and it is important to note that even in the 15th century they were
created to bring about a social and psychological result which resonates with the stated
intent of Indian Residential Schools. The teaching was religious (so that women would
learn not to question their "proper place" in god's universe), practical (so they could
perform some limited services to their lords and masters), and circumscribed (so they
could not present an intellectual challenge to their oppressors). In a familiar vicious
circle, the inferior education of women became the "scientific" rationale behind denying
them a reasonable education and political rights, since they hadn't "achieved" as much
as men.120 Of course, this circle of abuse has not yet been broken. 121
The first people to suffer from the imperial aspirations of the English ruling
classes were the descendents of the indigenous Celtic 122 tribes of the so-called British
Isles: the Welsh, the Irish, and the Scots. Though Christians, they retained sufficient
political autonomy, and enough of their own traditions (language, clan systems, dress,
etc.), to provide an excuse for their systematic "pacification," the Welsh by the
Normans, the Irish by the Tudors, and the Highland Scots by the Hanovers. 123 It is well
established that the "proving grounds" for English North American colonialism was
Ireland,124 and many of the tactics subsequently applied to the Aboriginal Peoples of
North America, including educational imperialism, were practiced first upon the
indigenous British Islanders. In fact, the religious education imposed upon these
peoples (and especially their children) focused upon the suppression of native
languages and the denigration of traditional practices as "heathen." 125 The destruction
of these tribal societies, using tactics later deployed against the Aboriginal Peoples of
North American, is a history so successfully suppressed that, for example, many
descendents of the dispossessed Scots who were shot, starved, and beaten out of their
land during the Highland Clearances126 have no idea why there are so many Scots
living today in Canada.
Once again, when we ask why women and tribal societies were accorded this
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treatment, we hear the rationalisations that were to become familiar across North
America: they were sinful, subhuman beasts, whose basic nature must be changed;
and should they complain, it was necessary, even merciful, to deprive them of their
every possession, including life itself.127 We see, however, the same three factors we
have already spelled out with regard to the genocide of the North American Aboriginal
population: these people had the temerity to have moral and legal claim to some thing
or things the oppressors desired; the oppressors had the might to take what they
desired; and the oppressors were men immoral and ruthless enough to take what they
wanted.
Full Stride
Even as the British were sorting out their attitudes toward North American
Aboriginal Peoples in the late 18th and early 19th century, 128 they were colliding with
indigenous cultures around the world. In Tahiti, for example, within two generations of
Wallis's and Cook's trips (1767-1777), the population had been reduced to 15% of what
it had been at time of contact. The Tahitians had had their own system of formal
education, with which early European sailors had little interest in interfering; however,
Tahiti was a convenient source of food, water, and recreation, in unequal exchange for
which the seafarers were more than willing to provide junk, alcohol, and manufactured
goods that even Cook realised were destroying the Tahitian culture. 129
It was left to English Protestant missionaries to administer the coup de grace to
the Tahitians. They did this first by meddling with existing Tahitian institutions
(including their educational system), or by establishing new ones, complete with
practices that were to become familiar to the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada (education
in European scriptures, creating local power struggles between converted and
traditional Tahitians, cutting the "sinful and unsanitary" long hair of the youth, urging the
Tahitians to the "productive labour" of growing products useful for European markets
but impossible to maintain Tahitian self-sufficiency, etc.).130 Second, the British
missionaries provided the "justification" (by their high-handed treatment of French
Catholic missionaries to Tahiti in 1835 and 1836) for the forceable annexation of Tahiti
by France in 1843.
We pass over the long colonial history that followed, and merely comment on
part of today's situation. With its "loss" of Algeria in 1962, the French "possessions" in
the South Pacific have been the site of its nuclear testing program. France has
suppressed medical information concerning cancer rates in Tahiti and surrounding
islands since 1963.131 Perhaps this is the "Island Paradise" MP Herb Grubel had in
mind.132
The first English settlers arrived in Australia in 1788. By 1805 they were taking
advantage of the legal directive to "`pursue and inflict [upon Aboriginal Peoples
defending their lands and ways of life] such punishment as they may merit' without the
formalities of a trial,"133 and practising the "theory" of terra nulluis (which would be
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formalised in 1836) by appropriating Aboriginal land. By 1816 they had established
their first Residential School for Aboriginal children (at Parramatta), and by 1818
Aboriginal Australians were retreating at the sight of approaching clergymen, in fear of
having their children forcibly taken from them.
The stated "goals" of this education resonate across time and distance to our
experience: to save the children from the horrors of their own ways of life, to prepare
them to take their "proper place" in White Australian society, and to bring them the
benefits of Christianity and civilisation.134 The day-to-day script of this drama
resonates as well: children escaping whenever they could, practicing passive resistance
(e.g., noncompliance) when they could not, and dying at unprecedented rates. 135 The
subtext is just as familiar: the Aboriginal Peoples had to be made to accept the
proposition that they really didn't "own" the land in the English sense; 136 that the place
"made for them" in White society was that of labourers and domestics at best and
"fertilizer" if necessary; that European might made right.137 The history of this
"experiment in social engineering"138 matches or exceeds the inhumanity of the colonial
enterprise of any European nation.
In 1992, the Australian High Court struck down the "doctrine" of terra nulluis,
thus signalling Australian intentions to reverse or undo over 200 years of theft, murder,
and hypocrisy. Whether this will actually come about in practice remains to be seen. 139
Modern Practice
The survey of education of indigenous peoples throughout the world, both
historically and in terms of its modern practice, reinforces our general point that
education, when provided, is a weapon of the exploitation of indigenous peoples and
their mental and physical enslavement.140 The phasing out of Indian Residential
Schools did not bring these tactics to an end, 141 and we find it instructive to examine an
instance outside North America where it has played a major role and continues to have
impact. Particularly germane is the system established in the Soviet Union in Siberia
after World War II.142 Its aim was the "Russification" of Siberian ethnic minorities, and
consisted of a program so parallel to that of Canada that one cannot tell who was
looking over whose shoulder.
The policy of "Russification," instituted after World War II, is described in detail
by Vakhtin, but in brief it involved the economic exploitation of Siberian Native Peoples,
combined with the destruction of the ethnic identities of Siberian Native Peoples by
social/political restructuring, linguistic imperialism, and boarding schools. We quote
Vakhtin at length:
Originally, boarding schools were designed to give children of nomadic
groups an opportunity to obtain a systematic education. In the larger
villages, special buildings were erected, equipment was imported,
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teachers were trained and the children of reindeer breeders and hunters
began staying there nine months a year, thus having an opportunity to
reach a similar standard of education to that of the non-nomadic peoples.
However, as part of the Russification policy, the system was later
extended, firstly to cover the nomadic children of kindergarten and nursery
age, and later to include children of the settled population. It soon
became the only possible way to obtain school education and was made
compulsory for all children. This created an ugly situation whereby the
parents had to `turn in' their children at the age of one year, first to the
nursery, then to kindergarten, then to boarding school for six days a week
24 hours a day, while themselves living in the same village.
As a result of the boarding-school system, children became fully
State-dependent in many places and deprived of a family upbringing.
They also lost their native mother-tongues. At the age of 15 or 17, they
returned to their families as complete strangers, with no knowledge of
traditional native culture or of home life. Parents also suffered since, in
many cases, they lost all their feeling of responsibility towards their
children and delegated it all to the State.
Eventually, the boarding-school policy led to dramatic changes in
traditional social and family structure and contributed to the formation of
the above-mentioned `broken generation.' It led (and in many areas still
leads) to the situation where the majority of the Northern boarding-school
graduates completely lacks the necessary living skills, and often emerges
without initiative and energy. The dominant psychological characteristic
for many of them is apathy combined with aggression; they experience
enormous stress when they begin their adult life. 143
Russians who `emigrated' to Siberia, and their descendents, form the ruling class of
Russia's modern East. What is their opinion of the people whose land they inhabit with
questionable legality?
The Chukchee and the Eskimos? The live in the stone age!...They are all
idlers! All they can do is have children, but they can't even take care of
them.
The State has to do that...Nurseries, kindergartens,
boarding-schools,
even
the
University...Everything
free,
of
course...Hunting? They don't need it: they can buy everything they need
in the village...Money? So long as they have enough to buy alcohol they
are happy...144
As Forsyth145 observes concerning Farley Mowat's conviction that Russia has respected
their Native Peoples' ways of life, "Sadly, this is untrue."
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Conclusions
Whether at home or moving east, west, north, or south; whether their religions
posed as spiritual or as worldly truths, or as some combination of the two; Europeans
were singularly persistent in the educational work they undertook. From the earliest
times of colonialism, certain attitudes have been an article of European faith; and the
genocide that engulfed the Aboriginal Peoples of North American was nothing less and
nothing more than a tune, with slightly different orchestration, that was being played
throughout the world:
That undeveloped races [sic] could not adapt themselves to `civilization,'
and were bound to die out, had come to be taken for granted by many
pioneers. From believing this to expediting their departure to another
world was no great step.146
The "education" delivered, time and again, did not have as its goal the broadening of
intellectual horizons, but rather the inclucation of the images Europeans carried of
themselves and of the oppressed into the oppressed.
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS AS TOTAL INSTITUTIONS
The revelations about Indian Residential School incline toward the dramatic, the
shocking, and the corrupt. We consider this unsurprising in a world where popular
interests seem invested in the kinds of events that sell newspapers in supermarkets.
Talk of inaction on land claims, institutional racism, and the like has nowhere near the
drawing power of even a minor accident on the Gardiner Expressway. Aboriginal
Peoples become "news" to the rest of Canada when they are putting on a "good show,"
whether or not it is painful for the Aboriginal individuals involved.
The more shocking revelations are also more "graspable," for whatever reason,
by the public at large. The formula of the television "miniseries" has been to reduce
the complexities of human history (the North American Slave Trade; the American Civil
War; World War II) to incidents in the lives of a small number of sympathetic characters
who wander about through catastrophic world events. When Kunta Kinte was
whipped, all North America could "understand" (if just for a moment) why slavery was
bad. By extension, we think it plausible that, if the facts ever get into common
circulation, it will be hard for the average Canadian to see any educational benefits to
sticking needles through children's tongues, beating them into unconsciousness, or
denying them treatment of their medical needs until their digits have to be amputated.
They might even think it wrong.
But for every horror story of abuse, we have heard a hundred stories of the less
dramatic indignities and abasements that made up life at Indian Residential School: the
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constant stream of racist slurs that accompanied lessons; the regimented
moment-to-moment attention to one's activities; the haircut and school uniform; the
persistent undercurrent of hunger; the impenetrable loneliness; and so on. As well, we
hear of good times, times that reveal the barrenness of the rest of the existence at
Residential School: the joy of being allowed an hour's play with a Christmas or birthday
present sent months earlier, but withheld; the relish in eating a good meal when an
inspector or other dignitary was visiting; the swell of pride in an eleven year old child
that has learned to handle the machinery or do the job of a full-grown adult; the
explosion of joy at getting a visit from one's parents. Not "theatre," perhaps, but
human.
When we consider the impact of Residential Schools, then, not only must we
look at the short and long term consequences of the more outrageous actions
committed, we must come to terms with the whys and wherefores of the miseries of
everyday existence. What are we to make of these "little atrocities?" Are they merely
the day-to-day annoyances that are to be expected when lower-level functionaries
(priests, nuns, agents, etc.), perhaps mentally and temperamentally unsuited to the
tasks they have been assigned, rise to their particular levels of incompetence? While
this might be the "default" explanation, once again it is an evasion of truth: the
relentless burden of life in Indian Residential School was a deliberate, well thought out,
long-practiced policy, undertaken to achieve particular results.
Goffman's Total Institutions
As Bernanos once said, "One cannot understand the least thing about modern
civilisation if one does not first realise that it is a universal conspiracy to destroy the
inner life." Residential Schools, as part of its "civilising mandate," were designed to
achieve this destruction in Aboriginal Peoples; the means whereby they carried out this
assault were recounted by Goffman.147 He described the sociology, psychology, and
(less so) history of these tactics. However, it is important to see that he "discovered"
nothing: rather, he merely reported upon and analysed institutional practices that had
long been employed to bring about particular psychosocial effects in target groups. In
doing this he cited research literature going back to the 1920's and church documents
hundreds of years old.
Interestingly, Goffman, a Canadian, developed his account with no apparent
knowledge of Residential Schools.148 His examples and the principles of operation he
abstracted were taken from homes for the aged, asylums, private boarding schools,
monasteries, prisons, concentration camps, and the like. He called such places total
institutions, defined (in "family resemblance" terms149) as social institutions which were
"walled off" in some way from the world at large; which "broke down" the barriers that
existed in greater society between places of work, sleep, and play; and which enforced
and maintained an extreme power disparity between a large inmate population and a
smaller supervisory staff (which continued to be integrated with the outside world).
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Goffman's interest in studying total institutions wasn't merely their non-conformity with
the rest of society; it was in what these institutions were meant to accomplish, and their
means of accomplishing it:
The total institution is a social hybrid, part residential community, part
formal organization; therein lies its special sociological interest. There
are other reasons for being interested in these establishments, too. In
our society, they are the forcing houses for changing persons; each is a
natural experiment of what can be done to the self.150
Whether it was preparing prisoners for their eventual release into society, novitiates for
service to a religious order, inductees to follow without question the orders of their
superior officers, or victims of genocide to submit with minimal resistance to their
destruction, the point of total institutions was the total war on the inner world Bernanos
spoke of, and the reconstitution of what was left along lines desired, or at least
tolerated, by those in power.
Institutional Tactics
The staff's almost complete control of the psychological and physical
environments in total institutions made it possible to organise much more than mere
occasional and circumscribed forrays against the inmate's presenting self:
The recruit [sic] comes into the establishment with a conception of himself
[sic] made possible by certain stable social arrangements in his home
world. Upon entrance, he is immediately stripped of the support provided
by these arrangements. In the accurate language of some of our oldest
total institutions, he begins a series of abasements, degradations,
humiliations, and profanations of self. His self is systematically, if often
unintentionally, mortified.151
The process of entrance typically brings other kinds of loss and
mortification as well. We very generally find staff employing what are
called admission procedures, such as taking a life history, photographing,
weighing, fingerprinting, assigning numbers, searching, listing personal
possessions for storage, undressing, bathing, disinfecting, haircutting,
issuing institutional clothing, instructing as to rules, and assigning to
quarters...Many of these procedures depend upon attributes such as
weight or fingerprints that the individual possesses merely because he is a
member of the largest and most abstract of social categories, that of
human being. Action taken on the basis of such attributes necessarily
ignores most of his previous bases of self-identification.152
...although sexual molestation certainly occurs in total institutions, there
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are many other less dramatic examples.
Upon admission, one's
on-person possessions are pawed and fingered by an official as he
itemizes and prepares them for storage. The inmate himself may be
frisked and searched to the extent--often reported in the literature--of a
rectal examination. Later in his stay he may be required to undergo
searchings of his person and of his sleeping quarters, either routinely or
when trouble arises. In all these cases it is the searcher as well as the
search that penetrates the private reserve of the individual and violates
the territories of his self.153
Once the inmate is stripped of his possessions, at least some
replacements must be made by the establishment, but these take the
form of standard issue, uniform in character and uniformly distributed.
These substitute possessions are clearly marked as really belonging to
the institution and in some cases are recalled at regular intervals to be, as
it were, disinfected of identifica-tions...Failure to provide inmates with
individual lockers and periodic searches and confiscations of accumulated
personal property reinforce property dispossession. Religious orders
have appreciated the implications for self of such separation from
belongings.154
The barrier that total institutions place between the inmate and the wider
world marks the first curtailment of self. In civil life, the sequential
scheduling of the individual's roles, both in the life cycle and in the
repeated daily round, ensures that no one role he plays will block his
performance and ties in another. In total institutions, in contrast,
membership automatically disrupts role scheduling, since the inmate's
separation from the wider world lasts around the clock and may continue
for years.
Role dispossession therefore occurs.
In many total
institutions the privilege of having visitors or of visiting away from the
establishment is completely withheld at first, ensuring a deep initial break
with past roles and an appreciation of role dispossession...Although some
roles can be re-established by the inmate if and when he returns to the
world, it is plain that other losses are irrevocable and may be painfully
experienced as such. It may not be possible to make up, at a later phase
of the life cycle, the time not now spent in educational or job
advancement, in courting, or in rearing one's children.155
In addition to personal defacement that comes from being stripped of
one's identity kit, there is a personal disfigurement that comes from direct
and permanent mutilations of the body such as brands or loss of limbs.
Although this mortification of the self by way of the body is found in few
total institutions, still, loss of a sense of personal safety is common and
provides a basis for anxieties about disfigurement. Beatings, shock
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therapy...may lead many inmates to feel that they are in an environment
that does not guarantee their physical integrity.156
But total institutions are not concerned merely with the present debasement of self; the
management of inmates for its own efficient day-to-day operations is only a part of its
aims. The war on the inner life continues, as has already been noted with respect to
role dispossession, long after the inmate has been discharged:
There is an incompatibility, then, between total institutions and the basic
work-payment structure of our society.
Total institutions are also
incompatible with another crucial element of our society, the family. 157
Thus, if the inmate's stay is long, what has been called "disculturation"
may occur--that is, and "untraining" which renders him temporarily
incapable of managing certain features of daily life on the outside, if and
when he gets back to it.158
Conclusions
In the name of efficiency, total institutions "unmake" the people over whom they
gain control. It matters little how old an inmate is when he or she is placed under the
institution's thumb; whoever that person is, and how he or she defends and asserts it,
must be taken apart and reassembled enough to allow what remains to operate in
accordance with the institutional requirements. By doing this, it does not produce a
new self, but no self at all:
...total institutions disrupt or defile precisely those actions that in civil
society have the role of attesting to the actor and those in his presence
that he has some command over his world--that he is a person with
"adult" self-determination, autonomy, and freedom of action. A failure to
retain this kind of adult executive competency, or at least the symbols of
it, can produce in the inmate the terror of feeling radically demoted in the
age-grading system.159
It should go without saying (but probably won't) that, if inmates become available at a
young enough age, the tactics of total institutions won't merely "disrupt or defile" selves,
but hinder their development in the first place. By not allowing the formation of "adult
executive competency," the inmates are prevented from being or becoming persons at
all. When used in this manner, total institutions are not, therefore, instruments of
social engineering, intended to inculcate an alternative form of life: they are instruments
of genocide, meant to produce things unrecognisable at all as human beings.
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Indian Total Institutions
Well then, were Indian Residential Schools total institutions? Examination of
virtually any source of information on life at Indian Residential School, such as the work
of Celia Haig-Brown, Diane Persson, Linda Bull, Rosalind Ing, the Cariboo Tribal
Council, or Isabelle Knockwood, affirms that they were. Isabelle Knockwood's account
flawlessly demonstrates this (we apologise for having to abstract from a superb
narrative):
Right off, Sister Mary Leonard began to explain that speaking Mi'kmaw
was not permitted in the school (p. 26)...I found myself serving Father
Mackey a three-course meal...but I never did get to eat off the fancy
dishes or taste the gourmet meals that the priest enjoyed (p.27)...Our
home clothes were stripped off and we were put in the tub. When we got
out we were given new clothes with wide black and white vertical stripes.
Much later I discovered that this was almost identical to the prison garb of
the time. We were also given numbers. I was 58 and Rosie was 57.
Our clothes were all marked in black India ink--our blouses, skirts, socks,
underwear, towels, face-cloths--everything except the bedding had our
marks on it. Next came the hair cut (p. 28)...Sometimes the little girls
would get thirsty during the night and go to the bathroom for a drink of
water. If they were caught, they were dragged out of the room by the hair
or ear and sent back to bed (p. 31)...Even those of us with families who
lived nearby were sometimes not permitted to go home for Christmas.
But it was the one day in the school year when we were allowed to be with
our brothers and sisters (p.38)...We played with our toys all during
vacation until Little Christmas, January 6th, when school resumed and the
toys would be gathered up and packed in boxes under the tables or
locked in the cloak room. Sometimes, we never saw the toys again but
our dolls would be hung on nails on the walls of the recreation hall. One
day, coming down from the class we found an empty space where the
dolls had been... Nothing more was said about the dolls until next
Christmas and the process was repeated again for another year and after
that another year and on and on for forty years to hundreds of Indian
children. On the boys' side the identical ritual was performed, only with
gun hosters, cowboy hats, and hockey sticks.160
And on, and on. The particulars of Ms. Knockwood's experience were confirmed in
testimony before the Royal Commission too many times to represent here. It made no
difference where in Canada an Indian Residential School was located: the specific
tactics enumerated by Goffman as "mortifications" of the self precisely describe the
psychology of their operation.
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Summary: Day-to-Day Life in a Residential School
What, then, was the atmosphere for a child in an "ordinary" Indian Residential
School, one in which he or she wasn't subjected to the tortures, the rapes, the beatings,
and other merciless, sadistic acts already catalogued in Chapter 3?
Academically, the schools and its teachers were marginal. Where available,
documentation consistently shows that, at best, only half the "school" day was spent in
academic instruction. The rest of the time was spent in religious indoctrination (which
was regarded as the primary "academic" task by school officials) and hard labour
(which in various ways was used to offset the costs of school operation). The
children's time was carefully monitored: recreational time, or time spent on one's own,
was negligible.161
Even when it did not constitute torture, discipline (corporal punishment in
particular) exceeded accepted "Canadian standards," as reflected in public school
practice. Many of the infractions which "warranted" this treatment were not infractions
for any children in Canada save Aboriginal ones, such as speaking in their own
language, seeking contact with brothers and sisters, and being unable to do a fully
grown person's work. Even if a given child was personally able to avoid severe
treatment, she or he was likely to witness it being applied to other children. Not only
did such demonstrations serve as warnings, they had the additional function of
furthering the total institution's goals: "...there may be occasions when an individual
witnesses a physical assault upon someone to whom [one] has ties and suffers the
permanent mortification of having (and being known to have) taken no action." 162
Considerations of discipline and punishment aside, Residential Schools tended
to be harsh environments. Many have recalled how underheated the school buildings
were, how cold the floors were in winter, how oppressive were the barracks-style living
arrangements. Many former students report how they were chronically underfed, or
provided with food unfit for consumption. Some were driven by hunger to obtain food
by creative means (we refuse to use the word "steal" to describe a child's actions under
such circumstances). This led to one kind of consequence if caught (harsh discipline),
and another if not (guilt for "stealing," or for having more food than another child).
Often, the climate of Indian Residential Schools alternated between being
emotionally overwhelming (on one extreme) and emotionally barren (on the other).
Many have testified (to the Royal Commission and elsewhere) that they did not feel
safe, or loved, or cared for; that they were or felt they were exposed to the predations of
school staff or older, stronger students; that no one was there who was there for them.
Children vied for the positive attentions of their custodians, who played favourites and
set the children against one another with extra food, privileges and other inducements.
The potential for emotional devastation was built into the Residential Schools in terms
of such regular features as: initial separation from parents and family; prolonged
isolation from parents, family, and people; the period of adjustment to institutional rules;
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and the constant fault-finding and racial slurs addressed to them by

staff.163

Conclusions
Even those who managed to escape the more sensational abuses of Residential
Schools could not have emerged unscathed:
All students recalled the homesickness, the loneliness, the aloneness, the
lack of family contact, the unfamiliarity of the new environment, the lack of
personal freedom, the "cold" atmosphere, or lack of feeling in the
institution, the "distance" (social distance) placed between educators and
Native children, and the fear--initially of the unknown, but later the fear
that developed and that was instilled in their hearts and minds as little
children.164
Residential Schools implemented a well-established technology that targeted the spirits,
minds, feelings, and bodies of its wards. Its goal was not so much to create as to
destroy; its product was designed, as far as possible, to be something not quite a
person: something that would offer no intellectual or spiritual challenge to its
oppressors, that might provide some limited service to its "masters" (should the
"masters" desire it), and that would learn its place on the margins of Canadian society.
A STUMBLE
We have reached an important point in our presentation: to the best of our
ability, we have set out those features and aspects of Residential Schooling that we feel
should have consequences.165 It seems natural now to provide some listing of what
those consequences are, and perhaps close with a survey of what has been, and what
should be, done about them. However, to do this without calling ourselves up short
and interjecting a warning is premature. For the listing of symptoms and suggested
remedies is what the Standard Account does (after, of course, providing an inadequate
catalogue of features and aspects), and in joining in the game of symptom-naming or
aftereffect-finding, we would find ourselves squarely on the track the Standard Account
would have us.
From any point in time it is possible to look in two directions; the way one looks
at the future is conditioned by the way one looks at the past, and vice versa. The
Standard Account proclaims a bogus past, one in which genocide is ignored, racism
and oppression are explained away, "motives" are elevated, and so on. The view
forward from the Standard Account is founded upon those fictions. As attractive as
someone might be able to make that view, it is at best only part of the picture, and at
worst as bogus as the history it proclaims. Getting "on track" with the Standard
Account because it suggests doing something you think should be done, without
explicitly challenging both that bogus past and the adequacy of the view forward, is to
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stumble into accepting the Standard Account by default, and the ideological limitations
it invariably imposes.
We call ourselves up short in an effort to prevent that stumbling. A more
concrete example of our concerns is immediately forthcoming. Before continuing,
however, we felt we must restate a warning issued back in Chapter 2. Otherwise, the
care we've taken to extend the list of consequences of Residential Schooling could
easily be interpreted solely as a strategy to increase the number of consequences that
should be anticipated. This would be a fundamental misunderstanding of what we are
hoping to achieve. With this warning in mind, we now begin a look at the
consequences of Residential Schooling.
OUTWARD AND VISIBLE SIGNS...
As might be expected by now, we do not intend to address this issue in a
conventional manner. First of all, we think that this has already been quite competently
done by the Assembly of First Nations in their report, Breaking the Silence. We can
add nothing to it, and there seems to us nothing to gain from redoing something already
done well.166
In practice, however, every time we started work in this area, we could turn out
nothing that "rang true." Our largest problem was that we could not (and still cannot)
convince ourselves that such a review is either necessary or appropriate. Who
pretends to find it hard to believe that someone who was raped, beaten, and, in effect,
imprisoned during his or her childhood, all because of the "unfortunate accident" of
being an Aboriginal person, might grow up to have some personal problems? Who
would be surprised that someone who had had this done to him or her might
subsequently be less than enthusiastic about keeping company with the sons and
daughters of those who did this? Or, perhaps most generally, once the Residential
School era is recognised as unbridled genocide, is there some point or purpose in
undertaking to show that at least some of the people who went through it suffered from
it? In fact, we were able to answer those questions and similar ones, and we didn't like
the answers.
Let's begin with the "general" question above. What would be the point in
showing that people who attended Residential School suffered from it? First, why does
anyone pretend there is an issue at all? Compare: after World War II there were,
roughly, the same number of Jews who survived concentration camps as there were
European Jews who had not been sent off to such camps before the war ended. Was
there ever a suggestion that the world hold off judgment about what the Nazis had done
to the Jews until there was some psychosocial accounting made? Compare: Apartheid
is now officially over in South Africa. Did world economic sanctions and church
condemnations of the policy arise from studies showing that Apartheid was "bad?"
Compare: the Americans fought a Civil War, partly over slavery. Were the North and
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South fighting over the interpretation of research data? Once the immorality of crimes
like Slavery, the Holocaust, Apartheid, or Residential School is made clear, no further
accounting is necessary. The accounting that does happen is often undertaken by and
for those implicated in the crimes, in an effort to prove to themselves that what they're
doing is (or what they did was) justified. The Nazis and the Afrikaners had their "race
specialists," the slaveholders had their psychiatrists expounding on "drapetomania,"
and the Aboriginal Peoples of Canada have...?
We repeat, once the immorality of crimes like Residential Schooling is known, no
further accounting is necessary. Suppose no negative consequences of Residential
Schools could be found. Would it follow that the schools were okay? Certainly not.
One possibility would be that the schools were successful in obliterating Aboriginal
forms of life. But murdering a robbery victim doesn't make the robbery legal. A
second possibility would be that, under the maintenance of a plausible threat, subjects
would repeat whatever would keep them out of trouble (see Footnote 165). Even
Home Children167 caseworkers eventually learned to interview the children outside the
hearing of the child's owner, but where do Aboriginal Peoples successfully evade the
thumb of Canadians? And a third possibility would be that "social science" is unfit to
render a judgment.168 A "Lucy Search" ("Charlie Brown's not here; Charlie Brown's not
there; so he must not be anywhere") isn't a search at all. (It should also be clear that
these counterexamples are not mutually exclusive.) All this is to say, therefore, that
even were there no demonstrations of negative effects of Residential Schools, the
schools still would be immoral. To insist on "proof," or even to concede the desirability
of the attempt, is to hold Aboriginal Peoples accountable to a standard applied nowhere
else, and to reduce morality to a show of hands. The former is racism; the latter is
situational ethics.
Let's move on to considering personal problems. Why would anyone profess
difficulty believing that some people suffered personal problems as a result of their
treatment at Residential School? One kind of purported skeptic we've encountered
pretends to mishear "some people suffer personal problems as a result of Residential
Schooling" as instead "all people suffer personal problems as a result of Residential
Schooling." It is this kind of reprobate who shows up to a meeting about Residential
Schools with an Aboriginal Person in tow, who testifies "I went to Residential School,
and nothing bad happened to me." The tactic is totally dishonest, and we wish
Aboriginal People would stop allowing themselves to be used in this way; for such
testimony, as we've pointed out earlier, is like someone testifying at a murder trial that
the accused didn't murder them. No one doubts that some people did not personally
suffer, or may even have personally thrived, at Residential School, but such an
experience says absolutely nothing about anyone else's experience: even if two people
attend the same dance they don't have the same dance card, and Residential School
simply wasn't the "same dance" for everyone.169
When pretending to wonder whether or not Residential School had a negative
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impact on at least some Aboriginal individuals, there are some notable blind-spots in
evidence anecdotally called forth. Few people if any, for example, have noted the
similarities between the informal symptomology literature that is developing with respect
to former Indian Residential School attendees and the symptomology of Holocaust
survivors, Japanese prison camp inmates, victims of torture and physical abuse,
colonially oppressed peoples, and similarly aggrieved groups. But even a brief look at
the literature on "concentration camp syndrome," 170 the psychological consequences of
torture,171 or the psychology of colonial domination172 establishes the correspondence:
virtually nothing attributed to Aboriginal Peoples in the way of symptoms falls outside
what has already been found for any group of human beings subjected to severe and
prolonged oppression and exploitation. That includes elevated suicide rates, which
historically were found, for example, in Jews who had received orders for transportation
to concentration camps, Home Children, and the Aboriginals inhabiting the "Indies"
when Columbus showed up.
Linking with this literature is beneficial beyond merely noting the similarities of
psychological symptoms between these groups. For one thing, the "question" of
whether severe mistreatment of Aboriginal Peoples can be "passed on" to generations
or individuals who didn't attend Residential School has already been examined in some
of these other groups,173 and, we might add, no one thought the notion preposterous.
For another, the extreme difficulty of conducting "aftereffects research" and pulling
"proof" out of it is clearly discussed.174 For still another, contemplation of the
differences between the experiences of Aboriginal Peoples and those of other
oppressed peoples gives us an extremely important perspective on a number of issues.
For example: 1) although Jews have long been marginalised, Jewish thought, religion,
philosophy, etc., are foundational to the Western mind. Aboriginal forms of life have
always been inconsequential to Europeans; hence, their willingness to slaughter us.
This fundamental difference between the Holocaust and the treatment of North
American Aboriginal Peoples puts the lie to all the nonsense about "reconciliation,"
since there was never any "conciliation" to "re;" 2) however loudly nincompoops may
shout, no thinking person believes the Holocaust never took place. The vast majority
of "thinking" Canadians, however, do not even recognise the genocide that was
Residential School. Consequently, Jean Amery, in an incredibly powerful essay, 175 can
defend his emotional response to his Holocaust experiences against the bogus
"explications" that they arise from his moral shortcomings or pathological condition
("concentration camp syndrome"). Aboriginal Peoples, with only "good intentioned
mistakes" to "whine" about (and not a Holocaust), aren't even entitled to resentment.
We must accept our moral inferiority and psychopathology, which, if we are nice,
people with "good intentions" will help us overcome.
This strikes to the heart of our reluctance to go symptom-finding, regardless of
how useful it might appear to be: it requires Aboriginal Peoples to "demonstrate" and
accept their pathology, and to parade it before the Powers That Be, before those
Powers will condescend to undertake the merest of amends; and in doing this,
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Aboriginal Peoples must also accept the warped, pathological history those Powers
would have in the place of truth. Let's get this straight: a group of people invade our
lands and steal our property. They take away our children, sending them off to be
beaten and exploited as a labour force, "brainwashed" (to use an unfashionable term)
into rejecting their rights and their ways of life, and, at least occasionally, forced to
serve the sexual appetites of their warders. Now, in order to get some kind of action
addressing all of this, we must stand up and prove how sick we are!
We have said before, and we say again, if it is sickness you seek, don't look for it
in the victims of genocide: in resides in the minds and hearts of the people who
planned, designed, implemented, and operated the machinery of genocide, and who
now seek to cover it up. The "meaning" of Indian Residential Schooling is not the
pathology it may have created in some Aboriginal Peoples; it is the pathology it reveals
in the "system of order" giving rise to it.
Our reluctance to adduce "proof" of the damage caused by Residential Schools
follows from a clear picture of the past, a rejection of the revisionism of the Standard
Account, and the recognition of the rhetorical, not scientific nature of the demand for
"proof." And this is not to reject the work of, say, the Cariboo Tribal Council or the
Assembly of First Nations! No one believes the schools had no impact on the quality
of lives of Aboriginal People who attended them, or on the lives of those only indirectly
affected, and we dare say that includes the people who rush to explain away or deny.
No one doubts the utility of Aboriginal helpers having some idea of what they will likely
face, in the way of symptomology, in community-based intervention centres. The
danger is in when the forces of "damage control" seize upon those results as an
opportunity to insinuate their interpretation of events; they do this by projecting a picture
of the future where Aboriginal individuals, seeking outside themselves for the means to
come to grips with what happened to them, are "given" "professional help" in this quest.
The desperateness of the plight of Aboriginal Peoples, the intense desire to do
something, and the superficial resemblance between Standard Account "cures" and
what many of us consider advisable, predisposes all of us to seize that future and
ignore that past.
We will not call Aboriginal Peoples who suffered through the Residential School
experience (whether they enjoyed it or not), nor those of us who have come to live in
the toxic world it created, "sick," any more than we would call the hungry Aboriginal
children who crept into the larder at night for food "thieves." We will not play this
game.
THE RHETORIC OF RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL SYNDROME
In coming down to cases, much of our dissatisfaction as expressed above can
be crystallised around the notion of a "Residential School Syndrome" (RSS). We've
never found anything to recommend it, and have all kinds of reasons to condemn it.
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We'll be brief.
One: there is no reason to expect there to be a regular cluster of symptoms (a
"syndrome") associated with having attended Residential School. The specifics of the
experience certainly weren't uniform (see Footnote 168), and even if it was physically
and philosophically coherent, there would be no reason to expect uniformity of
response to it (read any work by a Holocaust survivor). To believe there was such a
thing as RSS, one would have to assert that people with widely different experiences,
behaving in widely differing ways, were suffering from the same disorder.
Two: there is absolutely no evidence for RSS. Long gone are the days when a
psychiatrist can write up some notes on a few of his patients and claim to make a
"discovery" of a new "mental disorder." In fact, this was how the world was inflicted
with the concept of "concentration camp syndrome," subsequently shredded on
methodological grounds by Solkoff and revealed as philosophically insipid by Amery.
Apparently, RSS came into use by a similar artifice, with the peculiar feature of a lack of
any data supporting it. Were there a literature claiming to establish RSS, we would
have a go at it; its non-existence limits our task to exposing its rhetorical nature.
Three: whatever else it might be, the experience of Residential Schooling is not a
"disease," and yet RSS squarely places our efforts to understand the episode within the
medical model. This is a rhetorical move and not a scientific one:
RSS sidetracks all interested parties in a variety of confusing ways,
disabling those who are supposed to be suffering from RSS, and
exonerating those who are responsible for the mess...suppose you are
helping people address personal problems in their lives, and you find out
they attended residential school. If you subscribe to reification of RSS,
their supposed possession of RSS "causes" them (in you view) to behave
in the unproductive or destructive ways you are trying to remedy, much as
the possession of a cold makes you sneeze, cough, and feel lousy. Just
as you don't hold a person with a cold responsible for displaying cold
symptoms, your tendency is to regard a "person with RSS" as not
responsible for displaying any of the supposed RSS symptoms.
This enterprise soon gathers momentum. The people who went to
residential school are told that they suffer from RSS, and indeed that
"their problems" arise from it. Not only does this release them from
taking personal responsibility for their actions (e.g., "I beat my wife
because I am suffering from RSS"), everyone, therapist and client
included, collude in identifying the client as the source of the problem.
True, the client is held to be somewhat blameless (curiously enough, even
as he is being blamed), but interest has now been focused on residential
schooling as the problem of specific individuals [emphasis added].
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This move plays into the hands of the governmental and religious
officials responsible for having devised, implemented, and maintained
residential schooling. With everyone talking about people suffering from
Residential School Syndrome, no one addresses the genocidal nature of
residential schooling, the immorality of forced religious indoctrination, or
the arrogance and paternalism that permeated the system. (Indeed, if
these topics did come up, people might start considering the extent to
which these features describe the systems in place today.) Such a
diversion is so useful that, however intentionally, today's officials are
willing to nourish this fiction to a considerable degree. Nominal funds are
available for theraputic rehabilitation of victims. Institutional perpetrators
of offenses (be they priests, teachers, administrators, or what have you)
are passed off as aberrant individuals who do not reflect the basic
"good-heartedness" that motivated the organisation. And even more
insidiously, since there are no residential schools in the old sense any
more, abuses are "all in the past" and no present systemic changes are
necessary.176
Breaking the Silence thoroughly examined, contextualised, and clarified the
issues that sometimes arise with Aboriginal individuals who attended Residential
School as children.
In doing this, the authors had no need to call up a
pseudo-scientific jargonish term which, in effect, slanders and misguides people who
are seeking help and understanding. Residential School Syndrome is nothing more,
and nothing less, than another attempt to place us on the rails of the Standard Account.
But these rails are a siding; they do not lead to any place interesting or important. We
can think of no reason to employ the notion of RSS unless we have no objection as
Aboriginal Peoples to ending our days like the Donner Party.
WHAT PAINETH THEE IN OTHERS
The "Real" Syndrome
On second thought, maybe we've been too hasty. There is a lot of pathology
associated with Indian Residential School, and, unpleasant as we personally might find
it, it is high time we acknowledged it. We only regret we didn't wise up in time to have
our concerns included in the recently released Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders-IV. Based on our extensive, first-hand clinical experiences, and with
our apologies for our previous short-sightness, what follows is our suggestion for
inclusion in the next version, DSM-V.
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301.82 Residential School Syndrome
Diagnostic Features
Residential School Syndrome is a personality disorder manifested in an
individual's specific behavioral action of 1) obliterating another people's
way of life by taking the children of the group away from their parents and
having them raised in ignorance of, and/or with contempt for, their
heritage; while 2) helping him/ herself to the property of the target group.
The behaviors are closely related, and indeed, some theorists have
suggested that the "theft" of the target group's children should be seen as
merely another manifestation of the overwhelming urge to steal everything
belonging to the target group. People with this disorder have a grandiose
sense of self-importance and unjustified feelings of moral superiority, and,
while they seldom bother to actually respond to protests of the aggrieved
group, they are sometimes heard repeatedly to mutter empty platitudes
like "It's for your own good," or "I'm the expert, I know what I'm doing."
Further, those suffering from Residential School Syndrome demonstrate a
complete lack of insight into their own motives. If asked about the
morality of taking the property of the target group, they respond that it is "a
small price to pay" for the blessings of the way of life being imposed on
the target group, or aver that it is a "dirty job," but one they feel they have
a "Christian responsibility" to perform.
At times they manifest a split with reality bordering upon that seen in
certain forms of Schizophrenia.
A sufferer of Residential School
Syndrome may believe "Everybody wants to be like me," or "I know better
than everybody else." These delusions are often buttressed by an
elaborate hodge-podge of pseudoscientific jargon about the Innate
Depravity of the target group, the racial superiority of his or her own
group, and a bizarre, self-justificatory belief in a "Super Being" that
wouldn't be letting him/her get away with what he/she is doing if it wasn't
in harmony with the "Super Being's `Divine Plan.'"
Individuals with Residential School Syndrome generally have a lack of
empathy and have difficulty recognising the desires, subjective
experiences, and feelings of their victims. Indeed, they sometimes act as
if the targets of their behavior are incapable of feelings or anything more
than simple animal desires. This attitude reflects the sometimes stated,
sometimes implicit, notion that their targets are something less than
human beings.
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Associated Features
The relation between Residential School Syndrome and Schizophrenia
has already been noted. Differential diagnosis is comparatively easy,
however, because the more extreme sufferers of Residential School
Syndrome are influential, and if you're powerful you're eccentric, not
Schizophrenic. Sufferers of Residential School Syndrome often have the
same fragile self-esteem of those with Narcissistic Personality Disorder,
reacting to criticism sometimes with withdrawal or petulance, and
sometimes with disdain, rage, or defiant counterattacks. They also often
manifest the Narcissist's extreme need for admiration, insisting that
members of the target group (adults and children alike) "thank" them for
what has been and is being done to them.
Prevalence
At one time it was estimated that anywhere from 99 to 100 percent of the
adult, non-Aboriginal population of Canada who were of European
heritage suffered from Residential School Syndrome. Since the phasing
out of Residential Schools, however, the sufferers have been forced to go
"cold turkey," and, correspondingly, prevalence studies have become
harder to undertake.
There is widespread clinical suspicion that
Residential School Syndrome is manifested in a variety of related
behavioral disorders, including nostalgia for "the good old days" of
Residential School operation; the aggressive (if not ferocious) denial that
anything bad ever happened in Residential Schools; the unshakeable
belief that members of the target group are whining ingrates; and
borderline incontinence at the suggestion of criminal investigation of
Residential School activities.
Diagnostic Criteria for 301.82 Residential School Syndrome
A pervasive pattern of attempted indoctrination of children of another
group of people, combined with the theft of all manner of the group's
property, beginning in the late 1800's and persisting through the 1970's.
In addition to this characteristic behavior pattern, a diagnosis of
Residential School Syndrome requires five (or more) of the following:
(1)

a grandiose sense of self-importance and/or infallibility

(2)

unjustified feelings of moral and/or intellectual superiority

(3)

an intense desire to change the subject when the phrases
"economic self-interest" or "crimes against humanity" pop up,

or the words "genocide," "racism," "colonialism," or
are heard
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"oppression"

(4)

lack of personal insight, or an absence of self-criticism

(5)

unwillingness to accord human status or rights to creatures not
passing arbitrary and inexpressible "standards"

(6)

obsession with
documents

(7)

marked fluency in rhetoric, including ability to sound like
apologising without doing so, to call people "liars" without
actually using the word, and to sound sympathetic while
studiously avoiding accepting any criminal or financial
liability

(8)

tendency to repeat certain phrases, like "We don't need an
inquiry," or "Let's let bygones be bygones."

juggling

history

books

and/or

shredding

Prognosis
Many of those suffering from Residential School Syndrome are doing very
well indeed. However, the rest of us worry about the collective effect
Residential School Syndrome sufferers have had, and will continue to
have, on the minds and hearts of the Canadian population...

Conclusions
We really don't care whether or not anyone appreciates our attempt at humor.
Like a lot of comedy, this parody has its roots in reality: that it is not the Aboriginal
Peoples who are sick, but the society that, among other things, created the Residential
Schools. The inability to face up to that fact, for whatever reasons, is a festering
wound that bears dealing with.
We will not presume to lecture Euro-Canadian society on curing its ills; however,
the disease that had its particular manifestation in the creation of Indian Residential
Schools is the same one Jean Amery and Zygmunt Bauman have already identified.
They have much to tell the interested reader.

Chapter 6

THE FOREST AND THE TREES

I suppose if I were asked to pick out the point I most want to get across to
the reader, it would be that the ideology of inequality is an enormously
potent barrier to the achievement of equality. The concept of internal
individual characteristics that differentiate the best of us from the worst of
us both shapes our social institu-tions and warps our own consciousness
so thoroughly that every move toward equality seems to swerve away
from the goal or fizzle out into nothing. Even those of us who consciously
set out toward the goal of equality must be expected to get mired down in
the swamps of our own mistaken assumptions and to lose our way.
William Ryan, Equality.

INTRODUCTION
In his review of Deborah Lipstadt's Denying the Holocaust, Siano177 tried to draw
distinctions between the Holocaust and other genocides in an effort to emphasize the
Holocaust's uniqueness. Unlike the Jewish Holocaust, his argument went, the
destruction of the Ukranians under Stalin, the African Slave Trade, and the wars
against Aboriginal North Americans were not driven by a pathological ideology, nor did
the malefactors develop a cold-blooded technology similar to the gas-chambers to do
their work. Finally, according to Siano, unlike these other historical events, the Jewish
Holocaust exists in living memory among Americans. This makes it possible to use the
Holocaust as a "standard for gauging oppression, horror, and evil."
Although there is much to recommend in Siano's review, we take exception to
this particular argument. In Chapter 5 we showed that Indian Residential School was,
indeed, a well established technology of genocide (warm blooded or cold, we can't
decide), undertaken with the full anticipation of bringing about the effects it has had on
Aboriginal Nations and individuals. Furthermore, the Residential Schools, and many
other genocidal tactics undertaken by non-Aboriginal North American governments, do
indeed reside in the living memories of many of us, whether we were touched directly or
indirectly by them. That he and a lot of other people on this continent don't remember
much if anything about our treatment speaks to the effectiveness of the propaganda
machine in operation, of which he and the others are victims.
Our focus in this chapter, however, will be on the presumed absence of ideology
in the attempts at our destruction. We will argue here, contra Siano, that Indian
Residential Schooling was, and the Standard Account is, driven by a pathological
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ideology; the difficulty, as is the case with those who uncritically accept the Standard
Account (or part of it), is that like all good "believers," he takes it as revealed truth and
not as an arguable position.
We take ideology, broadly, as an accumulation of doctrines, beliefs, or opinions
that guide a group of people or constitutes the group's organising principles. An
ideology is arbitrary, in that proofs of correctness of an ideology, however frequently
attempted, are without force: an ideology is simply the way this group chooses to see
things, do things, and talk about things. Ideology is a source of conflict, because
groups often treat their beliefs as beyond question; to challenge another group's
ideology is to challenge the group itself. However, ideology is not merely reactive.
Masquerading as fact, it often provides the pretext for behaving in an oppressive or
dismissive manner, particularly when there is a power disparity between groups holding
different ideologies.178
In this chapter we will explicate the ideology behind the Standard Account of
Indian Residential School. Our argument is that everything about the Standard
Account is profoundly ideological. While some people might grant this without too
much argument with respect to ecclesiastical, or even bureaucratic, domains,
objections are likely to arise when we insist on including social scientific and theraputic
domains in the charge.179 Hence, our explication of the ideological nature of the entire
enterprise of the Standard Account will begin with these "dispassionate," "objective"
disciplines. A grasp of why the work undertaken and the thinking dominating in these
areas is shadow and not substance will make clear that our objection that the Standard
Account is ideologically-driven is not some sophomoric plea to "tolerate multiple
realities." We will show that the "need for a scientific understanding" of Residential
Schools and the "demand for theraputic counselling" for former residents, far from
being divorced from the obvious biases of the purveyors of genocide, are slices of
baloney from the same loaf.
METHODOLOGICAL INDIVIDUALISM
The functional similarities between formal religions and social sciences have
long been noted and commented upon. 180
Before there were psychiatrists and
psychologists it was largely the task of the churches to convince the great mass of
people they were unworthy sinners, doomed to their lot in this world, and doomed to
suffer in the next should they get out of line. The "line" they shouldn't get out of, of
course, was whatever was established by those invested with the Divine Right to rule,
who were doomed (so to speak) to suffer riches and power in this world and torment in
the next. As ridiculous as this may sound now, it was the primary means of justifying
and maintaining the oppression of the masses of people for quite a long time, and still
works in various parts of the world today. However, as people came to understand this
particular game, variations had to be developed. The Medieval doctrines of Innate
Depravity, Original Sin, and Divine Right of Kings have been transmuted into today's
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"skills deficits," "innate race differences in IQ," "learning styles," and "mental illnesses."
Where the churches claimed the foundations of their doctrines to be in Divine
Revelation (a notoriously difficult claim to substantiate, and fraught with emotion),
psychiatry and psychology tied it to "mental science" (objective, dispassionate, and
"replicable"). Where the churches determined your station by the way you dressed
and who your parents were, social scientists conduct "assessments" to determine your
place. The history of when, and how, and by whose hands these transmutations were
made is well beyond our interests here. Though the "abracadabra" has changed,
however, the structure of the magic remains the same. For both the churches and
social sciences, the "truth" is something deep and unobservable, accessible only to the
initiated (raised up after a long period of indoctrination sometimes called higher
education) after they've performed elaborate ceremonies (assessments). For their
labours of keeping the herd out of the manor house, the functionaries are rewarded with
a portion of riches of the material world and a degree of status which they can pretend
approaches that of their masters.
Of course, this description will be remote to most social scientific functionaries.
For the world in which they were raised, and now raise others, is steeped in the
ideology of the internal determinants which "differentiate the best of us from the worst
of us," in Ryan's trenchant phrase. In this they have gone beyond the churches, who
at least had to deal with heretics, apostates, and devotees of different revealed truths.
Like Mr. Jourdain, who spoke prose all his life without knowing it, most social scientists
embrace the ideology called Methodological Individualism (MI) without having any idea
what it is, or realising other opinions are possible. Ryan's fight to free himself of the
fetters of the mind represented by Methodological Individualism is, in our experience,
one attempted by precious few.
The fundamental notion of MI can be stated quite simply: it is "the view in social
science according to which all phenomena must be accounted for in terms of what
individuals think, choose, and do."181 Bhargava's penetrating work lays out slight
variations on this definition, but this simple version will do for our purposes. MI is a
form of reductionism, one which says that complex, orderly phenomena (like
economies, institutions, wars, etc.) are built up from orderly phenomena that involve
individuals, and what individuals are capable of doing. Thus, there is an implicated
causal order, in that the variability of the more complex phenomena (wars; depressions)
are ultimately the result of what individual people think and do. 182
Please take a moment to think about this. Does it sound reasonable? Is this a
tautology of some sort, or does some kind of empirical demonstration of its soundness
seem necessary? Actually, with a few moments reflection many people begin to find it
dubious. Some can even come up with counterexamples. The problem is that this
way of thinking is so endemic to Western social sciences that even those who
"intellectually" reject it embrace it in practice.
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We contend 1) Methodological Individualism is certainly wrong; 2) because it is
demonstrably wrong, those who cleave to MI as a way of examining and understanding
phemonena in the world are ideologues, not scientists; 3) even those who think they
have a grip on the problems of MI slip into it all too easily. Our task in this section is to
provide the proof of MI's incorrectness. We then examine, in terms of the way "social
scientists" approach the problems of Indian Residential Schooling, how we are led to
systematically misunderstand everything about it.
Methodological Individualism is Certainly Wrong
There are some disciplines, of course, that have a fairly good grip on MI, history
being an example. A classic cartoon has a history professor in class on Day One
saying "Well, what'll it be: kings and battles or the exploitation of the masses?" The
choice being offered is an interpretation of history based on events moved and shaped
by "great men" [sic] versus one based on economics, religious doctrines, or other
factors that transcend any particular individual. Marxists tend to reject the former and
embrace the latter, while everyone else goes the other way. Because of world
animosities183 the viewpoints have tended to polarise, which is unfortunate since it is
not an either-or choice.
Most disciplines, however, do not have even this grip. As "sciences," they are
less interested in philosophical disputes and more interested in gathering facts,
establishing empirical relations, and developing theories to account for what they find.
The "facts" gathered are what the science considers to be the building blocks of
complex relations; making findings is accomplished through statistical analyses; and the
theories developed are accounts of putative causal processes.
For empirical
sociologists, the building blocks of social relations and institutions are the actions of
individuals within a particular society. Psychiatrists, psychologists, and therapists
accept this and carry it one step further: the actions of individuals are themselves built
up from the "mental contents" of individuals. The hope of psychological science is to
provide a comprehensive picture of human behaviour; with this in hand the sociologist
or social psychologist can provide their comprehensive picture of human social
behaviour; and so on, like the Old Woman Who Swallowed A Fly.
The first question that arises is, why stop? Methodological Individualism
legislates that the "right place" to stop in our investigation, our "explanatory bedrock," is
when we run into "what individuals think, choose, and do," but why put the stop-sign
there? Can we not, in principle, develop an account of "thinking" in terms of brain
chemicals, blood flows, and the like? And is that account not itself reducible (again, in
"principle") to the behaviour of atoms? Can we not break atoms themselves down
further?
We can go the other direction, too. We have a world with many societies, and
our world is only one in this solar system, which is only one in this galaxy, and there are
"billions and billions" of galaxies...
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The stipulation of MI to stop at what individuals think, choose, and do is a
preference, and not some kind of scientific principle. And the thing about preferences
is that different people can have different preferences. If you think the hot dogs are
best, but we want hamburgers, that's that. You can try to persuade us, but there is no
proof that we should, instead, want a hot dog. Now, MI's can prefer that we stop the
reduction of our investigation at choices made by individuals, but we can prefer
otherwise.
If this seems like a quibble, we can do better. Believing that more complex
phenomena are reducible to simpler phenomena is a good example of the Fallacy of
Composition, which is taught in most elementary logic courses. Simply, it is a fallacy to
believe that the characteristics of a composite (a higher-order phenomenon) are
necessarily derivable from the characteristics of the constituents of the composite. A
commonly heard cliche, "The whole is greater than the sum of its parts," expresses this,
although a more accurate phrasing would be "The whole is something other than a
function of its parts."
It's easy to come up with examples: an army is something other than a bunch of
individuals with weapons; a fleet is something other than a lot of boats; or, to use an
example David Suzuki doesn't seem to be able to get Mac-Blo to understand, a forest is
something other than a mass of trees.
Some philosophically-minded social scientists (B. F. Skinner comes to mind)
recognised the reductionist nature of their enterprise and rhetorically (not logically or
scientifically) headed off criticism by branding those raising these problems as
subscribing to the "mysticism of emergent properties." There is nothing mystical about
the criticism, however; rejection of the notion that an existing, observable orderliness is
necessarily founded upon a lower orderliness is nothing more than not falling into the
Fallacy of Composition.
Even more devastating to Methodological Individualism, there is a statistical
analogue to the Fallacy of Composition: Simpson's Paradox. In 1951 Simpson stated
a fundamental property of non-deterministic relations: it is possible, in principle, to
break down any relation into subgroups in which the original relation no longer holds, or
is even reversed. He noticed this while looking at a type of data representation called
"contingency tables," but it was obvious (to statisticians) that this feature was
demonstrable everywhere in statistics. The clearest picture of the difficulty can be
obtained by looking at "correlation scatter-plots," as presented below.184
Scatter diagrams depict the form and strength of relations between variables. X
and Y can be any two variables (say, IQ and Self Esteem), and the entries into a scatter
diagram are "scores" or "assessments" obtained from individuals, plotted in Cartesian
two-space. By convention, as one moves from right to left for variable X, one goes
from low to high with respect to variable X; as one goes from bottom to top for variable
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Y, one goes from low to high with respect to variable Y. Thus, a person whose score is
plotted into the upper right-hand corner of any of these diagrams is "high" with respect
to both the variables; a point in the lower right corner is "high" with respect to X and
"low" with respect to Y; and so on.
There are statistics calculated from the entries into scatter diagrams to quantify
the degree of association between variables. We won't go into details here, 185 but the
closer the entries cluster about any single non-horizontal or non-vertical straight line
drawn through them, the stronger the degree of association.
Some of the possible forms of Simpson's Paradox are illustrated in the four
diagrams. In A, taking all the points together, there is only a minimal relation
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between X and Y (that is, any single straight line drawn as close as possible to
all the points just isn't very close to them all); however, within each of the three
subgroups outlined, there is a strong direct relations between X and Y. In B, X and Y
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overall have a strong positive relation; within each of three subgroups, however, X and
Y are unrelated. In C, overall X and Y are unrelated, but within one subgroup there is
a strong positive relation and within the other a strong negative relation. Finally, in D,
the overall relation is fairly strong and negative, while within each of the subgroups, the
relation is fairly strong and positive.
In these diagrams, and countless others we could generate, the Fallacy of
Composition grows fangs and takes a bite out of the fundamental assumption of
Methodological Individualism, that the "bedrock" of understanding complex,
multi-individual phenomena is what individuals think, choose, and do; for there is no
necessary correspondence between the form, structure, or magnitude of relations at
differing levels of complexity. Organisation found at one level doesn't necessarily carry
forward to higher levels, nor does it itself necessarily follow from organisation found at
simpler levels. The fact that, in principle, we will be able to generate subgroups in
which higher-order relations will either cease to exist, or even reverse themselves, gives
us an additional problem: which picture is right? Favouring one over another is, again,
a preference. There can be no proof that the form and magnitude of any result we
obtain is more "correct" than a higher- or lower-order result, from the same data, that
contradicts it.
If we wished to get fancy, we could throw in modern chaos theory, which in part
is based on the fact that completely unpredictable subprocesses underlie regular and
predictable higher-order processes. However, all this was anticipated long ago:
No supposition seems to me more natural than that there is no process in
the brain correlated with associating or with thinking; so that it would be
impossible to read off thought-processes from brain-processes. I mean
this: if I talk or write there is, I assume, a system of impulses going out
from my brain and correlated with my spoken and written thoughts. But
why should the system continue further in the direction of the centre?
Why should this order not proceed, so to speak, out of chaos? The case
would be like the following--certain kinds of plants multiply by seed, so
that a seed always produces a plant of the same kind as that from which it
was produced--but nothing in the seed corresponds to the plant which
comes from it; so that it is impossible to infer the properties or structure of
the plant from those of the seed that it comes out of--this can only be
done from the history of the seed. So an organism might come into being
even out of something quite amorphous, as it were causelessly; and there
is no reason why this should not really hold for our thoughts, and hence
for our talking and writing. It is thus perfectly possible that certain
psychological phenomena cannot be investigated physiologically, because
physiologically nothing corresponds to them.186
Throughout this work we have tried to keep this insight firmly in mind. We have
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refrained (as far as possible) from temptations to cast aspersion on the motives of
perpetrators and "spin doctors," to impute diseases and disorders to victims, or to
permit mitigation of crimes by an appeal to "good intentions" or other inner engines.
We do not mean that there weren't people with intentions good or bad, or individuals
with injuries or without. Again, it is not that either a macro-level or a micro-level
analysis is right. What the refutation of Methodological Individualism help us
understand is that the immorality of Residential Schools is not founded on the ability to
demonstrate a collective injury. The pain and suffering inflicted upon one individual
does not require the demonstration of similar patterns of injury for other individuals.
The "whole" of Indian Residential Schooling is something other than a function of its
parts; to understand it does not require its reduction to something deeper, hidden, or
more basic, but rather its examination in terms of its various issues at their different
levels of complexity.
Methodological Individualism Misleads Us
We can show more than merely the philosophical and analytical ineptness of the
ideology of Methodological Individualism; we can demonstrate that it misrepresents that
which it tries to understand. To do this we borrow and elaborate upon the hypothetical
story of Mr. Su, which first we told in our work on community-based research (Appendix
B).
Mr. Su is a farmer with a small parcel of land somewhere in the interior of China
during the late 19th century. Unfortunately, Mr. Su and many of his
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neighbours are addicted to opium, but a group of time-travelling Methodological
Individualists have transported back to his village in an effort to help. They are armed
with advanced computers, statistical programs, and assessment devices, and neither
sleep nor eat until they finish gathering the data that will allow
them to pinpoint the causes for this dread disease. Their data are symbolically
represented above. As you can see, Mr. Su was given (arbitrarily) Subject number 4.
There are many more people in the research project than shown, and many more
variables, but you get the picture. The variables are grouped in rough categories (the
a's are personality test scores, the f's are body measurements, the o's are school
records, the v's are vegetable consumption statistics), and literally any variable the MI's
from the future can imagine187 was targeted, assessed, and entered into the data base.
The outcome variable, Y, whether or not the subject is an opium addict, is for
convenience represented here as 0 (no) or 1 (yes), but of course it could easily be
made more complicated than this. The problem facing the MI team is how to use the
data to come up with the reasons the people of Mr. Su's village are opium addicts (or
not). From this, perhaps they will get an idea how to overcome this plague.
Well, how do they proceed? Let's assume for convenience sake that the MI's
have some 26th century analogue to our correlation/regression model. They relate the
variables, singly or in groups, simultaneously or successively, etc., to the outcome
variable of interest, and develop a statistically sound "model" relating the predictors to
the outcome (let's even assume they've developed a math that avoids Simpson's
Paradox). What can we say about the model they triumphantly present to Mr. Su and
his fellow villagers?
We can say it is wrong. For there is not (nor can there be) a variable in their
analysis representing a major causal force in Chinese opium addiction: the British in the
19th century had an unfavourable balance of trade with India.
The story in brief was this: Indian cotton products were beating, in price and
quality, competing British goods. To help their textiles industry, the English invaded
India, destroyed their factories, and wiped out their cotton production, "encouraging"
them to grow poppies instead. England also had an unfavourable balance of trade
with China. Chinese policy was to accept only precious metals in trade for tea, silk,
porcelain, and spices, all of which were in great demand in Europe, and all of which
China had in abundance. The English (and other European powers) had no
manufactured goods the Chinese wanted, and hence the metal drain in Europe became
serious. The English hatched a plan: take the opium being manufactured in India
(which they didn't want in Europe anyway), addict the Chinese population to create a
demand, then trade opium for tea, silk, porcelain, and spices. England and the
European powers fought two wars in China for the "right" to export opium there. Mr.
Su was not singled out for addiction; he just had the bad luck to be where he was when
he was. It did not take long, however, to turn a Machiavellian economic policy into a
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Chinese racial

defect.188

Why can't the MI's put this variable in their analysis? Because it's not a
variable: it's a constant. For all the people in Mr. Su's village, we'd have to enter the
same "score," whatever that might mean in this example. The scatter plot for the
constant with any of the variables, including opium addiction, would yield a horizontal
line, meaning "association not defined." It's "contribution to accounting for the variance
in Y" is, mathematically, nil.189
Even more importantly, this factor (not variable) isn't a characteristic, or feature,
or descriptor, or whatever, of Mr. Su. Mr. Su need never have heard of England, or
India, or international economics, or anything along the chain of events leading up to
his addiction; there is no necessity for any internal, personal, individual representation
of English economic policy anywhere inside Mr. Su, or any of his fellow villagers. And
yet, this is the manner in which a Methodological Individualist investigation must
proceed, because "all phenomena (including drug addiction) must be accounted for in
terms of what individuals think, choose, and do." When we limit what we are pleased
to call "scientific investigation" in such a manner, we are ideologically bound to develop
at best an incomplete, inaccurate understanding of what is going on. Finally, if we let
Simpson back in, the findings produced by any analysis will, in principle, be disputable
as well.
Implications for Understanding Residential Schooling
Methodological Individualism is a demonstrably limited and inaccurate way of
viewing the world and the forces that move and shape it. The Standard Account, as a
product of that warped ideology, produces a limited and inaccurate picture of Indian
Residential Schooling, and a limited and inaccurate way of making sense of that
picture. Residential School problems were the individual and personal shortcomings of
particular school or governmental functionaries; the harms these people inflicted had to
be seen in the personal, internal problems of individual former students; the proper way
to establish blame and pursue compensation is to prove personal, individual injuries, to
justify charges being brought by individuals against individuals; the way to undo the
damage is to send individuals off to jail (or better still, cure or remediate their personal,
internal dysfunctions), and provide individual victims with therapy focused on healing
the personal, internal injuries they have.
Though monotonous, this is accurate; as far as it goes. But like Mr. Su's opium
addiction, this scenario is a systematically limited picture. How are "genocide,"
"economic oppression," "institutional racism," etc., turned into personal, internal,
individual characteristics? What if someone doesn't want to stand up in a room full of
strangers and recall, and talk about, and dispute the most horrible moments of her or
his life, but still wants justice? And how can anyone believe this picture accurate, even
for a moment, when it provides not even the tiniest glimpse of the Splendid Blond
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Beast?
As an ideology, the philosophy behind the Standard Account doesn't admit such
questions into consciousness. Not merely vigilant, it snuffs out trouble before things
get too far; some examples: 1) Breaking the Silence isn't "scientific;" 2) testimony
before the Royal Commission wasn't sworn in a legal proceeding; and, one we expect
to hear, 3) the RCAP report thinks there was a big "conspiracy" against Aboriginal
Peoples. We've already commented on the inanity of 1) and 2), and our response to
3) is explicit in this chapter. Of course there doesn't have to have been a conspiracy:
as we've just showed everyone who can read, there need be no connection between
systemic features and the characteristics of individuals operating within that system.
Whoever said "The road to hell is paved with good intentions" understood this very well.
PEOPLE WITH GOOD INTENTIONS
As we've mentioned earlier, the submissions to the Royal Commission from
Aboriginal individuals were overwhelming concerned with therapy, healing, and
reconciliation. These presentations, as we've also noted, were less concerned with
relating personal experiences in Residential School than with documenting the
theraputic needs of Aboriginal communities and, occasionally, summarising the
experiences of acquaintances who had attended Residential Schools, and who were
unwilling or unable to testify before the Commission themselves.
We expressed initial doubts about the universal emphasis on therapy way back
in Chapter 2 and have largely ignored it since then. We found it odd that the call by
the churches for therapy went unchallanged; disturbing that presenters from
non-theraputic specialisations struck a uniformly theraputic line; and, frankly, frightening
that Aboriginal presenters joined in the chorus with little indication of critical evaluation
of that emphasis.
We think that by now our readers will have a reasonable idea of our objections to
therapy, healing, and reconciliation as effective responses to Indian Residential
Schooling. Once again, we have no doubt that many people's experiences in
Residential Schools have caused them physical and emotional pain, pain which to this
day continues to affect the quality of their lives. Further, we have no doubt that
speaking about these experiences and these pains to someone who is non-dismissive
and empathic may provide these individuals some degree of benefit or relief, however
permanent.
Having said this, however, our analysis is that the push to therapy and healing
(we've already dismissed reconciliation as bogus) is primarily another manifestation of
the Standard Account. Its philosophical foundation is the ideology of Methodological
Individualism; its function is to maintain the intellectual and emotional oppression of
Aboriginal Peoples; its purpose is to do the least while appearing to do something.
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Fortunately for us, the work of demonstrating the basis of the theraputic state in
Methodological Individualism was recently undertaken by Celia Kitzinger and Rachel
Perkins:
Psychology is rooted in modern liberal individualism and places the
individual at the center of the moral and political universe. Contemporary
psychology manifests an intense concern with the individual self in pursuit
of private goals of freedom of choice and liberation. "Empowerment" is
offered as a substitute for "power," "oppression" is reduced to the
individual pathology of the oppressors, and liberation becomes a psychic
rather than a political phenomenon...Psychology has invaded our speech
partly by coopting existing political words, reinterpreting them within its
own individualized and privatized frame of reference; partly by infiltrating
new terms of its own that replace political words; and partly by demanding
that we expunge certain words from our vocabulary. The result is
psychology's colonization of our political terrain.190
We recommend their work highly, particularly for frontline workers who may be
beginning to see some point to our presentation.
Relieved of the necessity of developing a general argument, we will be able to
focus on these issues as they apply to Residential Schooling. As before, the
difficulties arise from an unquestioned, even unexamined, allegiance to a "system of
order" underlying theraputic thought and technique. Consequently, we do not question
the motives of those people, Aboriginal and otherwise, who undertake to do this work;
we are sure they all have good intentions.
The Location of the Problem
Theraputic approaches are Methodologically Individualistic in locating the
"problems" of Residential Schooling squarely within individual former attendees.
"Assessment" of the "problem" proceeds by testing, interviewing, and measuring the
erstwhile student, and any program of intervention begins and ends there as well.
"Progress" in treatment, too, is assessed by monitoring the individual, and the "cure" 191
achieved either when the patient displays the proper profile of behavioural and psychic
characteristics, or when his or her MSB funding has run out. The "system of order"
that has grown up around these shared assumptions is termed the Theraputic State by
Polsky.192
Again, personal problems in living may be part of the picture, but it is only a part.
Completely unmentioned, unanalysed, and unmonitored are the workings of the system
of order which gave rise to Residential Schooling. How does this omission "play out" in
the thinking of the client? To the extent this ideologically-limited version of history is
successful in focusing attention away from the non-personal, non-internal causes of
their present states, the clients must consider their experiences extremely bad luck on
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their part (i.e., they were overtaken by some "natural disaster") or righteous retribution
for some personal failing.
But Residential School was an Unnatural Disaster, not a natural one, and it was
a bureaucracy, not a conspiracy to single out victims for abuse. 193 In Olden Days the
churches treated the excesses of class oppression the same way they did the whims of
Mother Nature: 1) your personal unworthiness is responsible for what happened to you
(Innate Depravity, Original Sin, and so forth); and 2) keep your head down and ride out
the storm. Nowadays, therapy advises 1) what happened to you is reflected in your
personal unworthiness (your signs and symptoms, which are the motivations for, and
targets of, intervention); and 2) keep your head down and ride out the storm (learn to
"adjust"). No one, it seems, has been interested in storming the manor house. Not
much has changed, except that Innate Depravity has become an Acquired Depravity
(Residential School Syndrome).
Would there be any theraputic point in looking outside the individual, personal,
and internal? "Therapy" would be the wrong word for it, but Kitzinger and Perkins for
two think the critical examination of legal, political, social, and economic forces
dominating women a damn sight more useful than the mawkish navel-gazing of the
Revolution from Within;194 Malcolm X thought untangling the roles of alcohol and
drugs in Black oppression would overthrow the grip they had on Black People; and
William Ryan argued that the quest for justice and equality begins with looking outside
the confines imposed by a philosophy of internal, individual gifts or shortcomings. We
couldn't agree more with these folks.195 We can even see such an exercise turning out
to be "personally" theraputic as well, since the ideologically endless loop of "bad things
happened to me because I'm bad" and "I'm not responsible for what I do because bad
things happened to me" (see Footnote 190) is shattered.
An Absence of Expertise
Well, couldn't therapists just broaden their pitch a little to include coverage of
these broader, non-personal issues? Considering the panache with which they carry
out what they're supposed to be doing, we have our doubts.
First, the Theraputic State has a long history of misunderstanding or
reinterpreting non-personal issues as personal. With specific reference to Residential
Schooling, we have yet to see merest glimmer from that quarter that genocide,
economics, revisionist history, etc., have any important role in its understanding. That
is, the Theraputic State has entirely gone along with efforts of the churches and
governments to limit concerns to specific sick people, deflecting scrutiny away from
inquiries into systemics. It is an old song:
The political challenge to the casework approach has been
neutralized through a deft rhetorical strategy. Social personnel begin by
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acknowledging their role as instruments of the elite domination and the
limitations of their method. Then, having admitted the truth of much of
the criticism, they proceed largely as though they never heard it at all.
The refrain runs something like this: Yes, casework only tries to fit people
to an oppressive order without changing conditions. Yes, for people
without money or medical care or decent housing, social justice is a more
urgent concern than individual counseling. Yes, neighborhood residents
must be given a say in agency operations. But we have tilted the balance
too far away from individual intervention under professional direction. We
can see the importance of personal counseling when we consider, for
example, the disorganized lives and the chaotic family relationships of the
underclass. And so we cannot be content with promoting access to hard
services. The lives of marginal citizens can be made more decent and
worthwhile if we guide them to the personal social services they really
need and provide those to which they are entitled. By the same token,
though we want our agencies to be responsive to local wishes, we cannot
"sacrifice the capacity for expertise and standards."
Having glossed over the charges against them, social personnel go
on to contend that their accusers are callous about the fate of the very
people they claim they want to protect...196
Their tendency to conflate "the personal is political" with "the political is personal," and
then to concentrate on the latter, is understandable, since this is the locus of their
purported expertise. This is to say no more, however, than that they are intellectually
committed to making this mistake.
Second, just as there is no evidence for Residential School Syndrome, there is
no evidence that the therapy lavished (the government "throws nickels around like they
were manhole covers") upon Aboriginal Populations is actually curing anyone of
anything. Programs are recommended, established, and fought for in the belief that
they're working, but apart from occasional testimonials there is no literature to evaluate.
We suspect (but, of course, with no evidence) those testimonials owe more to "hype"
than any real progress on issues, personal or otherwise. Now, we don't think this
necessarily problematic, but then we have a very different view of things; therapists, in
their role as dispassionate, objective scientists, are committed to producing such
evidence. That so many are eager to endorse theraputic intervention uncritically
bespeaks religious fervour, and not reasoned judgment.
Third, "healing" and cognate terms are tossed about so furiously that we can
barely get the question, "Healing what?" in sideways. It is an important question,
though, in that members of the theraputic state have given every indication that they do
not understand what they're dealing with. Do they wish to imply that they just "heal,"
whatever the problem might be, so that understanding the problem is beside the point?
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If so, we ask: why then all the talk of syndromes, special techniques, assessment
devices, and so on? In a one-size-fits-all world, measuring tapes and related
paraphernalia are unnecessary. If not, we ask: how do you presume to treat an injury
you haven't diagnosed?
Finally, Aboriginal communities have produced a "feeding frenzy" for lunatic
fringe pop-psychologists, who swoop in like buzzards and out again once the funds
have dried up. We've heard appalling tales of incompetence about supposed "helping
professionals" (if you dislike disrobing in a public locker room, you were sexually
abused as a child; distortion in your visual periphery are memories trying to get out;
sickness comes from a misuse of human free will as expressed in sin; step on a crack
and you'll break your mother's back); no "legitimate helping professional" steps forward
to call humbug humbug. We do not hold Aboriginal communities responsible; the
buzzards sound like the "real thing," and they have big degrees, too. How are
community-level people supposed to tell the sizzle from the steak? Maybe, just
maybe, no one can tell.
The Theraputic State
But this is all shadow-boxing. Whatever the personal motives of individual
therapists, the Theraputic State is a part of the Splendid Blond Beast. It is a small,
badly-funded, marginalised part, but it is a part.
Social services and intervention programs in Canada receive a pittance, but it is
sufficient to keep agencies running as long as they perform as required. The
Theraputic State thus has a vested interest in playing along with the "help the diseased"
emphasis of the Standard Account, which, of course, was constructed to limit things to
"help the diseased" and not let it become "and pay for rebuilding Aboriginal Nations and
pay for all the resources stolen and give back the land stolen and put everyone
responsible up for trial," and so on.
In doing its part, the Theraputic State sets up its version of the Land Claims
Commission. "Come in one at a time and show us your scar; if you can prove how you
got it, we'll cover it up with makeup for you. Remember, you don't tell us what it is you
want, we'll tell you what you're going to get."
And what exactly is the makeup that's being applied?
normalisation:

Polsky calls it

Lower-class clients do not seem to require merely a bit of support, like
their middle-class counterparts, but instead wholesale personal and family
reconstruction. Intervention sets out to foster new behaviors, instill
another set of mores, and cultivate a different outlook toward self and
family. By bringing about profound changes at the most intimate levels of
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human experience, the state aims to integrate marginal citizens into the
social mainstream.
Further, resistance on their part will not be
197
tolerated...
In a word, genocide.
What money there is flows from government to therapist or agency, with
Aboriginal groups getting to "authorise" the transfer (that is, wave at it as it goes by). If
the therapist or agency is Aboriginal, it is funded because it has demonstrated its
willingness and ability to abide by the ideology of the Splendid Blond Beast. 198 And the
government and churches get to gush over "all that money" being spent in helping their
Poor Red Relations.
And what is "success?" Success can be 1) when the client comes to accept
himself or herself as the problem, works to change, and "accepts a place in the new
order on the terms set by the victors." (If this be success, maybe it's good that therapy
is as bad as it is. As Polsky writes: "The enduring inefficiency of the theraputic sector
remains, from the standpoint of personal liberty, one of its few saving graces (p. 210).")
And success can also be 2) keeping things more or less as they are. No harm there.
But success cannot be the clarification of the political, economic, legal, social,
and psychological bondage in which Aboriginal Peoples are held. Not for the Splendid
Blond Beast. Who wants a crowd of secure, focused, determined, and knowledgeable
Aboriginals looking at treaties, land claims, damage suits, and the like?
And there's the rub. The ceremony made of individual and personal attention
and individual and personal fulfillment is hypocrisy, a ritual passing off as a rebirth
(entry into useful society) what is, in fact, a funeral (the successful destruction of an
"inner life"):
Whoever submerges his individuality in society and is able to comprehend
himself only as a function of the social, that is, the insensitive and
indifferent person, really does forgive. He calmly allows what happened
to remain what it was. As the popular saying goes, he lets time heal his
wounds...As a deindividualized, interchangeable part of the social
mechanism, he lives with it consentingly...199
The function of therapy is to talk us out of our justifiable anger; to put some time
between the "wounding" and the present; to trick us into accepting our psychic murder
as restitution.
It is relevant to point out that after World War II, the German government set up
a board to adjudicate and award compensation to Jews who had suffered during the
Nazi era. It has always been fairly easy to obtain awards to pay to psychiatrists or
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psychologists treating individuals for "concentration camp syndrome," but claims
regarding real estate and material wealth that was stolen spawned an entire legal
sub-discipline, and litigation of cases continues to this day. Again, we don't know who
is looking over whose shoulder, but in another 50 years, perhaps neither Canada nor
Germany will have anything to worry about.
CONCLUSIONS
Methodological Individualism and related concepts (Peter Kulchyski's totalization
and William Ryan's blaming the victim come to mind) are not the enigmatic creeds of
some obscure cult; they are the means whereby the Splendid Blond Beast can say one
thing and do the opposite. In the legal system, in schoolrooms for students of all
ages,200 in social welfare policies and the agencies that implement them, in
international politics, and in every other corner of a Westernised world, one can find the
ideology of individualism.
One is also confronted with their failures, intellectual and otherwise. Lifton and
Staub try to understand the "inner dynamics" that allowed people to become Nazi
butchers, but are reduced to listing internal, individual paraphrases of "they were bad."
The insights of Amery and Bauman are remote from Lifton and Staub's
Methodologically Individualistic world, from their very way of thinking. For Bauman
sees that modernity constructs a distinction between "the rationality of the actor and the
rationality of the act," that "reason is a good guide for individual behaviour only on such
occasions as the two rationalities resonate and overlap," and that:
The coincidence of the two rationalities--of the actor and of the
action--does not depend on the actor. It depends on the setting of the
action, which in turn depends on stakes and resources, none of them
controlled by the actor. Stakes and resources are manipulated by those
who truly control the situation: who are able to make some choices too
costly to be frequently selected by those whom they rule, while securing
frequent and massive selection of choices which bring closer their aims
and reinforce their control. This capacity does not change, whether the
aims of rulers are beneficial or detrimental to the interests of the ruled. 201
And Bauman sees: "In a system where rationality and ethics point in opposite
directions, humanity is the main loser. Evil can do its dirty work, hoping that most
people most of the time will refrain from doing rash, reckless things--and resisting evil is
rash and reckless (p. 206)."
Methodological Individualism is not merely the
misunderstanding of the Holocaust or Indian Residential Schooling: for the members of
the societies that constitute the Splendid Blond Beast, it is a legislated
misunderstanding of themselves.
And that part of the Beast that is caring and theraputic casts a glance around,
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and quite properly sees the pain and suffering it has brought about. But it does not
see that it has brought it about, nor in a world in which all the mirrors have been
covered up can the Beast turn its gaze upon itself. It does not see and does not care
to understand its own pathology. Well, in this chapter, we have tried to be its glass.
The idea that we can, should, or will understand the Persian Gulf War by
examining the personalities of Bush and Hussein; that racism in our society will be
eradicated by "unmaking" racists one by one; that by planting a lot of trees we will build
a forest; or that by examining the "mental contents" of the people who ran and the
people who attended Residential Schools we will understand what Residential Schools
were all about; all these and much more are revealed as being the misdirected
presumptions of ideologues, who do not understand (or perhaps ignore) the fact that
their tactics and aims follow from an elementary error in undergraduate logic, and are a
studied ignorance.

Chapter 7

RECOMMENDATIONS

When SS-man Wajs stood before the firing squad, he experienced the
moral truth of his crimes. At that moment, he was with me--and I was no
longer alone with the shovel handle. I would like to believe that at the
instant of his execution he wanted exactly as much as I to turn back time,
to undo what had been done. When they led him to the place of
execution, the antiman had once again become a fellow man. If
everything had taken place only between SS-man Wajs and me, and if an
entire inverted pyramid of SS men, SS helpers, officials, Kapos, and
medal-bedecked generals had not weighed on me, I would have died
calmly and appeased along with my fellow man with the Death's Head
insignia. At least that is the way it seems to me now. Jean Amery, At
the Mind's Limits.

UNDOING WHAT HAS BEEN DONE
As we read, watched, and listened, what became clear to us was how easy it has
been throughout the history of Indian Residential Schooling to absorb and assimilate
concerns, criticisms, or pleas into the status quo. What Aboriginal Peoples, concerned
bureaucrats, or critical clergy got returned, when any trouble at all was taken to respond
to them, was their petition interpreted back to them as something the system of order
was already doing, or mangled into something the system was willing to do in its own
limited way. The arrogance implicit in clarifying, doing for, strongly suggesting, and
similar euphemisms for ignoring, dominating and imposing became a recurrent theme.
We had no interest in being on either side of this rhetorical barrier, neither the
petitioners ignored nor the "interpreters" telling people what they really said.
Consequently, assembling a list of recommendations has been our most difficult task.
We felt uncomfortable repeating recommendations made at Royal Commission
hearings, in that, as must be apparent from this report, we suspect the sincerity of a
good many of them. However, we felt just as ill at ease dismissing or reinterpreting
them, for this was what the Beast has done all along to its critics.
What we have tried to do, then, is walk a middle ground and present
recommendations based on what we've reviewed and the issues we've raised. Some
are indistinguishable from recommendations presented to the Commission, and some
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may strike presenters as distorted versions of what they've advised. So be it; we will
admit only that this is the best we could do. Our recommendations have been
influenced by the philosophical precedent established by Jean Amery's work: that the
only moral response to a crime of this magnitude is that it be undone. As impossible
as that is, to undertake or demand less is to assure that the injuries done will endure
indefinitely. We present our recommendations in no particular order of importance.
RECOMMENDATIONS
One: we recommend a special inquiry be commissioned to investigate all
aspects of Indian Residential Schooling, with legislated powers to
examine any relevant documents, hear testimony, subpoena witnesses
and lay charges.
The call for an inquiry focused on Residential Schools was, apart from theraputic
concerns, the one most frequently raised at the Royal Commission hearings. We
admit that early in our work we had doubts about the advisability of such a move; the
expense involved, and the time and effort it would take away from developing new
initiatives, made it comparatively unattractive to us. However, we were operating
under the assumption that the churches and governments would, as the Royal
Commission progressed in its work, "come clean" with respect to events and accept
their responsibilities. This has not been the case. There does not seem to us to be
any way to make progress on the full disclosure of the abuses associated with Indian
Residential Schooling without creating a special body with the power to investigate at
the limit of what is compatible with the operation of a democratic state.
Two: we recommend comprehensive apologies and recognition of wrongs
be offered by all the civil and ecclesiastical organisations that participated
in Indian Residential Schooling. The apologies must provide the clear
recognition that there can be no mitigation of their responsibility for what
happened to, and no question of the nature of the abuses suffered by,
Aboriginal Peoples, individually and collectively. The apologies must
form part of a campaign to educate Canadian citizens at large of their
role, however indirect, in these unconscionable acts.
A major requirement for Undoing What Has Been Done is full recognition of
What Has Been Done. Any commitment to "Undo" which leaves the "What"
unspecified is an empty gesture, and as such is not commitment at all. As well, the
Canadian public has continued to express skepticism concerning grievances of
Aboriginal Peoples with respect to their treatment in Residential Schools; it is time they
became educated.
Three: we recommend the establishment of a resource archive on Indian
Residential Schooling, modeled upon the Fortunoff Video Archive for
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Holocaust Testimonies at Yale University.
The Fortunoff Archive was created as a permanent resource against those who
deny the reality of the Holocaust. While Indian Residential School revisionism has not
yet reached similar abysmal levels, there is no reason to suppose one day they won't;
thus, we recommend taking proactive measures. In addition, it is obvious from the
Royal Commission transcripts that their hearings were no place for Aboriginal
individuals to tell their stories. We also find it unlikely that a special inquiry (even if
created) will provide an appropriate atmosphere. In our opinion, that the advisability of
providing Aboriginal individuals with the opportunity to recount their experiences in
Residential Schools is beyond dispute; consequently, we suggest the creation of this
archive to do just that.
The archive should be fully under the control of Aboriginal Peoples, and not
necessarily affiliated with any academic setting. We think it should be located in
Western Canada, where Residential Schools had their greatest impact, but this of
course is only a suggestion. The facility should have the capacity for both fieldwork
and transporting contributors to the site, and be capable of working in whatever medium
contributors might desire.
Four: we recommend the fair, just, and immediate settlement of land and
resource claims.
The politics and legalities of this recommendation are well beyond us, and we
hope reports released by the Royal Commission will provide details we cannot.
However, in our opinion these are the issues that lie at the heart of the efforts at our
destruction. Leaving them unresolved merely invites continued attempts.
Five: we recommend the fair, just, and immediate settlement of
Residential School abuse claims.
If the churches cannot find some way to react to the revelations of the abuses
perpetrated by their designates upon Aboriginal children other than by temporising,
covering up, and offering self-serving tokens, they have forfeited any claim of morality,
warranting the nullification of the privileged status accorded them and exposure of their
pretensions of righteousness. If the governments similarly cannot find some other way
to react to the revelations made concerning their designates, they relinquish by a
conflict of interest any right to sit in judgment of abuse proceedings, and any legitimate
claim to being anything but despotism.
Six: we recommend the governments and churches establish an
open-ended fund to be used by Aboriginal Nations to undertake works to
reconstitute their societies.
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We recommend this in recognition of the fact that the influence of Indian
Residential Schooling carried well beyond solely those injuries, physical and emotional,
that were inflicted upon Aboriginal children incarcerated. It further acknowledges that
Residential Schools were only one of the tactics deployed to bring about the
"normalization" of Aboriginal Peoples. We suggest the fund be open-ended simply
because there are no guidelines extant concerning how long such reconstitutions will
take and the costs of the means by which they might be achieved.
How the governments and churches maintain funding levels is none of the
Aboriginal Peoples' business; how the Aboriginal People use it is none of theirs. In
justice, the culprit may sometimes influence the magnitude of his or her penalty, but has
no right to specify how the victim will spend the award.
Seven: we recommend the dismantling of that part of the Theraputic State
that impacts upon Aboriginal Peoples, and its replacement by institutions
reflecting Aboriginal philosophies and under Aboriginal controls.
For far too long the pacific aspect of the Splendid Blond Beast has hidden what it
was: the velvet glove covering the mailed fist. While possibly capable of performing a
useful function in Aboriginal communities if suitably modified, its uncritical acceptance is
an invitation to the Beast to do as it pleases. As Sally Kempton warns us, it's hard to
fight an enemy with outposts in your own head.
Eight: we recommend that those suffering the effects of physical, sexual,
and emotional abuse experienced in Residential School be given
unrestrained access to the treatment of their choice.
Despite our misgivings about the intent and effectiveness of much of the
theraputic work being done with Aboriginal individuals who were abused in Residential
School, we are in no position to prejudge the manner in which an individual has learned
to cope. Nor, for that manner, are we or anyone else in a position to decide "how
much of what" it will take before he or she feels well enough to continue without such
support.
However, we do ask those involved in this work: please consider your own
standing as an agent of damage-control; real therapy has the liberation of your client as
its purpose, not the camouflaging of chains, psychic or otherwise.
Nine: if nothing is to be done in the way of bringing about these or similar
recommendations, we ask that an open and honest declaration be made
that our destruction, as Aboriginal Peoples, is official governmental policy.
Hypocrisy is very thin soup; it nourisheth not, and is also monotonous. We, for
two, would rather live out our days on a "level killing field" than to die, in pieces, from a
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disease we're all too polite to name.
CONCLUSIONS
While working on these recommendations we received any number of warnings,
all from Aboriginal sources, to mitigate our analyses. "Be practical," we were told,
"recommend something doable, and there's a chance it may happen." Or, "If you
come across as too extreme, you'll be dismissed without a hearing; the good will be
thrown out with the bad." We recognised the voice of experience talking, but in the
end we had to ignore it. There were four reasons.
First, we could find no point in recommending anything less than what we
thought would work. We're getting rather tired of the attitude, "Well, we have to do
something!", and we think we recognised it here. And it matters not at all whether we
hear it from an Aboriginal person or someone else. If anything, we're troubled to be
hearing it more and more from our own quarter: is smacks of the "willingness and ability
to abide by the ideology of the Splendid Blond Beast" we wrote of earlier. Doing
something we know is wrong just to do something isn't compromise: it is capitulation.
And recommending it isn't being realistic: it is committing suicide.
Second, the "threat" of being marginalised is no threat at all. We all should be
used to it by now. Creating a bandwagon in the hopes others will leap onto it might
give us the comfortable feeling of being in "the majority," but as Dr. Stockman reminds
us, "It takes fifty years for the majority to be right; and then the majority is never right,
until it does right." If people object to our recommendations on conceptual or analytic
grounds, and wish to argue about them, or even ignore them, that is one thing. It is
quite another to object they are initially unappealing.
Third, why prefigure what Canadians as a whole will be willing to do? Their
international reputation, their National self-image, and their Immortal Souls may be as
important to them as they say they are. If we are less than honest in what we think it
will take to undo what has been done, what right of complaint do we have if they fail to
undertake effective measures?
Fourth, by laying out our recommendations, extreme or not, at least they are
there, and tied to our understanding of the habits of the Splendid Blond Beast. The
Beast that has sought our destruction, and which we have tried to characterise here, is
the same Beast leaving its claw marks on Canadian health care, social program,
education, and countless areas more remote. Canadians in general thus have more
common cause with the whining, complaining Aboriginals than they realise, and
someday will have to make the same journey.
Jean Amery never saw even the first step on what he considered the only honest
path toward resolution of the Holocaust:
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...the problem could be settled by permitting resentment to remain alive in
the one camp and, aroused by it, self-mistrust in the other. Goaded
solely by the spurs of our resentment--and not in the least by a
conciliatoriness that, subjectively, is almost always dubious and,
objectively, hostile to history--the German people would remain sensitive
to the fact that they cannot allow a piece of their national history to be
neutralized by time, but must integrate it...It would then, as I sometimes
hope, learn to comprehend its past acquiescence in the Third Reich as
the total negation not only of the world that it plagued with war and death
but also of its own better origins; it would no longer repress or hush up the
twelve years that for us others really were a thousand, but claim them as
its realized negation of the world and its self, as its own negative
possession.
On the field of history there would occur what I
hypothetically described earlier for the limited, individual circle: two groups
of people, the overpowered and those who overpowered them, would be
joined in the desire that time be turned back and, with it, that history
become moral. If this demand were raised by the German people, who
as a matter of fact have been victorious and already rehabilitated by time,
it would have tremendous weight, enough so that by this alone it would
already be fulfilled. The German revolution would be made good, Hitler
disowned. And in the end Germans would really achieve what the people
once did not have the might or the will to do, and what later, in the political
power game, no longer appeared to be a vital necessity: the eradication of
the ignominy.202
Should he have expected less? Should we?

Chapter 8

THE CIRCLE GAME

And the seasons, they go 'round and 'round,
And the painted ponies go up and down;
We're captive on a carousel of Time;
We can't return, we can only look
Behind, from where we came;
And go 'round and 'round and 'round
In the Circle Game. J. Mitchell

The circle is a metaphor much used by various North American Aboriginal
Nations. The sun; unity; wholeness; the change of seasons; all this and more has, at
some time and at some place, been captured by Aboriginal Peoples in the simplicity of
a circle. And for the non-Indian inhabitants of North America, the circle, too, is a
symbol: the empty nonexistence of zero; the vacuity of circular definitions or circular
arguments; the endless loop of the carousel. This contrast was implied in Joni
Mitchell's song, although she was not specifically concerned with the cultural
dissonance that has been our focus here. Rather, she created an image of a headlong
rush to nowhere in particular, where, through the transit of one circle (whether it be that
of a carousel or the daily or yearly revolutions of the Earth) we become carried away,
imperceptibly, from our starting point.
Like myths, much of the strength of metaphors comes from their ability to assist
communication, to simplify the complex, and to clarify the murky or muddled. When
questions arise about one people's understanding of another, what better way to show
understanding than to use the other's poetic language, to adopt their forms of
expression? Yet such uses must be examined thoroughly, for the strength of
metaphors immediately identifies them as the tools of rhetoric. When we read and
heard circle symbolism being used in a familiar and reassuring manner, but coming
from unexpected directions, we looked long and hard. What we saw was an attempt to
lull our critical sensibilities. Like those who have told Aboriginal Peoples, "Oh, I
understand about Residential School...my parents sent me to boarding school, too!," or
"Yes, I know how you feel...I remember being spanked in class for goofing off," the
people who spoke of circles in an Aboriginal sense were using them as carousels, to
carry their listeners away, imperceptibly, from where the conversation had started.
We wanted off that merry-go-round; it was making us dizzy. The only people
who seemed unaffected were those who hadn't been invited on the ride in the first
place. At a small presentation of some of the Cariboo Tribal Council work a few years
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back we had a piece of the research explained to us by a Woman Elder. We had
found that "anger" was the primary emotion associated with thinking about Residential
School days, but, as we explained, the questionnaire we had used hadn't made
provision for determining "anger about what?" "That's easy," she jumped in (and we
are paraphrasing her; our apologies), "I'm angry that nothing has ever been done about
it. I've been angry for fifty years, and all anybody does is try to talk me out of it! And
that makes me angry, too!" In ten seconds or so she had articulated the Standard
Account and provided its sincerest refutation.
There was some thought, and perhaps there still is some expectation, that the
testimony before the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples would provide the "data"
to demonstrate the horrors of Indian Residential School. But it is no more "data" than it
is "sworn testimony," and trying to make it something it is not invites its dismissal.
Further, once we accept the specious premise that it is up to us to prove what they did
was harmful to us, we find ourselves jumping through their hoops. And they have an
endless supply of hoops.
But the Commission testimony is information, and what can be extracted from it
is more of what that Woman Elder had provided to us many years ago. With the
proper delineation of whose responsibility it is to prove what, with a clear notion of what
personal narratives can demonstrate and what they cannot, and with awareness of how
rhetoric can make shadows appear substantial, careful consideration of Commission
testimony carries us toward understanding, not away from it.
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Just to show this isn't an "Anglican" thing, from page 10 of the Brief by the
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Education, Volume 14, 1987, writes: "Now Indians are organized, politicized and led by
people who understand the relationship between the native population and the
government. These leaders appreciate the need of the aboriginal peoples to acquire
the means to control their own lives. Ironically, it was the residential school, which was
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creating the possibilities for non-Native Christians to understand the wisdom, the
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image of God has been defaced through the injustices done to the Aboriginal Peoples.
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potential litigant will have to prove in court?) and an aspect of "manufacturing consent,"
in that, were Canadians at large to know the facts of the matter, they might expect their
political and ecclesiastical leaders to do the right thing. All three tactics (don't stir up
trouble, admit nothing, keep everyone misinformed) will resurface in what follows.
52. This is not to say that the legal representatives of churchs and governments have
acquiesced when charges have been brought against their members; the law is about
what can or cannot be proved according to its rules of evidence, not what did or did not
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known underestimate of pre-Columbian North American Indian populations, the
Worldwide Jewish population has now climbed past pre-Nazi levels. Does he mean to
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98. As we have held elsewhere (Chrisjohn & Young, Research and Residential
Schooling: Ideas for First Nations Individuals and Communities, 1993, included in this
report as Appendix B), matters of morality are conceptual issues, not empirical ones,
and thus "data" (findings, results of experiments, etc.) do not bear on moral issues.
The philosophical arguments behind this deserve attention, but here we must suggest
additional reading rather than treat it directly in the text. We recommend Paul
Johnston, Wittgenstein and Moral Philosophy. London, Routledge, 1989; Zygmunt
Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust. Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press,
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and the Holocaust, in particular, would repay close study many times over.
99. Useful recent summaries of views on objectivity are Louise M. Anthony & Charlotte
Witt (Eds.), A Mind of One's Own: Feminist Essays on Reason & Objectivity. San
Francisco: Westview Press, 1993; and Allan Megill (Ed.), Rethinking Objectivity.
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Zinn, Stephanie Coontz, John Shotter, and Julia Penelope.
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legalistic double-talk that has been created to "explain" and legitimise the European
countries' acquisition of land in the Americas. For example, the acquisition of land by
conquest, recognised in international law, is nothing more than "Might Makes Right"
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reflected in Sepulveda's position (as cited in Tzvetan Todorov's The Conquest of
America, New York, Harper & Row, 1984, p. 154) that a legitimate war was:
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sacrificing men.
3.
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4.
War on the infidels is justified because it opens the way to propagation
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Christian religion and eases the task of the missionaries.
Reason 1 is racism, hatched by Columbus to justify his genocide of "New World"
inhabitants and his creation of the African slave trade; Reason 2 is an old canard,
exposed by Arens in The Man Eating Myth, where he shows that the "cannibals" were
always "the people who live somewhere over that way," and that the only
self-confessed practicing cannibals in existence are Catholics; Reason 3 is mouthed by
a man of a faith responsible for the Inquisitions; and Reason 4 lip-service used
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107.
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that are present or absent in any particular game. We get a sense of what game
means not by specifying what quality something must have in order to be a game, but
by putting forth examples of games and saying "...and activities like that." Wittgenstein
showed that a demand for clear and unambiguous definitions was fundamentally
misguided, since, apart from mathematical concepts (which have no necessary relation
to the external world), such definitions have nothing to do with how most of our
language works; family resemblances (and other variations he analysed) were far better
depictions. Goffman provided what in fact was a family resemblance description of
total institutions: "Before I attempt to extract a general profile from this list of
establishments, I would like to mention one conceptual problem [sic]: none of the
elements I will describe seems peculiar to total institutions, and none seems to be
shared by every one of them; what is distinctive about total institutions is that each
exhibits to an intense degree many items in the family of attributes. In speaking of
`common characteristics,' I will be using this phrase in a way that is restricted but I think
logically defensible (Asylums, p. 5)."
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Table 1. Generalisations drawn in this section derive from the sources listed in
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Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1989) mentions a related phenomenon:
couples who are victims of the same hostage-taking incidents often split up shortly after
the incident becomes resolved. The speculation is that observing your "significant
other" grovel in the face of terrorism destroys the trust relationship between couples.
The Residential School's disciplinary structure, via the Goffmanesque "permanent
mortification," thus may have created permanent distance in the Aboriginal World
between family, friends, and future spouses.
163. The Assembly of First Nations report, Breaking the Silence, does a thorough job
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164.
Linda Bull, "Indian Residential School," p. 41.
165. In case a review is needed, they are: 1) incidents of sexual, physical, and/or
emotional abuses experienced by students; and 2) the students' placement in an
organisation which conducted a methodical attack on their selfhood and humanity. To
these we can add as necessarily following: 3) the unlikelihood that Residential Schools
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the futher machinations of people ill-disposed toward them; and 4) students and other
Aboriginal individuals were existing in a society that had successfully insulated itself
from its genocidal intentions. At the very least, such a society would be unlikely to
treat grievances of the oppressed group with any degree of seriousness or sensitivity.
The Toxic Planet thus created for Aboriginal Peoples is why (see Appendix B and
Appendix D) we consider the "medical" or "disease" metaphor completely inappropriate
for understanding Indian Residential School. An accurate metaphor is that Residential
Schools were like atomic blasts, obliterating or severely injuring those closest to
"ground zero," but polluting the air, land, and water, bringing about a nuclear winter,
and creating long-term malignancies for anyone more distant.
166. We'd like to take a moment to clarify a widespread misunderstanding of the
Cariboo Tribal Council study, a misunderstanding that unfortunately was passed along
in Breaking the Silence. The "very few differences" found "between former residential
and non-residential school students in the day-to-day particulars" of their adult lives
were, in the context of the report, strictly limited to what were called "life-outcome
variables." All kinds of differences were found (see, for example, Tables 1 to 5).
However, we put together a number of variables with the following scenario in mind:
suppose education is as important in Canadian society as Canadians claim, and given
(from the results of earlier analysis) that Residential Schools differed from public
schools in any number of academically-relevant ways (more time on spent on
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etc.), then we would expect to see some material differences (which we dubbed
"life-outcome variables"), on average, between those who attended public school and
those who attended Residential School. It was with respect to these variables, as we
carefully noted in the report, that "very few differences" were found. To us, this must
call into question the supposition that education is as important as Canadians claim.
The economic suppression of Aboriginal Peoples, their marginalisation as a work force,
their underrepresentation in higher education, etc., suggested to us, then and now, that
other factors (institutional racism; discrimination; scapegoating; etc.) were better
explanations for our relative position than simply the "quality" of our education.
This is also not to say we dispute what the writers of Breaking the Silence
concluded from their reading. We have grave doubts concerning the advisability of
pursuing Western-style research (we include our own suggestions for local research
into Residential Schooling in Appendix B, and a comprehensive argument against
employment of pyschoeducational measures in Appendix C), and consider their
approach preferable to 99% of the psychological literature we see published concerning
Aboriginal Peoples today.
167. As this manuscript has circulated, it has become increasingly apparent to us that
most Canadians have never heard of the "Home Child" episode in their history. Briefly,
British "colonies" (Canada, Australia, Rhodesia, and South Africa) participated in a
white child slavery operation with England for well over a century, Canada's complicity
ending offically in 1925 and unofficially in 1948 (what an interesting date; see page 28
infra). English orphans or children seized from their parents by "benevolent"
organisations were shipped to Canada (at a cost of $2.00 each for the Canadian
government) and assigned as farm labourers, domestics, or whatevers to the Canadian
public at large. The children were, among other outrages, exploited as labourers,
occasionally bought and sold with the farms upon which they resided, often denied an
education, and more than infrequently abused (sexually, physically, and emotionally) by
their owners. For more detail, see Kenneth Bagnell, The Little Immigrants: The
Orphans Who Came to Canada. Toronto: Macmillan, 1980; and Phillip Bean & Joy
Melville, Lost Children of the Empire: The Untold Story of Britain's Child Migrants.
London: Unwin Hyman, 1989. Perhaps non-Indians who are skeptical about the
horrors of Residential Schooling would find them more believable were they aware of
what their government was willing to perpetrate upon defenseless non-Indians...
168. For example, there are no psychosocial instruments that have met the
fundamental ethical requirements for use with Aboriginal Peoples. Hence, there are no
"objective" measures of any outcome variables of interest. See Appendix C.
169. There is a disturbing tendency on the part of those trying to "explain away"
Residential School issues to treat "Residential Schooling" as a uniform experience.
However, to be familiar at all with the history of Residential Schooling is to be aware of
their heterogeneity. The schools were run by very different denominations; the
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school, the children encountered personnel with very different dispositions toward them
in particular, and Aboriginal Peoples in general; the policy, curriculum, and philosophy
of Residential Schools changed over time; the qualifications of the teaching staff
changed over time; some children attended Residential School on their home reserves,
while others were sent hundreds (thousands?) of miles away; some attended
Residential Schools with more or less culturally-consonant and homogeneous children,
while other attended Schools with a culturally heterogeneous group; some attended a
year or even less, while other attended for over a decade; and on and on. Anyone who
believes Residential Schools were more or less the same could also believe that
Aboriginal Nations were more or less the same.
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Concentration Camps: The Contribution of the Social Sciences to an Analysis of
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Books, 1986.
176. Faith Misplaced, p. 183.
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Deborah Lipstadt." Skeptic, Vol. 2, # 4, 1994, p. 72-75.
178. For a readable summary (and a great more detail), see Terry Eagleton, Ideology:
An Introduction, New York: Verso, 1991.
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See, for example Richard Lewontin, Biology as Ideology, Concord, Ontario: Anansi
Press, 1991; Robert Proctor, Value-Free Science?: Purity and Power in Modern
Knowledge, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991; Mary Midgley, Science as
Salvation: A Modern Myth and Its Meaning, New York: Routledge, 1992; Andrew
Pickering (Ed.), Science As Practice and Culture, Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1992; Ruth Hubbard, The Politics of Women's Biology, London: Rutgers University
Press, 1990. These examples could be multiplied indefinitely.
180. Thomas Szasz, The Manufacture of Madness: A Comparative Study of the
Inquisition and the Mental Health Movement. New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1970.
T. Szasz, Insanity: The Idea and Its Consequences. New York: Wiley, 1987.
181. Rajeev Bhargava, Individualism in Social Science: Forms and Limits of a
Methodology. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992. p. 1.
182. We try to keep things manageable here, but there are profound philosophical
muddles underlying Western ways of thinking about things, and these are manifested in
the mundane ideology of Methodological Individualism. For an analysis of three such
muddles, see Chrisjohn and Maraun's, Intelligence Research, Discourse Analysis, and
the Legacy of Confusion, Maraun's Causality, and Young and Chrisjohn's Here Be
Dragons: The Myth of Psychological Empowerment. All are in manuscript form, but we
will circulate them to interested parties.
183. There is good reason to believe that the articulation of methodological
individualism was driven by American-Soviet animosities. F. A. Hayek, individualist
economist, gave one of the earliest accounts, and it was given philosophical form
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during the early Cold War partly by anti-communist philosophers like Karl Popper. To
hold that "the thoughts and behaviours of individual actors" weren't irreducible building
blocks of society obviously looked to some like the Creeping Red Menace.
184. These are adapted from Allen L. Edwards, An Introduction to Linear Regression
and Correlation, 2nd Ed. New York: W. H. Freeman & Company, 1984, p. 41. A
problem with Edwards' diagrams is that many psychologists, in looking at them, expect
to see things this clear and obvious "if" Simpson's Paradox is lurking in their data.
Examining their own scatterplots and not seeing any Edwardian Extremes, they
proceed as if there's nothing to worry about. This commits an empirical error, and a
philosophical error. For the former, there is no reason to expect the subgroup relations
to differentiate themselves so nicely, to form such decidedly obvious alternate forms of
relations, and so on: they will be "squnched" together, overlap, take all forms of gyrating
relations, and so on. Edwards draws them as he does so the problem may be
conceptually appreciated: he is not giving us previews of what to expect. Concerning
the latter, once again psychologists treat a philosophical problem as if it is an empirical
one, and go off on another "Lucy Search." If they can't find a subgrouping that
destroys the form of the general relation, they presume there isn't one. But Simpson's
point isn't that these can be ruled out by such searches, regardless of how
comprehensive they might be. It is that such subgrouping are a feature of the
mathematics of non-deterministic systems. One doesn't "refute" Simpson's algebra by
elaborating counterexamples: Simpson's point is that mathematics requires that such
subgroups are there, whether or not you can find them. In this sense, the "Paradox" is
no paradox at all, but merely a demonstration of the analytic and philosophical
shortcomings of the great mass of social scientists.
185. The chapter "Understanding Correlations" of the forthcoming Handbook of
Research and Evaluation for First Nations Communities, is available from the authors
(Chrisjohn, Maraun, Harrison, and McDonald) upon request. Of course, Edwards' book
(see previous Footnote) is also recommended, although a bit heavy on algebra for most
people.
186. L. Wittgenstein, Zettel. 2nd Ed. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1981, p. 105.
187. This includes qualitative and quantitative variables. The current fashion of
believing qualitative data analysis superior (at least for some things) to quantitative data
analysis is founded on ignorance: there is no substantial difference between analyses
of these different kinds of variables, as was well known as early as 1936. That
qualitative analyses have become all the rage, and protrayed as something intrinsically
different from quantitative analyses, is just another indictment of modern higher
education.
188. "A century ago, a voice of British liberalism described the `Chinaman' as `an
inferior race of malleable orientals.'" Noam Chomsky, For Reason of State, New York:
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Vintage Books, 1973, citing Frederick F. Clairmonte, Economist, October 31, 1862.
189. But of course, conceptually it's something much greater than nil. Another
shortcoming of "standard" approaches is that they have a very insecure grasp of how to
deal with such findings.
190. Celia Kitzinger and Rachel Perkins, Changing Our Minds: Lesbian Feminism and
Psychology. New York: New York University Press, 1993, p. 72.
191. We use the term guardedly; nowadays therapy teaches its patients that they are
never "cured," but at best in remission.
192. Andrew Polsky, The Rise of the Theraputic State.
University Press, 1991.

Princeton: Princeton

193. From Appendix B, Research and Residential Schooling:
Decisions made at an institutional level eventually come down to cases:
in residential schools, actions motivated or legitimated by policy were
carried out by individuals upon individuals. And, since we experience
life as individuals, it was personal pain, humiliation, anger, etc. that was
experienced, not the "clash of cultures," the "exploitation of resources,"
the "industrial revolution," or what-have-you.
But even though we experience the world this way, it does not
follow that the way the world works must be understood in terms of
individual forces. All too often we focus on the individual forces and,
inappropriately, ignore influences that are not immediately apparent.
For example, children of divorced parents often believe themselves
responsible for the breakup; women who were sexually assaulted are
often accused of having "brought it on themselves" by dressing or
acting "provocatively;" or, unemployed people are frequently described
as "just not wanting to work."
Similarly, people who attended
residential school sometimes attribute their negative experiences to
their own actions, something about them that accounted for their
treatment. These internal explanations can last a long time, and
resurface when trying to understand events far removed from
residential schools. Well, speaking your Native language may have
led to a specific beating, but factors like the "why's" and "wherefore's"
of the school's language policy, the disciplinary guidelines, and the very
mentality that conceived of residential schooling in the first place (all
non-personal factors) contributed as much as anything to the specific
act. Failure to see the broader context is like dousing a pile of dry
leaves with gasoline, handing someone a sparkler, shoving him/her into
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the pile, and saying "You started a fire!"
194. Celia Kitzinger and Rachel Perkins, Changing Our Minds, Chapter 6.
195. We hesitate to present our own suggestions for "therapy" here, for two reasons:
first, this was the territory to be covered by Breaking the Silence, and we didn't wish to
poach; second, while strongly related to our critique of Western approaches to
understanding Residential Schooling, it would carry us quite a distance off covering a
host of related topics that would have greatly increased the size of the present report.
However, some of our ideas in brief include the following:
(1) We reject the medical model, as well as "psychologism" and "sociologism,"
finding all three to be but slightly different versions of the same philosophical errors.
(2) Conceptual analysis of the issues the client wishes to deal with is not only
useful, but is a necessary first step. Not only should self-descriptors be subjected to
this analysis, but the operation of the Theraputic State, as well.
(3) Concentrating on "symptoms" simply vacillates between blaming and
excusing the victim. Understanding the "symptoms" (at least partly) as the outcomes
of colonialisation and oppression is absolutely necessary to working out issues of
responsibility.
(4) Spirituality (not religion) is essential; however, if approached in the
Pan-Indian fashion we have seen all too often, it becomes merely dogmatic following of
empty ritual (an Invented Tradition, in Hobsbawm's phrase), and is of no benefit to
anyone.
(5) We reject Western approaches which in essence mechanise both the client
and the "therapist." To believe that useful work with a client can be reduced to
technique is like believing that if you removed the paint from the Mona Lisa you'd find a
"paint-by-numbers" canvas underneath.
Work by David Smail, bell hooks, Seymour Sarason, and Celia Kitzinger &
Rachel Perkins would be useful references for those wanting to follow up on these
notions.
196. Andrew Polsky, The Rise of the Theraputic State, p. 208.
197. Andrew Polsky, The Rise of the Theraputic State, p. 4.
198.
They pursue the same degrees and training, accept credentialling and
certification, demand it of their employees, follow established non-Aboriginal agency
procedures, conduct or commission assessments, and so on. Polsky speaks to the
co-opting of community initiatives via "professionalism" at various points of his work.
Parallels with the undermining of Aboriginal educational initiatives abound (see,
for example, Dianne Longboat, "First Nations Control of Education: The Path to our
Survival as Nations," in J. Barman, Y. Hebert, and D. McCaskill, Indian Education in
Canada, Volume 2: The Challenge. Vancouver: UBC Press, 1987). Educational
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"control" is "doled out" to Aboriginal Peoples as they "prove" themselves "worthy" by
performing in a manner indistinguishable from what non-Aboriginals have been doing all
along. Of course, when we are indistinguishable from our oppressors, we are our
oppressors.
199. Jean Amery, At the Mind's Limits, p. 71.
200. Maude Barlow, "Class Warfare: The Assault on Canada's Schools."
Schools; Our Selves, Volume 5, 1994.
201. Zygmunt Bauman, Modernity and the Holocaust, p. 149.
202. Jean Amery, At the Mind's Limits, p. 77-78.

Our

APPENDIX A

The United Nations Genocide Convention

A1

The Contracting Parties having considered the declaration made by the General
Assembly of the United Nations in its resolution 96 (1) dated 11 December 1946 that
genocide is a crime under international law, contrary to the spirit and aims of the United
Nations and condemned by the civilized world; recognizing that at all periods of history
genocide has inflicted great losses on humanity; and being convinced that, in order to
liberate mankind from such an odious scourge, international cooperation is required;
hereby agree as hereinafter provided:
ARTICLE I: The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide whether committed in time of
peace or in time of war, is a crime under international law which they undertake to
prevent and to punish.
ARTICLE II: In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethical, racial or
religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to
bring
about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
ARTICLE III: The following acts shall be punishable:
(a) Genocide;
(b) Conspiracy to commit genocide;
(c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide;
(d) Attempt to commit geoncide;
(e) Complicity in genocide.
ARTICLE IV: Persons committing genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in
article III shall be punished, whether they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public
officials or private individuals.
ARTICLE V: The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in accordance with their
respective Constitutions, the necessary legislation to give effect to the provisions of the
present Convention and, in particular, to provide effective penalties for person guilty of
genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III.
ARTICLE VI: Persons charged with genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in
article III shall be tried by a competent tribunal of the State in the territory of which the
act was committed, or by such international penal tribunal as may have jurisdiction with
respect to those Contracting Parties which shall have accepted the jurisdiction.
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ARTICLE VII: Genocide and other acts enumerated in article III shall not be considered
as political crimes for the purpose of extradition. The Contracting Parties pledge
themselves in such cases to grant extradition in accordance with their laws and treaties
in force.
ARTICLE VIII: Any Contracting Party may call upon the competent organs of the United
Nations to take such action under the Charter of the United Nations as they consider
appropriate for the prevention and suppression of acts of genocide or any of the other
acts enumerated in article III.
ARTICLE IX: Disputes between the Contracting Parties relating to the inter-pretation,
application or fulfilment of the present Convention, including those relating to the
responsibility of a State for genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in article III,
shall be submitted to the International Court of Justice at the request of any of the
parties to the dispute.
ARTICLE X: The present Convention, of which the Chinese, English, French, Russian
and Spanish texts are equally authentic, shall bear the date of 9 December 1948.
ARTICLE XI: The present Convention shall be open until 31 December 1949 for
signature on behalf of any Member of the United Nations and of any non-member State
to which an invitation to sign has been addressed by the General Assembly. The
present Convention shall be ratified, and the instruments of ratification shall be
deposited with the Secretary-General of the United Nations. After January 1950, the
present Convention may be acceded to on behalf of any Member of the United Nations
and of any non-member State which has received an invitation as aforesaid.
Instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
ARTICLE XII: Any Contracting Party may at any time by notification addressed to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, extend the application of the present
Convention to all or any of the territory for the conduct of whose foreign relations that
Contracting Party is responsible.
ARTICLE XIII: On the day when the first twenty instruments of ratification or accession
have been deposited, the Secretary-General shall draw up a proces-verbal and transmit
a copy of it to each Member of the United Nations and to each of the non-member
States contemplated in article XI. The present Convention shall come into force on the
ninetieth day following the date of deposit of the twentieth instrument of ratification or
accession. Any ratification or accession effected subsequent to the latter date shall
become effective on the ninetieth day following the deposit of the instrument of
ratification or accession.
ARTICLE XIV: The present Convention shall remain in effect for a period of ten years
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as from the date of its coming into force. It shall thereafter remain in force for
successive periods of five years for such Contracting Parties as have not denounced it
at least six months before the expiration of the current period. Denunciation shall be
effected by a written notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.
ARTICLE XV: If, as a result of denunciations, the number of Parties to the present
Convention should become less than sixteen, the Convention shall cease to be in force
as from the date on which the last of these denunciations shall become effective.
ARTICLE XVI: A request for the revision of the present Convention may be made at
any time by any Contracting Party by means of a notification in writing addressed to the
Secretary-General. The General Assembly shall decide upon the steps, if any, to be
taken in respect of such request.
ARTICLE XVII: The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall notify all Members of
the United Nations and the non-member States contemplated in article XI of the
following:
(a) Signatures, ratifications and accessions received in accordance with
article XI;
(b) Notifications received in accordance with article XII;
(c) The date upon which the present Convention comes into force in
accordance with article XIII;
(d) Denunciations received in accordance with article XIV;
(e) The abrogation of the Convention in accordance with article XV;
(f) Notifications received in accordance with article XVI.
ARTICLE XVIII: The original of the present Convention shall be deposited in the
archives of the United Nations. A certified copy of the Convention shall be transmitted
to all Members of the United Nations and to the non-member States contemplated in
article XI.
ARTICLE XIX: The present Convention shall be registered by the Secretary-General of
the United Nations on the date of its coming into force.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
Time and again, First Nations peoples have spoken of how their worlds were
altered (sometimes for the better, sometimes for the worse, but always irretrievably) by
residential schooling. Even a mediocre understanding of modern day relations
between the First Nations and the rest of Canadian society requires some knowledge of
residential school, its history, its purposes, and its effects. Thus, when the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) began its hearings on April 21, 1992, First
Nations immediately and persistently urged that an inquiry into residential schooling
form a part of RCAP's investigation. Consequently, from its earliest days of operation
the Royal Commission has resolved to examine this topic as comprehensively as
possible given its terms of reference.
This booklet forms part of the Royal Commission's residential school
investigation strategy. From the outset, we must emphasize that the needs and
requirements of the Royal Commission constitute the least of the reasons for the
production and distribution of this booklet. Far more important is the hope that it will
assist individuals and First Nations communities to develop their own appraisal and
their own understanding of how residential school has helped create their world today.
If, after taking their own work as far as they desire, First Nations individuals and
communities wish to share their insights with the Royal Commission, we will be very
grateful. But research that speaks centrally to the issues of local First Nations is of
overriding importance to us.
The reason for our emphasis is easy to find: how many of you have been
approached by government workers or academics who have promised that much will
come from some proposed research, only to find the process rude, invasive, costly, or
irrelevant, and the results wishy-washy, incomprehensible, useless, or even
nonexistent? Is there any reason this pattern of interaction should continue? Is there
any reason First Nations individuals and communities should not take the lead in
conducting their own community-based research? Is there any reason such an
important topic as residential schooling should not be under direct control of First
Nations peoples and communities? Our answers are: too many of our communities
have been disappointed with the formal studies conducted by academics or
government functionaries; we can see no reason that this situation should continue;
there is no reason we should not conduct our own investigations; and, the residential
school experience is too important a topic to trust to those who already have
demonstrated their insensitivities.
The only obstacle we can see to First Nations communities undertaking First
Nations research is the lack of information on how to go about it. True, there are
thousands of books on research design, statistics, survey implementation, data
analysis, and so on, but there is so much information of this type that it threatens to
B2
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overwhelm (rather than assist) enthusiastic communities. In addition, however, it is our
opinion that this "embarrassment of riches" is more apparent than real. Research is,
as are countless other things, an institution of Western culture, and as much a
reflection of the ideology of the West as government, religion, or anything else that
might be named. Ignore this, and your research (regardless of who conducts it) will
carry out the ideological program for which it was designed: there is a real risk that
research carried out following the established canons of academia will have the same
kind of outcomes as the research we criticized earlier, and rather than providing a voice
to First Nations individuals and communities, once again we will be silenced.
With this handbook, therefore, we aim to provide an accessible account of
research practices and procedures that avoid the ideological tentacles of Western
academic research while bringing to centre the life experiences of First Nations
peoples. In this we aim to achieve a "practical" revolution, one that will allow First
Nations to conduct their own inquiries into residential schooling while maintaining
exacting standards of investigation. We would be wrong to imply that the weakness of
"traditional academic" research is not an issue in modern social science, or that what
we propose here is entirely our own creation. Rather, what is wrong with social
science research has been known for quite some time, and what we propose here is
(we feel) a judicious selection of what has been offered as improvements. What we
hope to do in this booklet, then, is to make practical suggestions about conducting
personal and/or community research into residential schooling; using methods that go
well beyond what standard psycho-social-anthropological investigators would propose,
we hope to fashion a truly innovative, community-based approach.
One word of caution: because residential schooling has meant very different
things to different people at different times and places, there is no one methodology
that can possibly satisfy everyone's needs. Therefore, in this handbook we offer a
range of suggestions which may be more or less useful depending on your own
particular purposes. Furthermore, we do not claim to have a comprehensive range of
suggestions, and, should this booklet help you to develop something unique (or even if
you come up with new methods entirely on your own), we urge you to make your
innovations known to us. This first attempt at an alternative methodology for First
Nations community-based research can get better only if you and your Nation are
willing to help.
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CHAPTER 2:
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Before beginning, there are issues related to research that must be mentioned.
Foremost among them are ethical considerations, or the standards of conduct for those
who will carry out research on residential schools. For a significant number of people
who would be interested in participating (either as informants or as researchers), going
over this past will form one of the most intellectually and emotionally demanding tasks
they have ever undertaken. It would be callous to ignore or belittle this truth, and
irresponsible to proceed without taking every precaution imaginable.
Ethical
considerations, then, help us anticipate the problems that may arise, and plan for
dealing with them in caring, sensitive ways.
Ethical concerns are nothing new, and there already exist many texts that would
be useful in resolving ethical problems. The Royal Commission has produced Ethical
Guidelines for Research, a booklet you can receive upon request from their Ottawa
office, and numerous other ethical guidelines are available from libraries and
bookstores (for example: Planning Ethically Responsible Research: A Guide for
Students and Internal Review Boards, Joan Sieber, Sage Publications, 1992; and
Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing, American Educational Research
Association, 1985). Because those materials cover ethical concerns in a broader way,
and because we would rather not repeat information that is available elsewhere, here
we will highlight those ethical concerns which, in our opinion, naturally arise as a part of
investigating residential schooling. However, what we present here should be
combined with other ethical guidelines when planning your research.
We will break our presentation down into four areas, each area covering a few
related ethical considerations. These areas are not more or less important than one
another: an ethical study is one that adequately address the points raised in each of
these areas.
THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY
People have the right to be left alone, regardless of how much of a contribution
someone else believes they can make. Thus, non-participation is a right, as is
freedom from coercion (the attempt to induce a person to change her or his mind). A
researcher may ethically request participation, but once refused the matter is closed.
Further, no stigma should be attached to this person's decision: speculation about the
"why's and wherefore's" of a person's refusal participate is malicious, and the decision
is the person's business, not the researcher's.
Related to non-participation is the right to withdraw from participation. A person
may start out taking part in the research and then, for his or her own reasons, decide to
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discontinue. This decision must not be questioned, and withdrawal must not provoke
any kind of retaliation on the part of the researcher. For instance, should counselling
services be part of the investigation (see below), withdrawal from participation would not
mean the person withdrawing must lose access to the counsellor. In this case, it is
possible that the early stages of the investigation has dredged up issues the person no
longer wants to discuss, but continues to need to work through.
The reverse side of these first two rights is the right to be included. Whether we
are talking about the national, community, or personal levels, First Nations peoples
have something to say about residential schooling and have a right to be heard. As far
as humanly possible, then, provision should be made to include all interested parties.
Financial and logistical limitations may make this impossible in practice, and in these
instances the researchers should be open and above-board about such difficulties.
But while it may be impossible to involve all First Nations peoples in all research
activities, it is more likely that most of those desiring to participate can be included in
some activity. In many ways, this handbook is the Royal Commission's attempt to
include individuals and organizations not able to attend hearings, meet with
Commissioners, or otherwise make their views known. On the local level, it might well
be possible to establish some similar form of inclusion.
Even if people choose to be a part of research, they are entitled to certain forms
of protection. If desired, anonymity (where information is given or written without
reference to who provided it) is one of these rights. By this we do not mean that, for
instance, unsigned submissions making wild allegations that are unsupported by any
other evidence must be given credence; however, someone providing credible evidence
supported by other sources of information has the right to request his or her name not
be used in reconstructing an account of events. There are no general rules for
deciding whether a specific instance is closer to the first scenario or the second; the
important point is that sources of information have a right to request and expect that, if
they so desire it, their names will not be used.
Participants also have a right to confidentiality, that their personal accounts or
private lives will not become public knowledge. Some of the events that took place at
residential school are painful beyond imagination to those who suffered through them.
Should these individuals agree to disclose these events for research purposes, what
they tell the researchers has no business becoming "nosed-about" in public. What is
presented in private must remain private. There is no ethical offense worse than
breech of confidentiality.
Rights of privacy also include the right to information security. It is likely that, in
some manner, information obtained as part of researching residential school will have
to be compiled and stored for periods of time. Whether the information is retained as
transcripts, interview notes, audio or videotapes, computer files, or whatever,
participants have a right to expect that, as a matter of privacy, such information is
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inaccessible to people not specifically concerned with its research uses. Thus, the
physical records of research (like notes or tapes) must be kept in secure areas (such as
locked filing cabinets in supervised storage areas). Where possible, identities of
informants should not appear on physical records; private coding systems can be
worked out if for some reason specific individual records have to be accessed as part of
the research. When information is stored in computers, both direct and remote access
to the computer must be limited. In addition, there are a number of easily used
"encryption" procedures available with common computer utilities programs like
PC-TOOLS and NORTON UTILITIES. These utilities operate so that, should someone
who does not know the "password" attempt to access the file, all they will see is
gobbledygook. Encryption programs can be of particular use in small First Nations
communities, where an interloper might, even without a list of names, be able to figure
out "who said what" from access to an unscrambled data file.
Individuals providing information for research purposes are doing researchers a
favor that cannot be repaid. Researchers have no "right" to information, and individual
people have every right to keep private information private, without consequences to
them. For those who do choose to share portions of their private lives with a
researcher, a reasonable expectation for such an indispensable act of generosity is that
their privacy will be protected at all costs. To do less is to elevate "research" and the
researcher above simple human decency.
THE RIGHT OF INFORMED CONSENT
The decision to take part in research, once made, constitutes a large
commitment on the part of the individual participants. In simple terms, the right of
informed consent is that the prospective participant must, beforehand, have as
complete an understanding as possible concerning what their participation will involve.
The "beforehand" is particularly important, since it has been found (in general) that
once people have started to agree to some action, they tend to continue to comply well
past a point they would have refused had the request for compliance started there.
Ask any encyclopedia salesman.
While in "simple terms" informed consent does not seem too difficult, there are
several thorny issues to be addressed here. First, whether or not a prospective
participant is competent to give informed consent is an issue. By law, people under
the legal age of adulthood or people who are under some form of guardianship (for
example, individuals involuntarily committed to a mental institution) cannot give consent
because they are deemed incompetent to do so. If research has to be conducted with
such individuals, legal release forms signed by the guardians of the individuals must be
obtained. In addition to the consent of any legal guardian, it is important to explain
the research to the person whose participation is sought. Ensuring that he or she is
willing to participate is not just ethical, it is common courtesy.
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Depending on the specific direction of an inquiry, residential school researchers
will, in some cases, want to avoid involving participants from certain age groups. For
instance, if a report of sexual abuse about someone not legally an adult is obtained, the
researcher is legally required to report it to the appropriate provincial child welfare
agency. By working with adults, researchers are not required to report anything, since
competent adults are deemed capable of deciding whether or not to bring a charge
against an abuser.
Assuming, then, that researchers are dealing with people (or their guardians)
competent to evaluate what participation would involve, what kinds of information
should be presented to them? In general, researchers must explain as best they know
the risks and benefits associated with participation, with both personal and societal risks
and benefits being addressed. Examination of similar cases in the literature, talking
with people who have already participated in or undertaken similar research, and simple
common sense are tactics whereby researchers can obtain some idea of the personal
and societal risks and benefits, but it must be admitted that unanticipated outcomes
almost always crop up. The general rule, then, is for researchers to do their level best
in developing a clear and comprehensive overview of risks and benefits, and to expect
the unexpected. Furthermore, it is not the researcher's place to try to balance or weigh
the benefits of a particular research study against its possible risks: that is the sole right
and privilege of the prospective participant.
In research on residential schools, the risk of foremost concern is that
recollection of traumatic past experiences will emotionally overwhelm participants.
Even individuals who have expressed no particular complaints about their residential
school experiences have, as interviews progressed, recalled incidents long forgotten or
trauma they believed they had come to terms with, only to be overpowered by their old
memories. The real possibility that this might happen must be prominent in all
discussions of risk and benefits.
Discussion of risks and benefits should also include how the researcher intends
to minimize the risks and maximize the benefits. With respect to the risk just
discussed, for example, an ethical research program would include safety mechanisms
like interviewers trained in recognizing and dealing with emotional trauma, and on-call
professional backup and support facilities for occasions where interviewers were unable
to provide sufficient assistance. Thus, participants have a right to expect that
reasonable access to remedies will be afforded to them for any personal risks, and
reasonable safety procedures (like computer encryption) will be followed throughout.
Ethically, the researcher is responsible for the safety and well-being of participants.
Although it is a little out of place, we would like to mention here that discussion of
residential school experiences is an emotionally-charged situation for both speaker and
listener. Ethical research will recognize the strain involved in eliciting accounts from
participants, and remedy the possible impact these accounts may have on interviewers.
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It is simply unfair (and ethically irresponsible) to subject people to circumstances
you knew about but hid from them. If research has a bad reputation with First Nations
peoples, lack of informed consent may well be a large part of the difficulty. It should
also be mentioned that, often, when people withdraw from a study (as mentioned
above), it is because they encountered something they did not anticipate. The
requirement of informed consent is aimed at avoiding such a situation: to the extent
there are any surprises for participants, researchers are ethically bound to make them
as small as possible.
THE RIGHT OF INFORMATION ACCESS
So far we have covered the right of individuals to participate (or not) in research,
and their right to understand what their participation might require of them. We now
"skip ahead" to the time when their involvement has come to an end, when their right of
access to information from the research is at issue. This involves a number of
interrelated issues. Primarily, participants have a right to understand as fully as
possible the complete context of the research. That is, they have a right to know how
the researcher is conducting the program of research and why. While much of this
information might be raised earlier (in the consideration of risks and benefits),
participants have a right to understand the "nuts and bolts" of the study as they came to
know them by participating. "Why did you ask all those questions about my sleeping
habits? Why did you want to know my income? What conclusions are you likely to
draw from the fact I've been married twice?"...and so on, are questions that might
reasonably occur to someone after answering a survey. The researcher must answer
the questions as fully as possible, even if the answers are as unsatisfactory as "I don't
know yet whether I'll make anything out of your being married twice." "I don't know" is
an acceptable answer here, because the termination of an interview is not usually the
same as the termination of a research study.
Consequently, because there is more work to be done after any specific
interview is completed (e.g., the research team must analyze data, write reports, etc.),
after answering whatever question he or she can (often called in social sciences
literature, rather pompously, debriefing), the researcher must undertake to make the
final, general findings available at some time in the future to all participants who request
it. While this condition is often taken as satisfied when interested participants are sent
a copy of any research publication, a more strict condition (and one we recommend) is
that any such summary be in language and format that is clear to the participants. If a
written account is suitable, preliminary versions of the report could easily be evaluated
by community representatives and modified until a suitable version is produced.
Wittgenstein once said that anything that can be said can be said clearly and simply,
and all too often, researchers, in an apparent effort to display their "vast learning," have
chosen to clothe their findings in incomprehensible jargon. It is time we all learned the
real wisdom behind Wittgenstein's words.
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The right of access to the results obtained from a research project is thus an
essential part of true community-based research. Participants should not be regarded
(as they commonly are in the social sciences) as "subjects," but must rightly be seen as
full collaborators in a research enterprise. This collaboration, by the way, entails a
responsibility on the part of the participant not to disclose what they have learned to
anyone until after the study has been completed; it is possible that information "leaks"
could bias the final results should some of the specific features of the research become
generally known.
We think "leaks" are less likely to happen when participants and researcher can
assume they will be treated with equal respect. An appreciation of the importance of
the research includes the knowledge of how it can adversely be affected by premature
disclosures. And, if you can't trust your colleague in research, who can you trust?
THE RIGHT TO VALID RESEARCH
One ethical concern recently gaining more prominence is the right to valid
research. Participation is often annoying, time consuming, and emotionally draining,
and little (if anything) can be expected by way of personal compensation. Participants,
then, should at least have the right to believe that their hard work and patience
contributed to results and conclusions that actually have meaning, and that they haven't
been wasting their time.
Let's presume that we are concerned here only with First Nations researchers
working with First Nations participants: by doing so, we won't have to consider in detail
the problems of how western researchers obscure what they're doing and evade, rather
than answer, hard questions about why they're doing what they're doing. Of course, a
First Nations researcher who adopts a westernized research perspective is, for the
purpose of this distinction, more appropriately lumped together with the western
tradition than included as a practitioner of community-based research.
There are only two ways to make concrete the right to valid research. One is for
participants and those giving local approval to a research project to insist that they
understand the technical and philosophical basis for conducting an inquiry in a
particular way. This presumes, of course, that researchers and participants are
different groups of people.
The second way to solidify the right to valid research is to do it yourself. If First
Nations want community-based, relevant, non-intrusive, clear, valid research, none will
be as motivated to provide it as we ourselves. As long as it is profitable, there will be
plenty of "outsiders" (whatever their complexion) claiming they are providing all of this;
but without knowledge of research matters being resident in our own communities, we
will never be able to tell for sure whether they are misleading us. In the long run, then,
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developing local capacity to conduct research is the only solution, and "a job well begun
is halfway done." We strongly urge that it can begin here, in the community-based
study of residential schooling.
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CHAPTER 3:
RESEARCH PRELIMINARIES
WHAT IS RESEARCH?
In any dictionary you can read that research is a "systematic inquiry into a
subject in order to find out or check facts." This seems simple enough, but
"systematic" doesn't really set any boundaries; it merely means that facts aren't
collected aimlessly. The "aim," of course, is no part of research; like interests or
preferences, you may have a particular aim for any reason or for no reason. Thus,
research doesn't specify the "aim," merely that you have one (and there are no
contradiction inherent in having more than one reason to do research). "Facts" is also
a slippery term, in that, for one thing, many things we know aren't subject to doubt: for
instance, we know that "a bearded man" is a man without having to check. A fact can
thus only refer to what may or may not be true about the world, and some effort may be
required to sort out, 1) what we take to be beyond dispute, from 2) what we are
uncertain about. Finally, "subject" narrows down nothing, either, as topics of possible
interest do not exist in isolation from one another. An example of this is the Royal
Commission's study of residential schools; while initially not designated as part of the
inquiry, residential schooling connected up with so many other topics (social policy;
education; public forums; etc.) that it had to be included. Thus the "subject" of the
status of First Nations in Canada had to be broadened to include a topic not given
prominence from the outset of the Commission's work.
"Research," then, is a broad term that must make room for any number of
specific activities, undertaken for any number of reasons. Checking public records,
going through government archives, talking to witnesses, giving out and analyzing
questionnaires, consulting history books, and similar activities must all be taken as
research activities. Because you're curious, because you feel it has current, practical
importance, because you want to write a book, or "just because" must all be taken as
valid aims of an inquiry. As long as you are occupied in "nonrandom finding out or
checking facts," you are doing research. It should also be clear that no one has to do
all of these activities to be engaged in researching: some forms of inquiry will
necessarily serve some purposes better than others. Thus, in doing research on a 200
year old Royal Proclamation it is unlikely you will find it necessary or useful to design
and administer a questionnaire.
"Nonrandom finding out or checking facts" can be carried out by any individual or
any group. Consequently, research about First Nations persons or communities is not
something that has to be turned over to outsiders, and keeping it "at home" may make
clear what its aims are, or at least eliminate agendas that are hidden from or conflict
with local concerns. In addition, because there is no absolute form that research must
take, First Nations individuals and communities need not have access to extensive
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resources or previous experience to conduct research. The only necessary ingredient
is the determination to do it. In what follows, we will take the fundamental resource
base of research to be the interest, motivation, and time of those who wish to engage in
an inquiry. Concern and the personal commitment of individuals are the prerequisites;
expensive consultants, elaborate computer programs, boundless libraries, and other
such things, although desirable in some circumstances, are not essential features of
research. We also take the aim of community-based First Nations research to be to
produce results of interest and use to First Nations persons or local communities.
Whether someone outside the community will find the results useful or interesting is
beside the point.
WHY RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL RESEARCH?
As stated at the beginning of Chapter 1, residential schooling is connected up, in
an uncountable number of ways both subtle and obvious, with the past and present
(and therefore future) lives of First Nations peoples across Canada. This single fact is
reason enough for all of us to want to know as much as possible about residential
schooling. But even such a central and overwhelming rationale for conducting
research must acknowledge a variety of reasons that will be associated with any
particular study. In other words, apart from the general purpose of coming to
understand residential schooling, there are countless specific reasons for undertaking
residential school research. The relative strengths of these reasons will vary
depending on the purpose of the researcher. For instance, someone documenting
their own personal treatment at a specific residential school may be trying to work out
how they1 were affected by their experiences, how they in turn influenced others, or
even how they became who they are. Someone looking at residential schooling as a
part of worldwide colonialism may try to look at the similarity of rules in Canadian and
Russian residential schools, examine church documents in Tasmania and Canada for
statements of missionary zeal, or, in general, focus less upon the personal experiences
of specific individuals. Regardless of emphasis, however, we believe the overall aims
of First Nations researchers (whatever the "level" of their investigations) do not
contradict one another, and they all share a unity of purpose: to develop as clear and
as comprehensive an account of residential schooling as possible, including its past,
present, and future relation to our lives.
Of course, there are others looking at residential schooling who do not share this
general purpose (can you guess who these might be?). For our purposes in this
booklet we will be less interested in the personal and institutional motives of those
"others" and concentrate on the motives of those sharing the aim stated above. We do
1

Following Penelope (1990), we will on occasion employ the plural pronoun "they"
(and its cognates) rather than clumsier constructions like "he or she." The former is
the way we really speak, and the latter is a reflection of a linguistic snobbery up with
which we should not put.
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this for two reasons: first, examining the purposes of research often gives hints
concerning what information to look for, and knowing what you're looking for is often a
good indication of how to look for it. As we move along through this handbook we'll
give more than a few examples of how this works.
Second, the unity of purpose we referred to earlier will be seen most clearly
when the motives, information sources, and methods of different researchers are made
as explicit as possible. Take for example two researchers, one investigating residential
school for personal reasons and one for international reasons. Without understanding
one another's agenda it is likely each will think the other "off on the wrong track," using
"improper methods," and finding out things "of no value to me." The way to avoid the
dissension being brewed by such thinking is to be clear from the outset that different
purposes require different tracks, different methods, and different specific conclusions.
But if everyone is moving in the same direction, we can do things according to our own
requirements that will help one another get to where each of us wants to go.
Therefore, in what follows we will distinguish personal, community, and
provincial-national interests in the study of residential schooling. These interests are
not divorced from one another, any more than distinguishing wives and husbands
divorces wives from husbands. Good research reflects a community of purpose and a
union of minds, and is "a great grief to foes and a great joy to friends."
WHAT RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL RESEARCH CAN AND CANNOT DO
Research is so often promoted as being the solution (or at least a necessary first
step) to any problem that it is important to keep in mind what its limitations are. This
precaution is necessary if creating false expectations about the benefits of research is
to be avoided. We therefore include here an overview of what an inquiry into
residential schooling can and cannot achieve, as well as what it may help achieve.
Research will not demonstrate the immorality of residential schools. First of all,
there is no need for such a demonstration: several of the organizations that participated
in residential schooling have already admitted the immorality of the program, and
anyone with a conscience realizes it was a blatant attempt at the cultural genocide of
First Nations peoples. But more importantly, in general, empirical evidence does not
bear on moral issues. For example, was research necessary to prove the immorality of
the Nazi attempt at the extermination of the Jews? Is world opinion about South
African Apartheid founded on research that demonstrates the ill effects of that system?
To believe that a moral judgment about the "goodness" or "badness" of residential
school must be based on an empirical evaluation of effects is to hold First Nations
peoples accountable to a standard of evidence not applied elsewhere.
The irrelevance of research to morality judgments can be shown more easily.
Suppose the goals of the federal government had been completely achieved by
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residential schools. Would the fact that there would no longer be any self-identified
First Nations peoples (or that any still left would say publicly that they thought the
destruction of their cultures, their religions, their languages, and their forms of life was a
good idea) make the cultural genocide morally acceptable? No more so than the
genocide of the Tasmanians has made their extermination justifiable.
Studies of the effects of residential schooling are studies of the effects of
residential schooling, nothing less and nothing more. The confusion of research
issues with moral ones arises, perhaps, from western legal systems where
compensation is often tied to the amount of damage demonstrated. For example, a
judge in England recently sentenced a rapist to paying for a vacation for his victim, on
the grounds that it "wasn't much of a rape." To hold, however, that demonstrations of
harmful effects are needed for (or even contribute to) the evaluation of the moral
foundations of residential schooling is to confuse separate issues, and (as the English
judge so nicely confirms) to invite the wholesale dismissal of First Nations grievance
when and if such demonstrations cannot be made.
Research will not establish "the" effects of residential schooling. The belief that
research will uncover a set of psychological "irregularities" characterising individuals
who attended boarding school ("Residential School Syndrome;" RSS) not only has no
evidence whatsoever to support it, it is an inaccurate, misleading, and ultimately
demeaning interpretation of First Nations peoples and communities. We consider it
important that people who are about to undertake local research at least be aware of
our concerns, even if in the final analysis they do not share them. Consequently, it
seems we must belabour this point a bit.
There are good reasons not to expect any degree of uniformity of psychological
features of attendees of residential schools. Residential schools differed, in both style
and in substance, from place to place, and within place across time. Not only that, but
two people at the same school during the same time could easily have markedly
different experiences. Just because person "X" enjoyed his time at residential school it
does not follow that person "Y" must have enjoyed hers; both experiences are equally
valid and possible.
Even characteristics like the isolation and strangeness of residential schools
cannot be considered constants. Some children went to school on or very near their
home reserves, and enjoyed frequent contact with their families and other members of
their Nation. Others were removed incredible distances and housed with First Nations
children with whom they shared neither language nor culture, and were provided with
no opportunity for family or cultural contact.
To these difficulties we must add another, that even today what is not considered
"residential schooling" sometimes has a great deal in common with the older system.
Some students still must travel incredible distances and live under conditions which
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practically, but not legally, limit their access to their families and their First Nations. It is
true that such students aren't under the "lock and key" restraints often characteristics of
residential schools, but the relative importance such similarities and differences have
for personal growth and health is entirely unknown.
"The Residential Schooling Experience" sounds as if it refers to something
uniform, but from these considerations we argue that it does not.
Indeed,
unscrupulous bureaucrats have moved to exploit this diversity by bringing along
individuals who favorably recall their residential school experiences to meetings where
such issues will come up. Their hope, often achieved in practice, is that this will start
an argument between First Nations peoples (those supporting vs. those denouncing
residential schooling). The easiest way to avoid falling for this "divide and conquer"
strategy is for both sides to realise their experiences don't necessarily apply to
everyone. This will allow those with honest grievances to get on with the work of
dealing with them.
And, as long as we are talking about "dividing and conquering" First Nations, we
should mention another division that has no business taking up our attention: First
Nations peoples who attended residential school vs. those who did not. The idea that
there must be large differences between these two groups, again while popular, merely
reflects the thinking behind the belief in RSS. To see the problem with this notion,
remember that residential schooling was only a part of a pervasive economic, religious,
social, cultural, and political attack on First Nations. Those who somehow avoided
residential school did not, somehow, also avoid day-to-day discrimination, racism,
prejudice, or other poisonous experiences. The difference between attendees and
non-attendees is thus roughly analogous to differences between Jews imprisoned in
Nazi death camps vs. those who took refuge in hiding places: the imprisoned Jews had
much the worse time of it, but no one in either group had any reason to be cheerful.
Finally, we must bear one more point in mind: if residential schools were not
completely successful in destroying First Nations, they did succeed in disrupting them.
With varying degrees of success, the schools attacked our languages, our religions, our
family structures, and our very sense of who we are, even as other attacks (as
mentioned above) were aimed at our economic, political, and cultural integrity. How
much sense does it make to say that someone, raised by parents who got their lessons
about love and discipline from priests, nuns, and bureaucrats, is not affected by
residential schools? How much sense does it make to say that someone, not taught to
speak their own language by parents beaten for having spoken it in school, is not, in
some form, one of its products?
The most suitable metaphor for residential schooling is not that it is a disease,
located in those who experienced it. That metaphor, as we have argued, artificially
divides First Nations peoples, denying the experiences of some (those who do not feel
harmed by their schooling) and minimizing the experiences of others (those less directly
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affected). Rather, residential schooling is better thought of as a nuclear explosion, a
blast which does immediate damage to those closest to it, but which lingers on,
poisoning the surrounding air, land, and water indefinitly. As such, it is inaccurate,
misleading, and demeaning to First Nations as a whole to try to draw hard and fast
distinctions between those who attended and those who did not. From a purely
scientific point of view, the considerable similarity between supposedly different groups
of people must lead at least to inconsistent findings. Much worse, it is very likely to
lead to non-significant results, which, as we argued earlier, invites wholesale dismissal
of our complaints.
Residential schooling, whether directly or indirectly experienced, is many things
to many people. The fiction that there will be some cross-individual regularity in the
impact of that experience, and that research will reveal that regularity, and that
demonstrating that regularity is necessary to making judgments about the morality of
residential schooling (see the previous section) must be revealed for what it is: an
attempt to sidestep our justifiable outrage at residential schooling and the mentality that
gave rise to it.
Research will not "relieve" the effects of residential schooling. Research, as
noted earlier, is about gathering and checking facts. There is nothing inherent in this
activity that must make the "gatherers and checkers" feel better. In fact, our own
experience and the experience of others we have talked with has been that research
has, at times, made us feel frustration, anger, depression, and a host of other emotions,
both negative and positive. Nor it is the case, should the "gatherers and checkers" be
distinguishable from their "subjects," that subjects must feel better as a result of their
participation. It is true that, sometimes, talking about the past may make one feel
better about it. However, this ventilation (regardless of how good it may feel) must not
be confused with resolving, or even addressing, personal or social issues associated
with residential schooling. Research may have a contribution to make when it comes
time to deal directly with societal and/or personal issues (see below), but research and
action to take as might be recommended by research are distinct enterprises. Perhaps
it is useful to keep in mind, as emphasised earlier, that talking about the past may just
as easily make one feel worse about it as better. To mistake a research interview for
therapy or compensation is to believe that something is being done when it is not.
Research will not determine what to do about residential schooling. This is a
subtle point, one that sometimes seems to be universally misunderstood, and therefore
it needs a lot of careful thought: knowing all about a problem doesn't include knowing
what to do about it. It may make certain reactions more plausible than others, or it may
suggest where and how to begin, but working out what to do is going to involve trying
things and watching what happens. To illustrate this, let's look at an old story...
Probably all of us have heard of the little Dutch boy who, noticing a hole in the
dike, stuck his finger in it and thus saved his entire town from death and destruction.
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The fact that this is singled out as an example of quick thinking and bravery shows that,
presented with "the problem," there were all kinds of ways of responding to it: running
for help, putting a bucket under the leak, standing there and watching it, ignoring it, and
so on and so forth. Thus, the clear perception of a problem (a leak) does not dictate a
particular response to it. Notice also that the reaction chosen was, at best, temporary:
just how long would you stand there, even with a crowd of people praising you, before
the realities of life would begin to intrude? You have to eat, sleep, go to the bathroom,
do your homework, and your finger is turning into a long prune! What, then, is the right
thing to do about this leak in the future? Line up a bunch of substitute Dutch boys?
Stick a wad of gum in the hole? Leave town (and say goodbye to the unfortunate "last"
Dutch boy)? Research no more provides a long-term answer than it does a short term
one, and having a suitable stopgap measure for a problem does not dictate the optimal
long-term response to it.
If we can think like structural engineers for a moment, we should also notice that
the Dutch boy's action certainly did not have to be the right thing to do. Plugging that
particular hole totally changed (however minutely) the interplay of stress and strain
between the water and the dike, and his action could have brought about all manners of
dire consequences, like creating innumerable holes along the entire length of the
barrier. In principle, the little Dutch boy could not have known beforehand that
plugging the hole would not lead to disaster: research is about the dynamic system you
have, not some hypothetical dynamic system that might exist if you made some
adjustment. (And, however complex a wall might be, human beings are much more
so.) Research at best provides us with a snapshot, a picture of what went on within
certain limits; no part of that picture is what will happen if adjustments are made to the
interplay of forces outside those limits.
Research, then, doesn't answer questions, but instead poses more of them.
That is, a clear view of problems in a dynamic system can provide a background
against which interventions can be judged; however, any understanding about what a
change has brought about will require more work to get a clear view of the revised
system. As to coming up with interventions, research enforces no conditions. Your
own creativity is important, and looking up (researching) what others have done about
similar problems can sometimes help as well. But there is no research that can be
done that proves someone else's answer must work for you.
Research is less an activity than it is an attitude, a frame of mind adopted by the
people doing research that shows they're serious and (as mentioned earlier) that they're
willing to try things out and see what happens. With regard to residential schooling,
knowing all about what happened then will not tell us what to do about it now, and while
the work of others may suggest possibilities, there will be no substitute for trying various
things and seeing the response.
Research will help determine what happened in residential school. As odd as it
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may seem, the vast majority of people know next to nothing about residential schooling
in Canada. We have heard it likened, by sympathetic people who should know better,
to boarding school for children of the well-to-do, and even to summer "camp." Others
have told us that it was (or must have been) largely indistinguishable from provincial
schooling, with similar administrative structures, curricula, goals, and so forth; these
people find it difficult to believe the experiences of some of the former students.
Others have simply never heard of residential schooling at all.
Even those closer to it do not have a complete view of it, whether formerly they
were administrators, staff, or students. Governmental or church officials, in the act of
developing policy, had no sadistic vision of specific things happening to specific
children; local staff or administration, even when operating within guidelines, didn't have
the "rulebook" in one hand as they punished with the other; and students, on the
receiving end of the Great Social Experiment, knew only that they were hungry, afraid,
or in pain, not that their treatment flowed essentially from the legal need to eliminate
them. Knowledge of residential schooling is thus likely to be limited to the frame of
reference one adopted (or had to adopt) as being part of the "system."
Consequently, the puzzles of residential schooling have many pieces, fitting
together in various levels. No level is more complex than another (a tree isn't less
complicated than a forest, it is merely a different kind of complexity), and each deserves
serious attention. One of the goals of research is to put together each of these
puzzles, and to identify the connections linking one level to another. Understanding
"what happened" at residential schools will not be exclusively a matter of compiling
personal incidents, cabinet meetings, teacher's manuals, or secret agreements, but
rather, such tasks each will have its role in comprehending the whole.
Research may help individuals understand their experiences more broadly. As
mentioned above, even those who underwent residential schooling cannot know all
about it, for no one does. Of course, former attendees of residential schools have a
unique perspective on it, as the "targets" or "end products" of the many competing
agendas, ideas, initiatives, and motives of a great many western institutions.
Decisions made at an institutional level eventually come down to cases: in residential
schools, actions motivated or legitimated by policy were carried out by individuals upon
individuals. And, since we experience life as individuals, it was personal pain,
humiliation, anger, etc. that was experienced, not the "clash of cultures," the
"exploitation of resources," the "industrial revolution," or what-have-you.
But even though we experience the world this way, it does not follow that the way
the world works must be understood in terms of individual forces. All too often we
focus on the individual forces and, inappropriately, ignore influences that are not
immediately apparent. For example, children of divorced parents often believe
themselves responsible for the breakup; women who were sexually assaulted are often
accused as having "brought in on themselves" by dressing or acting "provocatively;"
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or, unemployed people are frequently described as "just not wanting to work."
Similarly, people who attended residential school sometimes attribute their negative
experiences to their own actions, something about them that accounted for their
treatment. These internal explanations can last a long time, and resurface when trying
to understand events far removed from residential schools. Well, speaking your Native
language may have led to a specific beating, but factors like the "why's" and
"wherefore's" of the school's language policy, the disciplinary guidelines, and the very
mentality that conceived of residential schooling in the first place (all non-personal
factors) contributed as much as anything to the specific act. Failure to see the broader
context is like dousing a pile of dry leaves with gasoline, handing someone a sparkler,
shoving him/her into the pile, and saying "You started a fire!"
One thing research can do is help everyone see the big picture, regardless of
where each was (or is) located within it. This is particularly important for First Nations
peoples, since we are continually being fed only the localized, individualized picture as
"Truth." As long as that is the only picture we see, we will be limited in how we think
about residential schooling and what we do about it, as individuals and as Nations. For
instance, as argued above, trying to maintain a hard-and-fast distinction between
attendees and non-attendees is a fiction created by failing to see that schooling was
intended to destroy our societies for all time (not just for attendees), and was part of a
general, more comprehensive assault on First Nations.
It is important for non-aboriginals as well. They, too, are being fed the localized,
individualized picture, partly (again) because it will effectively limit their understanding of
the scope of residential schooling (and consequently what they will consider to be a
reasonable response to it), and partly because it allows those with little or no interest in
aboriginal issues to dismiss it as not concerning them. (This is, of course, not a
comprehensive list of the motives behind maintaining this distortion of reality.)
However, the broader picture we hope research will help draw will make it more difficult,
morally and scientifically, to ignore the obvious.
Research may assist in laying charges. Bringing criminal charges against
priests, nuns, bureaucrats, or whomever for actions or omissions of actions that took
place in residential school will be a personal decision, and as such is no one else's
business. However, properly done research may make it easier for some wishing to do
this to develop information that will contribute to their cases. For instance, part of the
Royal Commission work will include "guidebooks" to some of the material available in
official archives. Research locally done may help identify witnesses, either to specific
instances of abuse or to the physical and emotional climate that existed in a particular
school.
One other way in which research may help bring charges is in letting people who
suffered abuses know their experiences were not isolated incidents, carried out by
some aberrant individual within the system and stimulated by some unique flaw within
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them, the victim (see the previous section). The institutional move to internalize and
individualize abusive incidents separates people with common cause (see, for example,
Chrisjohn & Young, 1993), and fosters the tendency toward self-blame discussed
earlier. Research can help overcome the isolation enforced by this institutional pose.
Research may make thoughtful individuals, previously unaware of the role of
their society in cultural genocide of First Nations, create the political will for the
Canadian governments and churches to deal honorably and fairly with issues arising
from residential schooling. In our opinion, there is little or no need to elaborate upon
this comment. Suffice it to say that the "sinkhole of memory" is no place for the history
of residential schooling to reside.
Conclusions. By itself, research rights no wrongs, salves no wounds, nor even
signals a determination or willingness (on the part of anyone) to address such issues.
At best, research merely supports an argument that there is an issue to address; the
fact that research is taking place does not mean that anything is going to be done about
any condition or problem research may identify. Whatever response there may be will
arise from moral, political, economic, or social forces, not from the "empirical force" of
research (whatever that might be).
Having said that, we still believe research has its place. As difficult as it may
seem, if it is well done it will help create the conditions necessary for the response we
hope will arise. And remember one of the lessons of the little Dutch boy: doing nothing
is doing something.
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CHAPTER 4:
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL RESEARCH: PERSONAL
PERSONAL NARRATIVES
[I]t is not true that the past is dead. It determines our present lives, not
absolutely...but certainly more strongly than any power of reason, or any
alleged law of politics or sociology or economics. Changing the past
therefore means also changing the present, whether by direct example, or
by liberating us from our historically determined prejudices...(Murray,
preface to Venye's Bread and Circuses, 1990).
There are undoubtedly many specific reasons to undertake the personal study of
residential schooling, but one reason seems to us to be foremost: the passion to
understand one's residential school past, and the past of those who went before, is the
desire to see the present in ways other than as it would be depicted by those
responsible for it. It is a desire to make sense of one's own experiences, as they relate
to residential schooling, to sort out one's current life dynamics in terms (to some
degree) of what has happened before. Indeed, the past is not dead, and, for those for
whom residential school is a continuing reality, undoing the myths and half-truths of
their experiences is a step toward personal and social freedom.
Well, how does one go about doing this? It's pretty obvious that most of the
standard "techniques" of research that have been applied to First Nations peoples are
useless here: what are you going to do, give yourself questionnaires? Interview
yourself a hundred times and see if you form a consensus? No, this line of thinking
leads very quickly to nonsense.
Instead, we consider personal narratives the most suitable way to proceed here.
Briefly, a narrative is "a way of linguistically representing past experience, whether real
or imagined;" if you're concerned with your past, it is a personal narrative. The
"linguistically representing" part is a little grandiose, since, to our way of thinking, it only
rules out representational forms like mental telepathy, divine inspiration, and racial
memory, and these (even if they exist) are notoriously undependable.
WHAT DOES A NARRATIVE LOOK LIKE?
A narrative doesn't look like anything in particular; any way in which a person can
express what he or she wishes to express will constitute a narrative. Of course, some
"modes of expression" will be more accessible to people in general than others (in
expressive movement, for instance, "jumping for joy," could be confused with "sitting on
a tack"). If part of your reason for generating a narrative is to make it possible for
others to examine it, the more direct and physical the narrative is, the better. Rather
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than attempt a single, overall definition of narrative forms, we will give some examples.
Autobiographies and Biographies. There are a number of books, some
biographical and some autobiographical, about the residential school experiences of
individual people. These are not merely records of events, they are also courageous
and moving personal histories. Isabella Knockwood's Out of the Depths is an excellent
example, one we recommend for anyone considering this kind of work. In relating her
own experiences, she also tells us of the experiences of other children, her family, the
teachers, and others; in giving us her personal history, she documents the history of the
school, the problems of recovering the history of the school, and the dynamics of what it
was like to live and work there; in the honest protrayal of her own struggle with the task
of writing, she lays bare the personal and social difficulties in recounting a hidden past.
As difficult an undertaking as biography or autobiography is, Ms. Knockwood
gives a lucid account of the positive and negative aspects of such work. We owe her,
and others like her, a great deal: her work has benefitted us all.
Fiction. As Hollywood has been showing us for some time, the line between
fact and fiction is a blurry one. Simply because elements of a story are untrue, or are
re-ordered for dramatic effect, or are depicted from particular points of view does not
make them useless for the purposes of understanding the world. For example, Edward
Said's Culture and Imperialism undertakes to show how what the novels of imperialist
countries take for granted reflects their attitudes toward the rest of the world. Ward
Churchill's Fantasies of the Master Race examines novels, films, and essays as to how
they portray aboriginal North Americans and what those portrayals mean.
Thus, fiction generated by First Nations peoples, whether it is in the form of
novels, plays, short stories, or what-have-you, may also say something useful and
important aside from the artistic merit of the work. An good example of a fictional
narrative with information value is Shirley Sterling's My Name is Sapeetza, an account
of her childhood contrasting life inside and outside a residential school. The CBC
teleplay about residential school, Where the Spirit Lives, is useful in spite of (and
because of) some of its limitations.
We must realize that, sometimes, adopting a fictional form of expression allows
one to keep a distance from emotionally charged events not easily maintained when
treating it as personal history. As long as fiction is identified as such, there is little
danger of overinterpretation and every chance it will say something important.
Declarations. The Royal Commission has already received a considerable
number of narratives on residential schooling, in the form of submissions presented at
the community sessions that have thus far taken place. In these sessions, some of
which have been held in public and some in camera, people have simply gotten up and
spoken about their experiences. Videotapes/audiotapes of some of these sessions
have been made, and comments relevant to the residential school experience
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transcribed. Other submissions to the Commission have consisted of written accounts,
generated by community members, describing their experiences in residential school.
All of these are perfectly legitimate sources of information from which the Royal
Commission will evolve their findings. This kind of material could as well serve
informational needs of First Nations communities.
However, personal declarations do not have to be restricted by, for instance,
time limits at Commission hearings, willingness of someone to transcribe a narrative, or
the accessibility of Commission sessions. Any record such as mentioned above that
can be looked at by interested parties would be of use to the community and national
work of understanding residential schooling. And, although one person's experience
might not bear much specifically on someone else's, the cumulative effect of such
declarations could do much to educate ourselves, our children, and the nonIndian
public about what happened.2
Summary.
Whether narratives report personal musings, small-group
conversations, personal recollections, stories told by one's parents or grandparents, or
what-have-you, they can contain material that will help us (individually or collectively)
develop the comprehensive understanding of residential schooling described earlier.
The format of these narratives is unimportant, except that it provide something that can
be used by other, if such use is to be allowed by the person generating the narrative.
Even if the task is solely to come to grips with one's personal experiences, the act of
recording one's experiences may itself be useful. Further, being able to draw upon
someone else's journey (which depends on the experiences of these others being
available) may help us clarify our experiences to ourselves.
THE GROUND THAT PERSONAL NARRATIVES MIGHT COVER
While the form of what's in a narrative can be practically anything, people may
still have questions about the narrative's content. Again, there are almost no limits;
within the ethical boundaries we discussed earlier, people should put anything they
consider important into their narratives. However, because some people may feel
uncomfortable with so much latitude, we offer here some suggestions concerning what
might go into these works. We wish to stress that these are only suggestions, of
potentially the same value of any free advice (and that is nothing!). Also, this "list" is in
no way complete; as you will soon see, when any question is considered for a moment
or two, crowds of additional questions (which we don't list) arise pretty much by
themselves. We offer these suggestions in the form of a string of potential questions
2

By way of analogy, the Fortunoff Video Archive for Holocaust Testimonies in New
Haven, Connecticut, has collected over 1,500 videotapes of accounts of those who
suffered during the Nazi Holocaust. This archive is not only a record to be used by
future historians, it is a powerful refutation to those who pretend today that the
Holocaust never took place.
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one may pose to oneself:
How do I look back on my time in residential school? What was good about it,
and what was bad about it? What happens to me when I think of those times? Do I
get angry, sad, nostalgic, etc., or some combinations of these emotions? Do I
associate different emotions with certain people, events, or locations?
What do I remember specifically about my time? Where and when did I go to
residential school, and who else was there? Who were my friends, and who were not?
What did I do? How much did I learn, and what did I learn? What things other than
learning did I do, and under what conditions (voluntarily or involuntarily) did I do them?
Which activities did I enjoy, and which not?
What do I remember about my experiences? What were the significant events,
or at least the things that I remember best? What happened, who took part, and what
were the circumstances?
What do I remember about other people's experiences? What significant or
memorable events did I witness? What happened and what were the circumstances?
How did my life in residential school contrast with my life outside the school?
What were the physical, psychological, or emotional differences and similarities
between my time in these different surroundings? How did I react to those differences;
how did the transition from one place to the other make me feel?
What did residential school teach me about First Nations in general and my
Nation in particular? What were the explicit and implicit messages about First Nations
that were sent to me during my schooling? Were they positive or negative, or a bit of
both? How did these messages affect me personally? Did they try to make me feel
proud or ashamed, grateful or ungrateful, good or bad, or what? Did I take these
messages seriously?
What did my schooling teach me about the world, and the place of First Nations
peoples within it? Was it any part of my learning, and why was it or wasn't it? Did I
accept the message then, and do I accept it now? Did it seem to me like I was being
treated as I was because of me, personally, or because of some other reason?
How have I dealt with my residential schooling? Have I perhaps forgotten
certain things, or maybe blown other things up to much greater significance than they
deserve? Do I consciously avoid thinking about my experiences, and if so, why? Do I
feel the past as an influence here in the present, and is it a good presence or a bad
one? More broadly, how has my schooling affected my current life? Did if affect
things like my spirituality, my feelings toward my people, my connection to my language
and culture, my feelings toward nonIndian people, and my feelings about myself? If
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so, how? If not, why not?
How am I, today, to talk and think about my past? Are there people I wish to
thank, or perhaps blame? If I had the chance, what would I say today to the people
who ran the residential school while I was there? What would I say to the bureaucrats,
politicians, and other officials who conceived and designed the system?
What can I do that I have not done about my past schooling? What should I tell
my friends, my family, and my children? What do I have to say that I would like them
to hear?
There is no "proper order" in which to address these suggestions, or any
questions that might arise from thinking about them, any more than there is a "right
way" to express yourself on these topics. Saying what you feel is necessary, in the
way you wish to say it, for the reasons you wish to do it, is what is important.
THINGS WE RECOMMEND TO KEEP IN MIND
Don't Do This Alone. Even when a personal narrative is to be used exclusively
for your own purposes, or even if it is fictional, or whatever the particulars of your case,
this is not a journey to undertake by yourself. Secure the help of a friend who will at
the very least lend you a sympathetic ear from time to time. Although not a co-author,
this friend should be aware of what you're doing and why, and be given a copy of
ethical guidelines and other materials that will let them3 know something about what
they've agreed to do.
One reason we recommend this is of course practical: even an audience of one
will help you organize your thoughts and keep at the work, especially when the
audience shows a genuine interest in what it is you're doing. Even more significant,
however, is the real possibility (which we mentioned earlier) that going over such
emotionally-charged material will impact on your present life. A friend who knows what
you are doing, and who is somewhat more removed from your experiences than you
are, can act as an early warning system and notice hazards overlooked by someone
too close to the path to see the stones.
Explanation versus Description. We think that it is important to keep in mind the
relevance of a personal narrative. What is it for? What does it tell me that I (or
others) don't already know? These are serious questions, for how they are answered
may steer narrative-based conclusions into dangerous areas. One way to look at a
personal narrative is as an analysis of causes: "I'm the way I am because
such-and-such happened to me; our community is in such-and-such a way because this
happened to our members." Such readings of narratives we will call causal, because
3

We told you!
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they imply action-reaction linkages between events and interpret narratives as reports
concerning those linkages.
As we will argue more thoroughly elsewhere, we do not favour a causal
interpretation of narratives. Philosophically, these kinds of explanations commit those
holding them to the mechanistic, victim-blaming positions (a la Residential School
Syndrome) we have already rejected. Furthermore, from a technical viewpoint, it
(again) invites the wholesale dismissal of First Nations grievances if and when such
linkages fail to be demonstrated.
Rather than looking at narratives as reports about the action of causes in a
person's life, we think it more reasonable to think of them as descriptions, as ways of
elaborating other circumstances of a person's life that make other actions by that
person more intelligible. Thus, some people may credit their "business success" and
others attribute "difficulty in sharing emotion" to their respective experiences in
residential school. There is no contradiction between these accounts, nor is there
anything objectionable about the assertions, unless one presumes a uniformity of
residential school experience and a mechanistic view of human behaviour. Rather
than conflicting accounts of cause-effect connections, these attributions are part of
descriptions of the lives of these people, descriptions that may make their present
circumstances more understandable.
Instead of falling into the habit of making or assuming our personal narratives
are some kind of causal explanation for our actions, then, we recommend thinking of
them as descriptions that make us more intelligible to one another.
Don't Overgeneralize. We mentioned earlier that there is no inconsistency
between some people saying they liked residential school while others say they hated
it. However, controversy arises quickly when those statements are extended past their
limits, as for example, when "Residential school was good for me" becomes
"Residential school was good for me, and therefore it was good for all Indians." The
"therefore" part doesn't make sense at all.
Such "extensions" are so common that people on different sides of an argument
often make them without even realizing it. Often, the extensions are not even stated,
but merely taken for granted. We call this overgeneralizing, and consider it dangerous
because 1) it goes beyond the available evidence (knowing one bad teacher doesn't
mean all teachers are bad), and 2) it emotionally polarizes the issues under discussion
(no one enjoys being prejudged or preclassified on the basis of information about
someone else).
In developing your personal narrative, our suggestion is to avoid as far as
possible the tendency to draw general conclusions from your personal experience.
Perhaps a better way of thinking about this is, as mentioned earlier, not to confuse what
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you know with what you think you know. There is absolutely no harm in having an
opinion and expressing it; however, opinion disguised as fact misleads some people,
angers other, and invites nit-picking by critics.
If combined, overgeneralization and unsupportable causal explanation leads to
the kind of nonsense that passes as, for example, psychological "science." In working
out and sharing your personal narrative, telling your story will be an unique contribution
that will last for all time. Even if it is not something you wish to share, it will become
neither more useful to you nor a deeper, more penetrating analysis if dressed up in the
pomp and circumstance of empty pseudoscientific jargon.
Don't feel obligated. We have stated earlier, and repeat here, that no one
should feel coerced into participating in research. Since, with personal narratives the
"researcher" and the "researched" is one in the same, this amounts to warning people
thinking about constructing a personal narrative not to let your desire to tell your story
override your wish to keep private matters private. Your decision to develop a
narrative or not must be based on a consideration of your ethical responsibility to
yourself.
Furthermore, even if you decided to develop a "tangible" narrative for strictly your
own purposes (that is, it isn't to be shared with your community, the Royal Commission,
or others), you should be aware that, once having written it (or otherwise made it
concrete), there will be a lingering danger that it will fall outside your control.
Ultimately, the safest place for your private matters to reside is in your own head.
HOW DO YOU START, AND WHEN ARE YOU FINISHED?
We honestly don't know how to start. Our experience has been that personal
narratives, like good conversations, seem to have started by themselves sometime
before anyone noticed that there was one going on. Our suggestion, then, is merely to
make it possible for it to happen...think about some of the questions we posed, talk to a
friend here or there about it, and so on...and it will come. In truth, many people who
attended residential school have long ago begun working on their "personal narratives,"
but merely haven't committed their work to a form more solid than their memories.
Unfortunately, we are even less helpful when it comes to stopping. Research, in
the form of a personal narrative or otherwise, is never finished. At some point, you
must make an arbitrary decision to cut back or even stop one activity in order to pursue
others, and this will happen for your work on your narrative. If your narrative is
something to be shared, whatever part of it that is available, in whatever stage of
completion, will be a contribution.
We are "Works In Progress," and our willingness and ability to share ourselves
with one another are two of the more important parts of being human.
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CHAPTER 5:
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL RESEARCH: COMMUNITY
INTRODUCTION: THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY RESEARCHER
In many ways our recommendations concerning community-level research are
just extensions of what we have already written about in earlier sections. The
limitations as discussed in Chapter 3 apply as much to community as they do to
personal research, and the ground to be covered and the things to be kept in mind are
of similar relevance whether one's approach is aimed at either the community or the
personal level. Here we cover a few more information sources pertinent to a
community approach, and bring up community-level issues that don't arise when your
focus is on your personal residential school experiences.
The work of a community-based researcher is with a different form of complexity
than that confronting someone working on a personal narrative.
Where
individually-based researchers are concerned with making their current lives intelligible
in light of their pasts, community-based researchers aim at making a local populace
intelligible to itself, as a populace, in light of the history of the community (which
includes the history of its individual members). This isn't a matter of somehow adding
up a number of "individual pasts" and averaging. While individual, personal dynamics
have some degree of relevance to the dynamics of a group, they are not functions of
one another. How a social group might (in a metaphorical sense) collectively deal with
the worries, fantasies, strengths, weaknesses, abilities, deficits, trials, and tribulations of
its membership will be an end result of a local, entirely unpremeditated sequence of
events. (We say "metaphorical" because social groups are not human beings, and it is
stretching language to talk as if they were. For example, the dike in the story of the
little Dutch boy didn't decide to behave the way that it did; it just turned out that way).
A description of how a group of people coexist, which is one of the aims of community
research, will have no generalizations to make, and will include relatively few conscious
decisions to behave one way as opposed to another. 4 Community-based researchers
4

Some may argue that social groups make conscious decisions all the time, e.g.,
elections, adopting a constitution, passing laws. We would argue that much of this is
purely imaginary (did Canadians consciously adopt the convolutions of Free Trade?
How many actually contributed to the agreement?) or part of the social mythology used
to maintain group cohesion and intergenerational continuity. The myths and illusions
of a culture are certainly interesting, but it is stretching them to treat such accounts as
statements of fact. These issues aside, we intend our assertion to be more modest;
simply, that most of the day-to-day activities of a social group weren't adopted. That is,
they didn't come about as a result of a conscious decision to do things "that way," or, if
they did, we have little or no need to know about them now. Why are books the size
they are? Why does school end at 3:30? Why do we drive on the right side of the
road? These are not mysteries, but practices that have grown up for reasons now
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thus have the enormous job of saying how without falling too far into saying why.
Furthermore, social forces, which intrude upon us constantly but which we
seldom consider when trying to understand individual behaviour, are more obviously
pertinent to an understanding pegged at a community level. For example, it sounds
terribly odd to say Mr. Su (a hypothetical 19th century citizen of China) was addicted to
opium in part because of England's unfavourable balance of trade with India, but less
odd to say that opium addiction in 19th century China was due in part to the same
economic influence. Nevertheless, both assertions are quite defendable. Identifying
and incorporating such social factors into a community description is thus a major part
(perhaps the most important part) of the task of community-based researchers.
Because our life experiences are necessarily personal and individual, and because
western ideology works (through education, media, political debate, "professional
standards," and other forms of indoctrination) to limit our understanding to personal and
individual influences, individuals developing personal narratives will generally (though
not always) see the unfolding of their residential school experiences in personal and
individual terms!5 As we will show in more detail elsewhere, this leads both to
self-blame ("bad things happened to me because I'm bad") and denial of responsibility
("bad things happened because of bad circumstances outside my control").
Community-level research, by reaching outside the boundaries set by a
philosophical viewpoint limited to internal, individual influences, thus establishes a
broader framework for understanding local and personal events. In this space,
individual people will be able to work out more clearly what aspects of their lives they
are and are not responsible for.
Community-based researchers thus have a different puzzle than that confronting
their individually-focused compatriots. The fact that some pieces work for both puzzles
sometimes confuses us into believing there is only one puzzle, or that one of them is
only a part of the "bigger" puzzle, or that one puzzle is "truer" than the other. Each
puzzle, however, presents its own problems and deserves consideration upon its own
merits. Thus, the role of community-based researchers is to work on their puzzles,
sharing as requested pieces of their work that will assist people in their individual
projects, and, ultimately, trying to make clear whatever portion of their puzzle they are
eventually able to assemble.
remote to most of us.
5

This isn't intended as a slight to anyone: as Chomsky has pointed out numerous
times, any successful system of indirect control (like advertising) must seem to be
ineffective, or we would get upset at blatant attempts to manipulate us. Thus all of us,
regardless of how vigilant we are, will from time to time fall victim to the habit of
focussing on personal, internal influences while overlooking nonpersonal, external
influences. We all just have to keep trying.
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SOURCES OF COMMUNITY-BASED INFORMATION
Personal Narratives. In general, a major source of community-level information
will be narratives generated by members of that community. Rather than being
involved with working out their own narratives (which they may or may not do as a
personal decision), in our opinion a central concern of community-based researchers is
creating the conditions that will help community members develop their own narratives.
This may involve acting, as mentioned earlier, as the "sympathetic ear" to people
working on their narratives, or connecting up different community members when the
pairing is useful and agreed upon by the members, or having knowledge of and contact
with community services that may be required by people working on their narratives,
and so on.
Should individual researchers receive access to individual narratives of
community members, these will assist in developing an understanding of the community
as a whole, though not, as we have argued, by some kind of averaging. Specific
narratives may be used to illustrate part of the description being developed. Or they
may help make an historical description more vivid through eyewitness accounts of
what happened.6
Meetings, Conferences, and Workshops.
Another way in which a
community-based researcher may act to create the conditions for people to develop
their own narratives is by organizing local events with residential schooling as theme.
These do not have to be large, formal gatherings, nor need residential schooling be the
only topic under discussion. Indeed, meetings held locally, in informal circumstances,
will help individuals working on personal narratives find a supportative atmosphere for
sharing exeriences and information, and lessen the isolation often experienced during
narrative development.
Of course, such get-togethers carry the ethical constraints of any research
activity. Meeting organizers, being aware of the personal psychological impact the
discussion of residential schooling might raise, should either be prepared to address
those needs themselves, or make provisions for others to provide assistance as
needed.
Not only do community-based researchers benefit from whatever assistance
such meetings lend to work on personal narratives, the proceedings, minutes, notes, or
other records of the meetings (if transcribing is permitted) themselves become
6

This can be taken too far, as in the ludicrous television "miniseries" format which
purports to help us understand some incredibly catastrophic occurrence (like World
War II or the American Slave Trade) in terms of how it affected three or four central
characters.
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additional sources of information. Furthermore, because these records will usually be
interpersonal rather than personal, they may assist researchers at something closer to
the form of complexity they operate at.
Interviews. Another form of active (rather than reactive) development of
information is for community-based researchers to conduct interviews with consenting
parties. This approach more obviously falls within the purview of western research,
with its attendant statistical/ideological presumptions. However, simply because it was
built that way doesn't mean it has to be used that way. In this vein, mention should be
made of the exemplary work of Linda Bull (Indian Residential Schooling: The Native
Perspective) and N. Rosalyn Ing (The Effects of Residential Schools on Native
Child-Rearing Practices) who conducted their work, in part, via interviews. Their writing
would repay close study by anyone thinking about undertaking community-based
research.
One advantage of an interview approach is that community-based researchers
are not constrained by the willingness of individuals to develop and share their personal
narratives. Also, as long as a community researcher doesn't take on too many
associations at one time, individuals may take their interviews as being narrative work,
with the researcher acting as the "interested listener" as described in Chapter 4.
The disadvantages of interviewing stem from its ideological heritage. Most
obviously, there is a built-in disparity between the interviewer (the "objective scientist")
and the interviewee (the "object of study"). Even the slightest inclination along this line
of thinking leads to the kinds of problems First Nations peoples have always had with
outside researchers. At the very least it is a surreptitious reformulation of the
"narrator-interested listener" relationship we have argued for thus far. And not too far
down the road, it leads to all the misplaced precision and imperiousness of western
research: "standard" questions are recorded verbatim, transcribed, and analyzed
privately later to reveal the "underlying truth" (of which, of course, the informant is
ignorant), which is then published (with suitable accolades) in a "scientific" journal.
Well, la-de-da!
To our minds, the way to avoid this scenario is to use an interview in the way you
wish instead of in the way someone else says you must. Make explicit and take
seriously any relationship you work out with a community member; what is to be used
by whom, and in what format, are matters to settle before any conversation takes place;
don't put words in their mouths, and remember they are the ones to say whether or not
you have; have some general idea about the ground to be covered, but don't reduce it
to a checklist which has to be completed; let the interview unfold in its own way, like a
good conversation.
In terms of community researchers drawing their conclusions from interviews, we
think it important to keep in mind (here as elsewhere) the technical points we have been
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raising all along: describe, rather than explain; avoid overgeneralization; broaden and
supplement the individual perspectives you obtain with social, political, economic, and
historical information as appropriate. And finally, don't let anyone make you think that
any modifications you found you had to devise to a "standard" approach has rendered
the interviews intrinsically worthless; nobody owns the concept of "an interview."
Archival Information. A fourth contribution that can be made by community-level
researchers is through accessing archival data, information such as might be found in
public records, governmental or school document centers and repositories, libraries,
museums, collections, and so forth. If a number of individuals are working on personal
narratives, information from these sources can help them fill in details of their specific
experiences. (In Out of the Depths, for example, Isabella Knockwood reproduced the
form her parents were required to sign to "transfer" her to the control of Indian Affairs.)
To the extent that, in a particular community, a number of people will be looking for
similar old records, each will be reproducing the other's work in finding it.
Community-based researchers can make this task easier for everyone by letting people
know what kind of information is available, and where to find it.
For the community-based researcher personally, this kind of material is useful as
well in their task of describing the community as a community. Archives may provide
the historical background of a local First Nation, helping show a continuity between past
and present circumstances. Details of local First Nations (numbers, ages, language
groups, etc.), both for the present and for times past, may be available, and existing
reports may contain specific information of interest (numbers of students at a local
residential school in a particular year; names of students and staff; amounts of money
spent on clothes or food for resident students; etc.). All this and more could contribute
to describing as comprehensively as possible the local community and how residential
schooling functioned with respect to it.
Of course, archival information might "speak" quite eloquently all by itself.
Although not directly concerned with residential schooling, a superb example of how
this can be achieved is Andre Lopez's Pagans in our Midst. With little commentary and
only the broadest organization, Lopez simply reproduces the news items and
advertisements that had First Nations content for a dozen or so local newspapers
between 1885 and 1910. The ideological biases of nonIndian society, prejudice,
racism, and so on become clear as you work your way through the material, with a
cumulative intellectual and emotional impact that is convincing and overpowering. This
kind of "personal project," which could be developed from various archives of materials
dealing with residential schooling, does not depend on infringing upon anyone's
narrative. And yet, as a "biography" of a community, it could be as useful and as
important as any piece of work.
Summary. These do not in any way exhaust the informational resources of
community-based researchers. As we noted earlier, once research has begun it is
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likely that refinements, extensions, and completely new ideas will occur to any
researcher. In judging your own particular approach to generating information, you
must first be convinced that the ethical criteria discussed at length in Chapter 2 are
satisfied. In deciding what an information source can and cannot tell you, our
recommendation is to make your best case, as explicitly as possible, about the scope
and quality of your data. If others disagree with your assessment, at least they will be
dealing with your position and not with what they say your position is.
Finally, we hope it goes without saying that these approaches do not exclude
one another. Certain kinds of informations might come by different approaches in
different places, and whatever it takes to tell the story of a community is fair game.
TOWARD
A
SCHOOLING

COMMUNITY-LEVEL

UNDERSTANDING

OF

RESIDENTIAL

Assembling the Puzzle. We hope we have given community-based researchers
a sense of how their work differs from that of individual community members, even as it
depends upon it. We also hope that we have been able to provide a general idea of
what sources of information are available for this work. Figuratively speaking,
information is all around us, and as community-based researchers get into their work,
we think they will be able to supplement greatly the sketch we have offered here. The
last technical matter we will consider is what to do with all this information.
Competitive plausibility. Narratives, publications, archives, and other locally
developed sources of information are somehow to be combined in as comprehensive a
description as possible of a First Nations community. When residential schooling is
the topic, the point of the work is to try to understand what residential schooling has
meant to the community; metaphorically, from what parts of the world, and into what
parts of the community, has residential schooling reached? How has it operated inside
and outside the First Nations community? How does it continue to operate?
There is an almost overwhelming tendency to think there must be a "right way" to
put all this information together. However, this is just another form of the western bias
to view personal and interpersonal activity in terms of internal, individual, causal forces.
There is no right way; one account may have longer words than another, or be better
organized, or emphasize different points, or make more use of personal narratives, and
so on. But once we see that differing accounts aren't approximations to a "real" or
"true" account (that lists the "true" variables and that specifies the "right" causal forces),
we will be able to judge community descriptions according to how well they do the
possible, rather than in terms of how well they do the impossible.
To talk about what's possible we've borrowed (and modified) Martin Bernal's
(Black Athena) concept of competitive plausibility. Assume that there are at least two
ways of accounting for a body of information. Information from multiple sources, that
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has "gaps" in it, and that doesn't (and can't) identify its connections with other pieces of
information, simply will not help us to decide definitively between the two accounts.
Rather that abandon both as undecidable, he suggests we view the adequacy of each
account in light of its plausibilty given the alternative(s). The notions of "proof" and
"truth" are, he argues, inappropriate under these conditions, while a judgment of
"account A seems more plausible than account B" may well apply.
In Bernal's approach, there is still the latent notion of "truth" (an unknowable one)
lurking about, and we would prefer to avoid accepting even this much; one could with
little difficulty find oneself speculating on all manners of unknowable inner causal
mechanisms. In addition, plausible alternative syntheses (what big words!) seem
easier to come by in Academia than elsewhere; locally derived accounts of local
circumstances are unlikely to have given rise to systematic alternative accounts. Thus,
community-based researchers, having the additional task of suggesting other ways of
viewing the information at their disposal, may become open to the charge of
demolishing "straw men" when the researchers themselves have to propose
alternatives to their favored accounts.
We suggest community researchers go ahead anyway, developing as plausible
an account as they can and bringing up alternatives (straw ones or not) as their
explications require. Let's be serious: what are alternative accounts for the residential
school experience, at a personal or a community level? Indians and their children are
innately depraved and the schools were an attempt to save their souls? The
governments designed, approved, and operated the systems out of the goodness of
their hearts? Children who had a bad time of it were stupid, unruly savages who might
have benefitted from having their spirits broken? Childhood sexual experiences are a
way of developing healthy adult sexuality? When unstated counterarguments are
made explicit, they are as ugly, racist, and paternalistic as anything local researchers
are likely to come up with. The fact that they all have the logical and moral force of
"straw men" reveals the depth of the injustice done. Consequently, we can't
understand why we should have to apologize for the vacuity of their arguments.
So, community researchers, go ahead as needed and build your men of straw: if
nonIndians get upset enough, they may be moved to a serious examination of the
histories and motives of their own societies.
Stepping Outside Your Community: Throwing Away Band-Aids. We have been
quite specific that even successful research concerned with residential schooling leads
to no particular program of what to do about it. More specifically, if, say, one wishes to
make theraputic recommendations, additional theraputic research will have to be
carried out; legal recommendations will require legal research; and so on. And yet,
research on different specific topics can make contributions to inquiries in other areas.
Just as individual dynamics and social dynamics are not functions of one another but
can be mutually relevant, research on one topic often has something to tell another
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topic, and vice versa. We predict, then, that during the time allocated for putting the
information together, concerns will arise about how the research on residential
schooling may contribute to doing something about it.
We see both an indirect and a direct way a contribution can be made.
Indirectly, once a community has successfully carried out its own research it becomes
easier to do it again. Experience really is the best teacher, and after your first go,
research into other topics (community reclamation, therapy, law, etc.) may follow easily.
At the very least, even if your First Nation decides to seek specialized assistance in
future research, you become a critical consumer and less susceptible to the elliptical
blather of a smooth-talking consultant.
However useful this might be, it does seem somewhat pie-in-the-sky and
unsatisfactory. Isn't there some use to be made that is more practical and direct?
Yes. We said earlier that perhaps the most important task of community-based
researchers was to identify and incorporate broad social forces into their accounts of
communities. Well, an inquiry into the local community dynamics can easily include an
examination of how local social forces are controlled by forces more remote. Let's be
blunt: we often complain that the programs we develop or administer are merely
"band-aids" that really don't make any long-term changes. This is true, but the
complaint doesn't generally lead to a critical examination of questions like where we're
getting the band-aids and why we keep applying them. We think this is something that
needs to be hit very hard at the local level, for all too often the reliance on those outside
our communities, aboriginals or not, has merely meant bringing in various kinds of
band-aid salespersons.
If we want to change the system, our first task is to understand how it works, not
just at one level but at all levels. Once this is more completely understood, any change
that is made can be examined in terms of how the system has reacted as a whole.
Research may not be able to tell us precisely what to do about residential schooling, for
individuals or for communities, but if we want eventually to do something useful, an
understanding of the forces that brought about and maintain its influence, and an
examination of our own role in this dynamic, is of primary importance.
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CHAPTER 6:
THE FUTURE ROLE OF THE ROYAL COMMISSION
We began this booklet by stating that our interest was in making what
contribution we could to community-based research (that is, research that was initiated,
developed, implemented, analyzed, and controlled by First Nations communities). The
Commission is, of course, engaged in its own research on the topic, and any and all
materials bearing on residential schooling submitted to the Commission will gratefully
be accepted. However, our need was never our motive, and we would be more
troubled by receiving information released reluctantly than by receiving no information
at all.
Nevertheless, it is only fair that those contemplating this possibility be aware of
how their submissions will be handled.7 First, all submissions will be treated with strict
adherence to the ethical protocols as laid out in Chapter 2. All submissions will be
under lock and key when not under physical supervision, and access will be limited to
individuals with a direct professional interest in the material. As well, these individuals
have agreed to abide by the Commissions ethical guidelines. Second, to the extent
permitted by our ethical requirements, the Commission will in the final report
acknowledge the contributions made by all submitters. We will not be able to be too
specific directly in the text, but we will give full and public credit for contributions.
Finally, we should try to address just what we will do with the information
submitted. Unfortunately, the best we can do is to say it will encompass all the
suggestions in Chapters 4 and 5 made for both individual and community researchers,
and more. We are in the position of the community researcher seeking the assistance
of someone writing a personal narrative: we have the aim of what we hope to achieve
set out in broad stroke, but we can't say at this time just what we use we will be able to
make of any particular piece of information. Broadly, we intend to produce a history of
Indian Residential Schooling (and produce a guidebook for finding material available in
government and church archives), an overview of the existing social and psychological
work that has been done in residential schooling and related areas, and survey the
legal issues (national and international) that arise out of Canada's residential school
past. Further, we hope to put all of this together in a way that leaps past whatever
individual limitations we who are working on this issue may have. But in the final
analysis, we can only promise what community researchers promise the members of
their local groups: you will have our absolute best effort.

7

All materials submitted thus far to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
have been treated in accordance with the ethical protocols described in this booklet.
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INTRODUCTION
Many years ago a psychologist who tested a number of school children on one
of our reserves (RDC) with the Wechsler scale concluded that somewhere between
50% and 75% of us were mentally subnormal. Some thirty years later another
psychologist came out, armed with the revised version of Wechsler's scale, for
another session. His conclusion, at time fairly percolating with optimism (for
he had read the first study), was that nowadays "only" 25% to 50% of us were mentally
subnormal.
Were we inclined to be generous, we suppose that this could be regarded as
progress of a sort; but to us these incidents reflect more an astonishing lack
of progress in appreciating the problems that arise when using tests with people
for whom they were not developed. This particular misapplication points, however,
to an even bigger problem in test usage, ignorance of psychometrics. The knot
of illogic and bad psychometric practice standing behind the conclusions drawn
by brother educational psychologists separated by 30 years is tangled beyond
anything Alexander the Great ever had to deal with. And yet, in our experience,
their behaviour is the norm rather than exceptional.
In considering what leads pyschologists and psychometrists to pronounce such
absurdities with a straight face, try as we might we can only come up with three
explanations.
For the purposes of this paper we concentrate on the first:
psychologists, educators, and other test users who do such things just don't
understand the connections between psychometric theory and their own ethical
guidelines for testing. Our other explanations (two, that they don't know their
ethical guidelines for testing, or three, they don't care that they're violating
them) would obviate the pedagogical strategy we will pursue here and make
litigation preferable. Indeed, to the extent that at least some test users are
describable in terms of our second and third explanations, litigation will be
necessary. However, we would like to think (and we may be deluding ourselves)
that once the theoretical basis of ethical practics is made clear, most of the
problem will disappear.
There are, of course, psychometrists who know full well why the guidelines
are the way they are. We ask their indulgence if we try their patience, but must
point out that their efforts to reign in their colleagues seem to have gotten
nowhere. Maybe we will have more success.
Our self-appointed task, then, is to play the part of Alexander with the
"knot" mentioned above. Like Alexander we will let our urgency show, and, after
some preliminary fiddling hack our way through it. Unlike Alex, however, our
urgency does not arise from impatience as much as from our perception of the
seriousness and depth of the problems to be discussed. Even a little spade work
in the psychological and educational literatures on First Nations peoples will
reveal absurdities that match or exceed the story we began with: e.g., as a
population, Indians are "right-brained," have aberrant "learning styles," suffer
from an abundance of fetal alcohol "effects," are variously "learning disabled,"
and, in general, are just less intelligent than (almost) everyone else. Most of
these conclusions have been reached through the misuse of "cognitive" tests like
the Wechsler series, but orectic obloquoy ain't far behind: e.g., elsewhere it
has been declared, on the basis of work using the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (MMPI), that Lakota children (and, it is implied, all First Nations
children) are successful students to the extent that they are not Paranoid,

Depressed, Schizophrenic, Hypochondriacal, etc. etc. In all these cases and more,
the treatment of psychological test results as absolute measures, in violation
of ethical standards, is foundational.
All these concerns are magnified in a society that, nominally at least,
prides itself on not being a "melting pot," but instead celebrates the diversity
of its population.
If the commitment of psychologists and educators to
multi-culturalism is to be other than an ill wind, they must understand clearly
what they can or cannot achieve in assessing people who do not share a Eurocentric
"form of life." While we focus on problems of cross-cultural assessment of First
Nations peoples, we hope you will agree the issues raised are more fundamental.
EXISTING ETHICAL STANDARDS AND TESTING
The present ethics code, Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing
(American Educational Research Association, American Psychological Asssociation,
and National Council on Measurement in Education, 1985), superceded the 1974
version and was adopted by the parallel Canadian associations shortly after it
was accepted in the United States. The late Melvin Novick, who chaired the
committee which did the rewrite, certainly knew the dangers of pushing the results
of an assessment further than psychometric theory allowed (many of his papers were
concerned one way or another with the topic), and the Standards are suffused with
warnings to that effect.
The basic thrust of these warnings can be summarized in three statements:
1) the psychometric properties of any standardized test are a function of the group
upon whom it is developed; 2) in giving a standardized test to a new group, the
psychometric properties of the test change, perphaps slightly, perhaps greatly,
but there is no way to tell without looking; and 3) therefore, before drawing the
same conclusions from the test results in a new group as you would for the norming
group, the psychometric properties of the standardized test must be reestablished
in the new group. It should go without saying that it is not tests that are biased,
but rather people's interpretations of them: people have prejudices, are racist,
are sexist, etc., and standardized tests are merely some handy tools that can be
and are employed for ideological ends. It is to the credit of Novick and his
colleagues that, in the Standards, they make a concerted effort to mitigate the
usefulness of these tools toward those ends, and they do this by pointing out,
simply, that educational and psychological measures are not absolutes. Whether
or not this was done with humanitarian or egalitarian motives is, for our purposes,
irrelevant, as Novick himself would agree: warnings against using or interpreting
tests outside test development groups are based on the mathematics and statistics
of applicable test theory, not on Novick's politics, whatever they were.
Broadly, then, we are in agreement with the thrust of the Standards. Having
said this we still have some bones to pick with them. For one thing, much of the
wording is, in our opinion, overly qualified; for example, what is the precise
moral force of "should" (rather than "must") in a statement of ethics? The Ten
Commandments would have lost a lot of bite had they passed through this particular
committee. For another, the discussion of the issue we're writing about here is
considerably spread around in the text of the Standards, making it somewhat
difficult to see as a coherent issue, and, occasionally, making it seem as if misuse
of tests is not an issue in some domains of application, because it isn't explicitly
raised.
Finally, although the warnings are clear enough once ferreted out,
explaining the connection between a guideline and its psychometric rationale is

not one of the strong points of the manual. Since we believe that commentary about
this connection is important to getting the "average" test user to alter his or
her practice, this is what we will undertake here, avoiding as much as possible
commentary that already appears in the manual.
PSYCHOMETRIC NUMEROLOGY: TECHNICAL STUFF
Before having a look at some of the Standards we think it appropriate to
introduce some psychometrics, just to make sure we are on common ground. Let's
begin with some terminology.
Test construction is an earlier stage of test
development, where items are written, edited, pretested, selected, and so on, by
means of a variety of conceptual and analytic procedures, until the specific item
content of a test is determined. In test norming, one takes the test created in
the construction phase as fixed, administers it to specific groups of people, and
calculates norms, or characteristic standards of performance. Future test-takers
will then be evaluated against those standards. Test validation is an ongoing
conceptual and analytic process of justifying inferences drawn on the basis of
test performance. These are related but conceptually distinguishable activities,
and there are well-established reasons for keeping them practically distinct as
well (Cureton, 1967). While the Standards follows this prescription (indeed,
earlier versions of the Standards helped established it), in practice these
activities are often run together (e.g., in orectic testing). We will try to keep
the following discussion consistent with these distinctions, but because the
confusion of these activities is rife in the thinking we will examine, a certain
amount of jumping around will be necessary.
We will also need some mathematics before reviewing the Standards. It is
said that most "soft" scientists are afraid of math. If that's true, then their
shying away from psychometrics becomes understandable (though not forgivable).
But for all the complex number-crunching-data-gathering-model-testing done by
pure psychometrists, test theory isn't particularly mathematical, and what's wrong
with using a test with a group of individuals for whom it was not developed is
relatively easy to show. In Figure 1 we present a scatterplot of the relation
between responses to a single item (along the vertical) and status on a latent
dimension (the horizontal). The single item is represented as binary (it could
have any number of response options, but it's easier to see the point with just
two), and it makes no practical difference whether the dichotomy is thought of
as right/wrong, true/false, keyed/non-keyed, or what-have-you. The form of the
plot is easily described: the higher you go along the "capacity" dimension (that
is, move from left to right horizontally), the easier it is to find people answering
in the keyed direction (that is, that are along the top rather than along the bottom
of the figure). If, for example, this was a spelling question, the more "verbal
ability" (latent capacity) a person had, the more likely he or she would get this
spelling item right (be plotted at the top, rather than the bottom, of the figure).
In classical test theory the slope of the line that predicts a person's response
to an item from their status on the latent capacity would be termed the "item-total
r" (really a regression), and is the foundation for test development (item
selection, internal consistency, factor structure, etc.). Modern test theory
differs from classical theory in the presumed form of this relation (non-linear
vs. classical test theory's linear form) and in its
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of + vs. - responses to a single item against
underlying "capacity."
correction for some obvious mathematical absurdities of the simple linear additive
model (e.g., error distributions).
Also, before going further, we would like to emphasize that the problem we
are showing at the item-test level could as easily be shown as problematic at
item-item or test-test levels. Since we will be redundant elsewhere, here we will
show the effects of sampling on association once and trust you will make the proper
extrapolation.
Take a long hard look at Figure 1. Imagine yourself drawing various samples
and plotting the corresponding regression lines. It should be easy to see that
depending on your sample you can get anything from a nearly straight up-and-down
line to a horizontal one. For example, to get a horizontal line, just take a sample
of four people, one each who got the item wrong and right from the region of capacity
around "A," and one each who got the item wrong and right from the region of capacity
around "B." A horizontal line would represent no relation between item and latent
capacity, because people grouped at different levels of capacity would be
performing identically to one another (and hence, you couldn't tell "low capacity"
people from "high" ones).
Conversely, a vertical line represents a perfect
relation between item and latent capacity, as a "+" or "-" answer will identify
respondents as belonging to one of two non-overlapping groups. Depending on the
quirkiness of your sample, however, the vertical line could be interpreted as
either positive or negative association between item and latent capacity; to make
r negative, just select cases low on the dimension who got it right and those high
on the dimension who got it wrong. Technically speaking, then, the item-total
association can range anywhere between +1.0 to -1.0, depending on your sample.
Or, finally, assume that you sample only people lower than point "A" (or,
equivalently, people higher than point "B"): here the regression isn't even
defined, since performance within such samples is constant, not variable.

The reason technical psychometrists are obsessed with sample size (N) is
precisely because they know about the dangers lurking in Figure 1. By now, you
should be able to see that the smaller the sample, the easier it is to get a weird
regression line. With large enough samples, psychometrists feel confident they
are dealing with the "real" picture and not some N-induced data spasm. How large
is large enough? Edwards (1970) considers 400 the minimum for orectic tests, and
for cognitive tests, depending on the theory of measurement presumed (classical
or modern) we have seen suggestions ranging anywhere from 200 to 10,000. Further,
for tests designed to measure performance that varies over time (e.g., cognitive
tests), the minimum N must be gathered at each performance point of interest.
Thus, the Wechsler's children's scales sample 100 boys and 100 girls at each
half-year step along the range of ages the particular scale will be applied to.
Under the assumption that our "personalities" are fairly constant at maturity,
most orectic tests are not sampled with anywhere near this degree of
comprehensiveness (many popular tests don't even reach Edward's N = 400).
However, some researchers are starting to appreciate that using one test for
children, teens, adults, and the elderly is not without its problems.
Regardless of sample size, however, the point should now be clear:
statistical indices of classical test theory are sample specific, and once a
psychometric device is used in another sample the values of those indices will
change. Since the values of these indices provide the empirical justification
for conclusions drawn about individual test takers, the psychometric coherence
of the indices in a new sample is a logical prerequisite for putting forth any
interpretation. If one wishes to draw the same conclusions in a new sample as
one would in the old, the same pattern of relations between psychometrically
interesting events is required.
At this point, modern test theorists might wish to jump in to say their
approach avoids these problems by generating sample-invariant test indices. We
have several responses. First of all, the tests we're complaining about here
(those used for personality or psychiatric diagnoses, educational prescriptions,
employment decisions, and so on) were developed using classical theory; modern
theory is not only more mathematically scary than its older sib, it's harder to
do because of the enormous sample sizes required. Hence, virtually none of the
battery of tests used to pound First Nations peoples (or anyone else, for that
matter) have modern test theory as their mathematical basis. Second, in the most
fundamental way modern test theory does not differ from classical theory. Though
we haven't commented upon it until now, the "latent dimension representing
capacity" is crucial to determining the item-total relation, and yet there is no
possible solution to the problem of locating people along this dimension. The
dimension is simply a fiction, a fundamental indeterminacy in latent variable
models of all sizes and shapes (Maraun, 1993), whether classical or modern. Third,
the sample invariance of modern test theory is theoretical; if we are willing to
accept their assumptions (described in Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985, or
Hambleton, Swaminathan & Rogers, 1991), then maybe they can achieve sample
invariance. However, the assumptions are arguable (even dubious; Goldstein &
Wood, 1989), and there are no practical demonstrations of the invariance they
claim.
Finally, like classical theory, modern theory derives from a long
tradition of bad philosophical psychology, where empirical means are thought to
clarify conceptual problems.
However, there are unanswerable philosophical
objections to this position, and one or two simple demonstrations that
psychological empiricism must fail in its enterprise (Chrisjohn & Maraun, 1994).
In sum, modern test theory is no panacea (Goldstein & Wood, 1989).

At the risk of boring everyone, then, we restate the lesson of Figure 1:
item-total associations (and, indeed, the associations between all events of
psychometric interest) are a function of the samples from which they are
calculated. The only protection against perverse samples is to make N large, but
even this can only make perverse samples less probable; nothing can eliminate them.
Thus, the only justification possible for using a test with a group of people for
whom it was not normed is the empirical demonstration of the equivalence of the
test's psychometric properties in the new and old samples.
This provides, we think, more than adequate grounds for our discussion.
Let's now have a look at how the Standards express and codify these purely
psychometric considerations.
A SURVEY OF TESTING STANDARDS
Standard 3.10: When previous research indicates the need for
of item or test performance differences for a particular kind
for members of age, ethnic, cultural, and gender groups
population of test takers, such studies should be conducted
as feasible.

studies
of test
in the
as soon

Reflected in this particular standard is recognition of the dependence of
test parameters on the characteristics of the group being tested.
This
recognition is half-hearted, however, for as worded 3:10 makes it seem that the
"default" belief should be that test characteristics are sample-invariant unless
someone produces data to suggest otherwise. This is bad science, in theory and
in practice. If anyone, in any branch of science, were to claim to have an
invariant measuring instrument for anything, his or her claim would be greeted
with skepticism. One thing Einsten taught the world was that a foot is not a foot,
nor an hour an hour; rather, the "absolutes" of space and time were a function
of the speed at which an observer making measurements was travelling, the location
of the observer in a field of gravity, and so on. Any real scientist realizes
the conditionality of measurement, and yet many psychologists seem to think of
their measures as absolutes. And in real science, the "burden of proof" is on
the party making the extraordinary claim (Strahler, 1992). We think it safe to
say that, prima facie, psychoeducationally-invariant measurement is the
extraordinary claim here.
We don't have to keep this strictly theoretical, either. We have been unable
to locate any instances where proper psychometric technology has identified an
invariant test for any group. A good example is Hanna's (1984) study, where
administrations of the same achievement test to the same students two years apart
failed by and large to demonstrate invariance of test structure. That curious
branch of psychometric fantasy, validity generalization, has made claims of
universal applicability for "ability" tests, but for a technical point of view
their attempt to find sample specificity is equivalent to Lucy's search for Charlie
Brown: "He's not here; he's not there; so he must not be anywhere." In practice,
then, test invariance just hasn't happened. And, perhaps even more to the point,
where anyone has taken the trouble to look at data for First Nations groups (e.g.,
Seyfort, Spreen & Lahmer, 1980; Mueller, Mulcahy, Wilgosh, Watters, & Mancini,
1986), the "previous research" documenting performances differences (needed to
instigate the search for performance differences alluded to in Standard 3.10) is
already available.

Note finally the qualifications "should" (not "must") and "as soon as
feasible." With respect to the first, if psychoeducators "don't" even when they
"should," what are the consequences to them? Whatever they might be, they are
nowhere near as severe as those experienced by people to whom the tests, in clear
violation of this standard, have been applied. With regard to the second, for
the First Nations of North America, "feasible" continues to be a long way off.
Standard 4.3: Norms that are presented should refer to clearly
described groups. These groups should be the ones with whom users
of the test will ordinarily wish to compare the people who are tested.
One logical consequence of the sample specificity of tests developed by
classical methods is that the more discrepant an individual (or a group of
individuals) is from the population in which a test was developed, the less likely
the test will be an appropriate standard by which to judge the individual (or
group). Despite another double weasel-wording ("should" and "ordinarily") in the
second sentence, the instruction is clear: in order to justify applying a test
to a subject, the subject must be drawn manifestly from the norming population
within which the test was developed.
As regards First Nations, then, the
application and interpretation of any of the widely used psychoeducational devices
whatsoever is in clear violation of the Standards, since none of them has had First
Nations peoples as its normative group.
Some dim awareness of this state of affairs is reflected in a number of
attempts to compensate for this obvious breech of ethics. One reaction has been
to develop test-specific supplemental norms for First Nations people. Test users
would then go on as before in applying the test, but reference a different set
of performance standards when interpreting results obtained from First Nations
respondents. A second reaction has been to include First Nations peoples (and
other minority group respondents) in test construction samples. It is thought
that the norms eventually obtained as one of the final stages of a program of test
development would then apply to First Nations respondents by virtue of their
group's having been included earlier. Let's take each reaction in turn.
To date, none of the attempts to develop norms for First Nations peoples
have demonstrated any grasp of the psychometric demands for norming or renorming
a test. Recall that somewhere between 200 and 10,000 respondents are recommended
as a sample size, depending on what kind of test is being normed and which test
theory is being presumed. What can actually be found in practice? A "norming"
of the Kaufmann Assessment Battery for Children on a total of 20 First Nations
students ranging in age from 6 to 19; a "renorming" of the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children (with a "proof" of "right-brainedness") on 15 First Nations
children from an unspecified range of ages; a "restandardization" of the MMPI on
30 First Nations young adults; and on and on. We won't name names, but both the
formal and the informal literatures that claim to provide norms for standardized
tests for First Nations peoples are simply pathetic. There is no indication of
an understanding of the "quirkiness" of small samples, of how unlikely it is that
such a small number of individuals could possible furnish a standard against which
to judge everyone else.
Apart from the sizes of "samples" for renorming, we must also object that
the development of supplementary norms uncritically accepts far too much about
the appropriateness of the test under consideration. Norms are developed once

there is evidence that a test is indeed measuring something of psychoeducational
interest, but giving a standard psychometric instrument (even to a large number
of First Nations respondents) and calculating "standards" of performance presumes
the invariance of the test. This invariance, of course, is the same one we have
already identified as dubious in our discussion of Standard 3.10. Practically
and conceptually, then, development of supplemental norms for First Nations groups
is a misguided effort.
If the effort at "norming and renorming" is pathetic, the idea of including
members of minorities in test development sounds much better: at least it addresses
the "applicability" issues rasied in the previous paragraph. However better it
sounds, this procedure, while not pathetic, is downright pernicious. Let us first
inquire (considerations of overall N aside), what constitutes an appropriate
sample for a new test? The answer is far from clear (see Kruskal & Mosteller,
1979), but to much of the public, and to too many researchers, an appropriate norm
is one that is a miniature of the population to which the test will eventually
be applied; so that if a sample of 200 had, say, 10-20 First Nations people in
it, the test would be "okay" for use with them. While this sounds fair and
democratic (it is neither), it ignores the relation between the sampling and the
psychometric issues.
What is the point of this kind of test development program? In effect, it
combines the requirements of Standards 3.10 and 4.3 by trying to construct a test
with invariant test parameters while calculating norms which can be applied to
all constituent groups. The point of including First Nations peoples (or women,
or other minorities) in such a program is to show that the test statistics replicate
(to a reasonable degree) across all constituent groups, thus demon-strating the
universality of the psychometric reasoning linking testing results and inferences
drawn from testing results. Or, a better way to put this would be that working
with such a sample gives the test developer a chance to examine, through standard
significance test procedures, whether or not the characteristics of a test (and
hence, the inferences drawn from test results) in fact replicate across constituent
groups.
Putting one's measurement device to such a stringent test would indeed be
admirable practice. However, if there are large differences in the numbers of
individuals from different groups in the test development sample (as the
"population-in-miniature" model suggests), we are technically limited in our
ability to determine whether the test has the same characteristics in different
groups: the standard errors of all our psychometric indices (e.g., means,
correlations, covariances) depend on N, the sample size, and, to put it simply,
the smaller the sample the more reasonable it is to expect that any guess about
the value of a test parameter is "way off." Even if a small-sample estimate of
a test population parameter is close, we can't know that it is until we have a
much bigger sample.
On purely statistical grounds, we need our sample test
statistics to be as close as possible to population values. Having ten times as
many members from one group as compared to another means our estimates will be
more precise for the larger group. Practically speaking, it also means that we
will not be able to detect real differences in indiced for the different groups,
unless the differences are enormous (Humphreys, 1985).
Rather than belabor the obvious, have a look a Table 1 below. In this table,
we show how difficult it is to detect differences between correlations from two
populations when one of the groups is sampled much less comprehensively

Table 1.
Detecting Differences between Correlations
in Two Samples: Two Cases
______________________________________________________________________
Case 1: Proportional Sampling
Case 2: Equal Sampling
(N1 = 200; N2 = 20)
(N1 = 200; N2 = 200)
______________________________________________________________________
Correlations by Group
Correlations by Group
______________________________________________________________________
Z-test
Z-test
of
of
Group 1
Group 2
diff.
Group 1
Group 2
diff.
rho = .5

rho = .4

.49 n.s.

rho = .5

rho = .4

1.21 n.s.

rho = .5

rho = .3

.94 n.s.

rho = .5

rho = .3

2.37*

rho = .5

rho = .2

1.37 n.s.

rho = .5

rho = .2

3.43*

rho = .5

rho = .1

1.78 n.s.

rho = .5

rho = .1

4.45*

rho = .5 rho = .0 2.17*
rho = .5 rho = .0 5.45*
______________________________________________________________________
* = correlations differ statistically at p. < .05.

(the left side of the table). Only the rho (population correlation value) = .5
vs. rho = .0 comparison is statistically detected as a difference. In the right
side of the table, where the two populations are sampled equally and well, the
differences between the correlations in the two samples are readily detected.
Thus, "democratic" samples do not bear on the legitimacy of using a test
within the constituent groups making up the test development samples, except when
the absolute N of the constituent groups is large. Unless this condition is met,
such samples are unequal to the task of demonstrating the invariance (or lack of
invariance) of the measurement properties of any psychometric instrument across
populations.
Why not simply sample constituent groups "equally and well," then? This
suggestion raises even bigger problems, problems that obviate either of the
"solutions" that have been offered to the one raised by Standard 4.3: 1) what would
be an appropriate sample of First Nations peoples?; and 2) practically speaking,
where would they all come from? With respect to 1), the First Nations
of North America share a certain communality of experience (primarily, our
treatment by the non-First Nations majority governments and societies), but
otherwise have an enormous diversity of forms of life. "Lumping" us together
originated in racism and bureaucratic convenience, not in any real or apparent
uniformity of language, culture, beliefs, or what-have-you.
Would Siksika
children provide results comparable to estimates developed on Ongweonwe children

from Ontario? Do Inuit norms apply to Lakota? Anyone presuming to know the answer
to these questions is lying, incompetent, or deluded.
With respect to 2), satisfying norming or test construction demands would
soon become our primary (if not sole) activity. Because our Nations are not
replications of one another, each would have to come up with enough warm bodies
to supply test developers and users with subject populations. Frankly, we have
better things to do with our time.
To sum up: current test usage with First Nations peoples is in clear violation
of the ethical requirements to compare individuals with an appropriate norm.
Schemes that have been developed to address this issue fail to deal with it
conceptually, technically, and practically. Keeping Standard 4.3 in mind, we
don't really expect test developers and users to provide samples of 200 for each
age grouping within all 600+ First Nations cultural/linguistic groups of North
America: WE EXPECT THEM TO STOP TESTING US.
Standard 6.3: When a test is to be used for a purpose for which it
has not been previously validated, or for which there is no supported
claim for validity, the user is responsible for providing evidence
of validity.
Standard 7.1: Clinicians should not imply that interpretations of test
data are based on empirical evidence of validity unless such evidence
exists for the interpretations given.
Standard 8.11: Test users should not imply that empirical evidence
exists for a relationship among particular test results, prescribed
educational plans, and desired student outcomes unless such evidence
is available.
While some readers may have been thinking (even hoping) that we have been
"reaching" at bit in our commentary thus far, these standards are difficult to
misinterpret: if you don't have evidence for interpreting a test result in a
particular way, get it or don't make the interpretation.
Further, no
"burden-of-proof" legerdemain is allowed: the person wishing to make the
interpretation must be able to produce the evidence for it. As before, these
stipulations (important enough to be repeated in slightly altered form at various
places in the Standards) are in the manual because test characteristics are
specific to the standardization population.
Try as we might, we cannot find even one study justifying lifting the
implicative network of behavior-test relations off a majority society and dropping
it wholesale on any minority population.
We can't even find an honest,
comprehensive attempt at such a study. Yet, in learning disability diagnosis,
educational streaming, providing vocational guidance, declaiming on the
"brainedness" of minority groups, and in a hundred other practices, this is
precisely what is being done, all in blatant violation of the ethical guidelines.
It is true that over the years we have met quite a few educators and psychologists
who worry about this, but all of them go right ahead and continue their work anyway.
In our turn, we are troubled by the rationale they often provide: they are only
following orders. As the world learned at Nuremberg, this is not good enough.
Standard 6.11: In school, clinical, & counseling applications, a test
taker's score should not be accepted as a reflection of lack of ability

with respect to the characteristic being tested for without
considertion of alternate explanations for the test taker's inability
to perform on that test at that time.
This standard is just ordinary common sense and good manners, although no
guidance is provided as to what suitable alternative explanations might be.
Modern social scientists are so used to accepting cognitive Rube Goldberg Machines
as "explanations" that some real instruction is needed in how to think up other
reasons why some people behave the way they do. In ability testing, the "big
question," whether a test measures what is implied by its title, needs constantly
to be examined, but nowadays raising such issues evokes either yawns or rabid
denounciations (Chrisjohn & Maraun, 1994). In this we see once again dogmatism
rather than the scientific spirit psychological and educational measurement
specialists purport to embrace.
As well, we are troubled by the lack of inclusion of selection and guidance
tests from the scope of this standard. Are employment tests perfect (news to us!),
or is this just another case of the "demands of the marketplace" metastasizing
an already dubious technology into even greater offensiveness? No guesses.
Standard 8.10: The possibility that differential prediction exists
in educational selection for selected groups should be investigated
where there is prior evidence to suggest that positive results may
be found and where sample sizes are adequate.
Once again the questions swarm: 1) why "should" and not "must?" What
precisely is "should" doing in an ethical standard?; 2) why is invariance the
implied default?
What justification is there for treating psychological
measurement as somehow absolute?; 3) why are the domains of clinical, industrial,
and vocational testing not mentioned? Are they somehow immune to the effects of
differential prediction, or are errors here somehow less serious?; and 4) why limit
concern to groups with large sample sizes? Is there no alternative to imposing
biased tests on smaller groups, or is the damage somehow less when only a few people
(who, after all, can't complain that loudly) are misclassified, wrongly diagnosed,
denied a job, or characterized as inferior?
In any event, the evidence this standard says we need is already available
(see above). Yet, in contravention of this guideline, the research is not being
done. We've already mentioned one reason the research isn't happening: there
simply aren't enough First Nations peoples (to act as the "sample") to carry out
the work that this standard requires. If the "sample size" caveat is indeed a
practical limitation, at least the work isn't being avoided out of malice or
contempt. In that case, the wording of this standard should say this more clearly,
and thereafter prohibit using tests with such groups. As written, it implies that
the ethical standards only apply when it is convenient to comply with them.
Standard 6.10: In educational, clinical, and counseling applications,
test administrators and users should not attempt to evaluate test
takers whose special characteristics--age, handicapping conditions,
or linguistic, generational, or cultural backgrounds--are outside the
range of their academic training or supervised experience. A test
user faced with a request to evaluate a test taker whose special
characteristics are not within his or her range of professional
experience should seek consultation regarding test selection,

necessary
modifications
of
testing
procedure,
and
score
interpretation from a professional who has had the relevant
experience.
Standard 6.6: Responsibility for test use should be assumed by or
delegated only to those individuals who have had training and
experience necessary to handle this responsibility in a professional
and technically adequate manner.
Finally, we bring up an additional matter of the ethics of administering
and interpreting tests with First Nations peoples (and other minorities) not
specifically related to the psychometric infelicities of such practices: where
and how did test users gain the supervised experience necessary to do this kind
of work?
If we recall correctly, one speaker at a meeting of the Canadian
Psychological Association recently mentioned there were only three graduate
programs in all of Canada that had even a single course in cross-cultural
psychology, let alone a specialized course in First Nations or multicultural
assessment. Where, exactly, are the educators and psychologists of Canada getting
training? Who, exactly, is being consulted for her/his relevant experience? If,
as indeed seems likely, neither the training nor the consultation is taking place,
psychoeducational assessment or First Nations individuals is once again in gross
violation of the existing ethical standards.
Taken together, these standards demand a great deal from an ostensibly
multicultural society. That the system of graduate education and professional
certification is unequal to them is not surprising. What is surprising is that
wholesale administration of tests and interpretation of test results, for First
Nations and other groups with "inadequate sample sizes," continues unabated in
the presence of such obvious failures.
OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS
If, learning to play chess, you were to pick up your rook, shy it at your
opponent's king, and, knocking it over, claim a victory, your teacher would be
well advised to agree that, while you have been successful, you have not been
successful at chess, because you haven't followed the rules of the game. Well,
administering and interpreting tests given to First Nations individuals may well
be a successful enterprise: our children are shunted off into dead-end streams
in school (we're "so good with our hands!"); our prison population is confidently
declared unfit for parole; the employment unsuitability of our young women and
men is diagnosed with conviction; and so on. And, some people (few of them First
Nations people) make a good living at it. But whatever all this activity is, it
is not assessment. Those who give and interpret psychoeducational tests under
these conditions are not following the rules of the game.
We have perhaps strayed from the overall point we have been trying to make.
If so, let us be explicit here: the Standards, in their present form, adequately
formalize how assessments should be conducted in a multicultural society. We feel
there are too many qualifications, too many unsubstantiated exemptions, and not
enough explanation for the positions taken. However, even given these limitations
the principles spelled out in the Standards should be more than enough. Why aren't
they?
One response to this question might be that intelligent and honest people
may differ with our interpretations of the various standards. If so, let's argue.

The deafening silence surrounding the ethics of testing is more troubling to us
than an honest exchange of views, but honesty seems remote from the modern practice
of psychometrics. Particularly in the intelligence and I/O literatures (and they
are converging in a most blood-curdling manner; cf. Geuter, 1992), critics are
shouted down rather than dealt with substantively (see Seymour, 1988). We are
still waiting to see the beginning of the "dispassionate, objective dialogue" that
is the public image projected by psychoeducational "science."
We've also had responses like "psychological measurement just isn't as yet
as precise as physical measurement." Well, if that's so, why is there such a lack
of hesitation in making essentially racist general and individual claims about
First Nations peoples? Bad measurement practice merely feeds into the prejudices
of those willing to exploit the tool for what they can do with it. As it is, current
psychoeducational assessment practices contribute to the climate of racism First
Nations people find themselves embroiled within. In present circumstances, test
users pleading that the tests aren't very good is like arguing that you were drunk
when you committed murder.
Another response we have heard is that, even though assessment procedures
are imperfect, "something must be done." Granted, but why is assessment the thing
that must be done? We would do well to recall the old medical dictum, "Primo,
non nocere" ("First do no harm"). If we have (as we have argued) prima facie
grounds for suspecting the applicability of tests, clearing up the matter is the
"thing" that should be done, not more testing. Furthermore, the parallel we drew
earlier with Nuremberg wasn't just a shot; we meant it seriously. If anyone knows
the moral improprieties and analytic absurdities of current testing practice, it
is those of us with a background in test theory. Being told by someone else to
"just go ahead and give/interpret the test anyway" does not disabuse any of us
from our moral and ethical responsibility to say "I will not do this."
A fourth response might be that, as recent as the Standards are,
technological developments (such as validity generalization, item response
theory, and structural equation models) have obviated the objections we have
raised. This is not the place to go into details, but these developments are far
from perfect (Bruno & Ellett, 1988; Cliff, 1983; Freedman, 1987; Goldstein & Wood,
1989; Seymour, 1988) and certainly do not cure the ills we have diagnosed. All
in all, the appeal that "new developments have solved the problems" is just another
social science delusion that conceputal problems can be resolved by empirical means
(Baker & Hacker, 1982; Chrisjohn & Maraun, 1994).
A fifth argument (coming from some surprising directions) is that this is
(at least in part) what psychologists and educators do, and if it is wrong, then
telling everyone will lead to all of us eventually being out of work. Attached
to this argument is the notion, sometimes explicit, sometimes implicit, that only
dangerous radicals would raise these issues; that these disciplines have some
natural "right" to exist as they are; and that this whole discussion is "disloyal"
in some sense. Well, we think criticism is perfectly loyal (particularly if we're
all pretending to be scientists), and we do not like the idea of business as usual
if the business is wrong-headed, nonsensical, and/or hurtful. If psychologists
and educators are living a lie, now is as good a time as any to find out.
Except for the first point (which we have yet to see pursued with any vigor),
we are unimpressed with the objections we have encountered to our survey of the
Standards. The discrepancy between testing ethics and testing practice seems at

best attributable to ignorance or sloth, and at worst attributable to prejudice
and indifference to the real damage psychoeducational assessment does every day
to First Nations peoples. It should not be forgotten that the "wrongs" of test
misapplication are not limited to the wrongs psychologists and educators can do;
the legal system, the civil service, social services, big business, indeed, all
areas of majority North American society, are infected with test mania (Hanson,
1993). How easy it has been, and continues to be, for those with ideological ends
to find an "objective" justification for de facto racism, sexism,
ageism...whatever they need. The Standards was, in part, supposed to be a bulwark
against such practices, but when surveying how tests have been used with First
Nations peoples, malpractice long ago overran ethics.
The discrepancy between ethics and practice is, simply, hypocrisy incarnate,
and in a multicultural society such an obvious mismatch between stated ethical
principles and day-to-day practice must undermine the credibility and bring into
question the motives of those who do not mend their ways. "We'll play by the rules
as long as it's convenient for us" is an attitude unlikely to foster intercultural
trust.
We began this essay in the hope that once the basis for the existing ethics
guidelines for assessment was known, test administrators would voluntarily clean
up their act. In his review of the role of psychology in Nazi Germany, Geuter
(1992) wrote: "Nor were the professional ethics of psychologists any protection
against involvement in a murderous war (p. 284)." Today's genocide is aimed at
the culture, not the body, but is the participation of psychometrists in a "kinder,
gentler" genocide the best we of the First Nations can expect of them? We'd like
to see a moratorium on testing and interpretation, if only so that the "objective,
dispassionate dialogue" on the meaning of the guidelines could begin. Once that's
cleared up, we of course would expect to see either a glut of studies demonstrating
the applicability or inapplicability of specific assessment devices, or the
comprehensive abandonment of educational and psychological testing of First
Nations individuals. After all, those are your ethical rules, and we of the First
Nations had no hand in the development of your rules, nor in the establishment
of the psychometric theories that justify, even demand them.
However, if "assessment" hasn't been the game you've been playing with us,
and does not constitute the game you wish to play, tell us now. Otherwise, your
inaction will speak louder than words.
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Community-Based Research into Residential School Effects:

A Summary of the Cariboo Tribal Council Research

Roland D. Chrisjohn, Ph. D.

Presentation to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People, Canim Lake, British
Columbia, March 9, 1993.
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INTRODUCTION
In my presentation here today I will limit myself to the work already released by
the Cariboo Tribal Council, first at the Residential School Conference in June, 1991,
and subsequently as the documents Faith Misplaced (1991) and The Impact of the
Residential School (1991). As well, included is additional work with the CTC data set
undertaken by Quigley (1991) and Konczi (1993). To avoid simply rehashing
information already available to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People, however, I
will at the end stray into somewhat deeper water. As a participant in and contributor to
this community-based program of research, I have learned much from my association
with these extra-ordinary people, and their work required me to stretch myself in
unanticipated directions. Consequently, I find it impossible not to rattle about outside
the confines of my cage.
OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH
Again, pertinent details of the research are given in the documents listed above.
I would like to emphasize the attention this project gave to dealing with the interpersonal
dynamics of its work: care was taken to address any possible difficulties that might arise
probing into the psychological wounds (however fresh) of participants. As well, the
intellectual and emotional health of the research team was of concern, since listening to
the accounts of residential school must itself take its toll, regardless of the inner strength
of team members. In my opinion, such considerations must become standard in any
future research.
The data we analyzed were obtained from interviews with 187 volunteers. This
was more than one-third of the projected available population, and thus, from a purely
statistical view, provided a quite adequate base of information. Because we did not
wish to be "pushy" in any way, and because of the sensitive nature of many of the
questions, some respondents chose not to respond to all questions. Thus, for any
particular analysis, the number of cases used will be something short of 187.
AN ENVIRONMENT FOR LEARNING AND GROWTH
Whatever else the Mission might have been, it was still supposed to be a school,
a place where children of different ages had an opportunity to grow, to learn, to become
(in part) whoever it was they were, and to do all of this under the supervision of people
who understood their rights and undertook to provide those opportunities. What, then,
did the students recall of this learning environment?
Table 1. presents percentages of time spent in various activities as recalled by
residential and nonresidental school attendees. As is easily seen, every comparison
reflects badly on residential schooling: less time spent in instruction, less time for the
child to be on her/his own, and more time spent on religious instruction and manual
labour. In fact, the table minimizes the differences, since "chores" within the public
D2
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school system were unlikely to include farm labor, domestic service, doing laundry, or
sawmill operation (see Furniss, 1992).
Table 2. contrasts disciplinary practices in residential vs. nonresidential schools.
Again, residential schools are uniformly more repressive and violent, showing a capacity
for both emotional and physical abuses. It should be pointed out that, because the
nonresidential respondents were somewhat younger on average than the residential
respondents, some of these differences can be attributed to changes in "acceptable"
disciplinary practice over time. However, none of the practices listed were unknown in
the nonresidential setting, and it is difficult to see any possible "learning" justification for
many of the practices at any period. Rather, shaving a child's hair off or sending
him/her outside without adequate clothing are, more purely, the kind of brutality
historically associated with police states. We should also not lose sight of the fact that
superficially similar disciplinary actions do not have identical status in residential and
nonresidential settings: being struck by a police officer in downtown Toronto before
witnesses does not mean the same thing as being similarly struck in Guatemala
(Chomsky, 1993).
From Table 3. we get a further glimpse of residential-nonresidential differences.
Here, the lack of some differences emphasizes that respondents were not just
"dumping" on residential schools, but responding sensibly to the questions posed.
Finally, in Table 4. we compare directly the emotional atmosphere in the two
school systems. Almost uniformly, residential schools failed to provide for the safety
and emotional care needs of the children. The only difference favoring residential
school is in "Number of Friends," which could be accounted for simply by the race
dynamics of the nonresidential school systems.
LASTING EFFECTS
The questionnaires given also allowed us to examine the long-term impact of
residential school experiences. Table 5. presents residential vs. nonresidential
comparisons for what we called "Life Retrospective Variables," or more subjective
reflections on what the respondents' educational experiences had meant to them.
Briefly, residential school effects impacted more negatively on respondents' views on
sex, family relationships, confidence, decision-making ability, physical health, life in their
Native community, use of alcohol, and attitudes toward education. Notably,ool
experiences. Table 5. presents residential vs. nonresidential comparisons for what we
called "Life Retrospective Variables," or more subjective reflections on what the
respondents' educational experiences had meant to them. Briefly, residential school
effects impacted more negatively on respondents' views on sex, family relationships,
confidence, decision-making ability, physical health, life in their Native community, use
of alcohol, and attitudes toward education. Notably,ts the residential vs. nonresidential
comparisons for these "Life-Outcome Variables." Significantly, only the number of
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long-lasting spousal relations distinguished the groups: in every other way, former
residential and nonresidential students were indistinguishable.
Taken along with some of the findings in Table 5. (especially, self-evaluation),
the most straightforward interpretation is that there are many factors other than
residential school experiences that have affected the quality of life of First Nations
people. By not examining the effects of, for starters, institutional racism and sexism,
interpersonal racism and sexism, religious oppression, economic discrimination,
intellectual oppression, and much more, we develop an isolated and incomplete
understanding of the dynamics. Schooling, residential or otherwise, is only part of the
picture, and if we wish truly to understand the role of residential schooling on today's
First Nations, we must look further afield.
SOME PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS
What will help us to look further afield is definitely not the kind of psychosocial
research reported here. There is some value in presenting tables and numbers (as I
and my colleagues have detailed; Chrisjohn, Maraun, Harrison, and McDonald, 1994),
but I must repeat what I have already stated (in Faith Misplaced): personal experiences
are not somehow more truthful when numbers are attached to them, nor is formal
research likely to uncover information that could not be obtained by generating and
carefully examining personal narratives. Indeed, adopting a Westernized standard of
social science evidence would assure the continued marginalization of First Nations
people in areas of crucial importance to us, while reinforcing the hegemony of the
outside "expert."
To continue in this vein, far from being just another, "more objective" way of
presenting the same information, I have come to consider standard psychosocial
analysis and techniques potentially dangerous, and at times downright misleading.
Since the complete basis for my concerns is beyond the scope of the Commission, and
because there is other work to be presented, I will try to state my case simply, and in
the context of this research.
One example of how technique misleads is in the residential vs. nonresidential
distinction itself. They sound like different things, but in reality there is a great deal of
overlap. For example, some residential students resided on or near their home
reserves, while others were moved incredible distances to reside with First Nations
children with whom they shared no language, no culture, and no particular point of
contact except that, as far as the bureaucracy was concerned, they were all "Indians."
Some respondents treated as nonresidential students lived as boarders far from home
and without family contact, but they are treated here as "nonresidential" because the
school and the housing authorities were, nominally at least, separate. Some residential
school students could and did have regular contact with their families, while for others it
was impossible, forbidden, or both. People also did not have consistent exposure to
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whatever schooling they were given (that is, some lasted longer than others), nor was
residential school a constant: it changed in emphasis and composition from site to site,
and within site over time.
Finally, individual experiences in residential and
nonresidential school varied considerably. There were good times and bad, good
teachers and bad, teacher's pets and children who "lived" in the doghouse, etc. There
are those who look back to residential school days nostalgically, along with those who
look back in anger, fear, or emptiness. In all of this, what particular sense is there in
trying to hold fast to a distinction between the two systems? Is it not surprising that,
given the overlap, any differences were found? What we are talking about, then, is not
black vs. white, but two largely indistinguishable shades of grey.
A second empirical delusion is that the effects of residential schooling can be
examined in isolation of other pertinent factors, that, for example, we might be able to
lay the blame on residential school for family violence while implicating racism for
alcohol abuse and suicide. But racism is not separable from residential schooling, nor
can either be distinguished from economic discrimination, and so on for all the factors
mentioned above, and more. These factors are differences in rationale, emphasis,
tactics, etc., not in purpose. It is the whole cloth that is of interest, not an isolated
thread, regardless of how much it dominates the fabric. In social science jargon, the
First Nations people have lived, and continue to live, in a "multiply pathogenic"
environment, and to anticipate a uniform "norm of response" to as indefinite a stimulus
as residential schooling is to prefigure a misunderstanding of its role and its impact.
A third example of how social science technique misleads is something I term
experientialism, by which I mean the notion that direct personal exposure to a cause is
necessary to observe its effect. The search for differences between former residential
and nonresidential students strongly reflects this notion. But how reasonable is it to try
to draw a line this way, either? In what sense has residential school not affected
someone whose sibling committed suicide in response to residential school
experiences? How has residential schooling not affected the lives of children raised by
parents who disapprove of public displays of affection or who discipline severely as a
consequence of how they were raised by priests or nuns? How has the residential
school experience not influenced generations raised in the shadow of an institution
formed to make war upon First Nations languages, religions, and societies?
Experientialism predisposes us to think of residential schooling in terms of the "disease"
model, that their former students are different from the rest of us in kind. Such thinking
is pernicious, not only in drawing lines between us as First Nations people, but also in
implicating some of us as "walking time bombs" just waiting for the right "jiggle" to set us
off into crazed blood-sport a la Rambo. This is reflected, of course, in the currently
fashionable term residential school syndrome: those who attended residential school
suffer (or will suffer someday soon) an identifiable constellation of psychological
problems. To put it simply, there is no evidence for such a "syndrome;" the very term
not only insults those who endured the experience, it denies the lives of those who
managed to avoid it. And finally it misleads us into looking for sickness in the lives of
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First Nations people. If it is sickness you seek, look into the minds and hearts of the
men who conceived, implemented, and maintained this institution, and not at its victims.
Finally, I am disturbed by the tendency to treat psychosocial investigation as the
"honest broker" of evaluating government and church policy. The idea seems to be
that residential schooling will be judged, at least in part, by what social scientists can
show these schools brought about. This is like evaluating the Nazi extermination
camps by looking for psychological disturbance in the 700,000 Jews that managed to
live through it, using those that were able to avoid detection and "relocation" as the
control group.
As I've already argued, social science is unequal to the task of coming to grips
with the residential school experience, and its very methods prefigure minimizing what
have been the consequences. Thus, social scientists are no "honest brokers," and
emphasis on the victims of residential schooling lets those truly responsible for our
holocaust off the hook. By looking for the "smoking gun" for current First Nations
difficulties exclusively in personal, individual cause-effect relations, we insure we will
never understand them, and that the problems will be recycled. There were undoubtly
"smoking guns," and in no way am I suggesting avoiding dealing substantively with
individual claims and legal proceedings. But, significantly, the smoking guns were
going off during a themonuclear attack: in this attack, some First Nations people were
fried immediately, some survived a bit longer, and others died a lingering and painful
death. For those of un personal, individual cause-effect relations, we insure we will
never understand them, and that the problems will be recycled. There were undoubtly
"smoking guns," and in no way am I suggesting avoiding dealing substantively with
individual claims and legal proceedings. But, significantly, the smoking guns were
going off during a themonuclear attack: in this attack, some First Nations people were
fried immediately, some survived a bit longer, and others died a lingering and painful
death. For those of und a broader understanding of the fabric of residential schools
can be very theraputic, both to direct and indirect survivors of residential school abuses.
And, as Handelman (1992) observed (with respect to Nazi war crimes), personal and
communal healing is not something that has to happen instead of legal prosecution of
perpetrators.
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Table 1.
Percentage of School Time Allocated to Various Activities,
Residential vs. Nonresidential Schools
_________________________________________________________________
Residential

Nonresidential

Variable
N
Mean
N
Mean
t
_________________________________________________________________
School instruction/
study

67

42.01

46

63.20

-5.67***

Religious instruction/
ceremonies

67

28.73

46

7.09

8.36***

Manual labour/chores 67

16.72

46

6.67

5.37***

Recreation/free time 67
11.79
46
23.04
-5.49***
_________________________________________________________________
*** p. <.001
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Table 2.
Means and t-Comparisons of Disciplinary Practices in
Residential and Nonresidential Schools
___________________________________________________________________
Residential

Nonresidential

Variable
N
Mean
N
Mean
t
___________________________________________________________________
Remove privileges/set 78
curfews/exclude child
from activities

3.58

52

2.73

4.04***

Ignore child

78

2.73

51

1.90

3.53***

Find fault in all
child's actions

80

3.11

49

2.04

4.64***

Threaten to hit child

80

3.04

51

1.75

5.61***

Yell at child

81

3.64

51

2.73

4.36***

Ridicule/talk about
child in front of
others

81

3.40

50

2.04

5.57***

Hit/slap/kick child

80

2.85

51

1.71

5.09***

Severely beat child

81

2.00

50

1.24

3.76***

Criticize child in
front of others

82

3.22

51

2.04

5.02***

Lock child in a room

77

1.87

48

1.15

3.58***

Child sent out in cold 79
w/out enough clothing

2.01

51

1.37

3.05***

Child made to miss
meals/not allowed to
eat when hungry

81

2.70

51

1.25

7.85***
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Shaved child's hair

78

1.76

51

1.04

3.87***

Call child names
81
2.98
51
1.75
5.37***
___________________________________________________________________
Note: the higher the score, the more frequently the disciplinary practice was reported
used in the school.
*** p. <.001
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Table 3.
Frequency of Recreational Activities in Residential vs.
Nonresidential Schools
___________________________________________________________________
Residential

Nonresidential

Variable
N
Mean
N
Mean
t
___________________________________________________________________
Play games/sing
songs

83

3.19

52

3.83

-3.62***

Swimming/picnics

84

3.01

51

2.84

1.10

Read books on own

83

2.53

52

3.46

-4.80***

Toys/sports equipment 83
to play with

2.71

52

3.58

-3.76***

Fishing/hunting

2.05

49

1.92

0.63

84

Spend time alone
84
2.11
51
3.35
-3.76***
___________________________________________________________________
Note: the higher the score, the more frequent the activity.
*** p. < .001
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Table 4.
Comparison of Emotional Atmosphere at Residential
and Nonresidential Schools
___________________________________________________________________
Residential

Nonresidential

Variable
N
Mean
N
Mean
t
___________________________________________________________________
Felt staff would take
81
care of child/ensure
nothing bad would happen

2.33

42

3.10

-2.93**

Felt staff would watch
out for her/him and
make sure no one
treated her/him badly

82

2.18

42

2.98

-3.39**

Felt safe

80

2.51

42

3.33

-3.67***

Felt staff cared about
him/her

81

2.26

50

3.17

-4.15***

Happy/unhappy at school 81

3.26

50

2.52

4.46***

Number of friends at
83
2.17
53
1.70
2.47*
school
___________________________________________________________________
*** p. < .001
** p. < .01
* p. < .05
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Table 5.
Comparisons of Impact of Residential and Nonresidential
Schooling on Life Adjustment Variables
___________________________________________________________________
Residential

Nonresidential

Variable
N
Mean
N
Mean
t
___________________________________________________________________
Feelings about sex

79

2.32

52

3.13

-5.15***

Sexual behaviour

79

2.42

50

3.00

-3.24**

Relationship w/partner

60

2.70

29

3.17

-2.06*

Relationship w/children

67

2.96

32

3.69

-3.19**

Ability to parent

72

2.83

37

3.43

-2.67**

Relationship w/relatives 80

2.69

51

3.39

-3.47***

Relationship w/friends

80

3.03

51

3.53

-2.57**

Self-worth

81

2.74

51

3.10

-1.68

Confidence
Ability, make decisions

81
81

Ability, deal w/authority 78
Physical health

2.67
2.65
2.68

78

2.94

51
51
51

3.14
3.37
3.18

51

-2.16*
-3.27***
-2.20*

3.53

-3.30***

Feelings about whites

79

2.82

51

3.33

-2.63**

Feelings about white
religion

80

2.61

51

2.96

-1.76

Feelings about Native
religion

77

3.42

49

3.24

0.91
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Feelings about being a
First Nations person
Appreciation of Native
ceremonies/culture/
religion
Interaction in Native
community

76

80

79

3.47

3.34

3.11

51

51

50

3.47

3.41

3.58

0.00

-0.36

-2.19*

Use of alcohol

78

2.04

50

2.64

-3.12**

Use of drugs

75

2.28

51

2.57

-1.67

Criminal behaviour

76

2.41

51

2.65

-1.45

Employment

79

3.22

51

3.47

-1.29

Education
78
2.81
51
3.67
-4.11***
___________________________________________________________________
Note: the higher the score the more positive the impact.
*** p. < .001
** p. < .01
* p. < .05
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Table 6.
Comparison of Socio-economic and Social Adjustment Variables,
Residential vs. Nonresidential Students
_________________ 2.65
-1.45
Employment

79

3.22

51

3.47

-1.29

Education
78
2.81
51
3.67
-4.11***
___________________________________________________________________
Note: the higher the score the more positive the impact.
*** p. < .001
** p. < .01
* p. < .05
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Table 6.
Comparison of Socio-economic and Social Adjustment Variables,
Residential vs. Nonresidential Students
_________________ commonlaw
Number of friends

81

1.56

93

1.77

-1.49

Chance of getting
ahead in job

56

2.48

66

2.59

-0.48

Personal average
monthly income

65

81

1.39

Partner's average
monthly income

24

32

0.15

Worry about money

81

3.38

93

3.27

0.71

Ability to provide
79 2.46
92 2.42
0.18
for family
___________________________________________________________________
Note: for "education level" and "chance of getting ahead," scales run from low to high;
for "worry about money," lower scores mean "never," high score "always;" the scale for
"ability to provide" runs from ability to provide extras to having difficulty providing basics.
** p. < .01

APPENDIX E

Among School Children:

Psychological Imperialism and the Residential School Experience in Canada

Roland Chrisjohn and Sherri Young

Paper originally presented at the Vancouver International Symposium on Ethnicity,
Conflict, and Cooperation, August 19-22, 1993, Vancouver, British Columbia.
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INTRODUCTION
An effective system of colonial control, like well-maintained machinery, doesn't
depend on anything extraordinary or unusual to function. Rather, when each part does
what it was designed to do, with standard, periodic servicing and an occasional
refurbishing, the mechanism hums along nicely as it recreates the result it was designed
to produce. It is in this sense that Arendt's "banality of evil" is perfectly descriptive of
the Nazi holocaust machine (see Amery, 1986, for the sense in which it isn't
descriptive); and it is in this sense that the
same phrase applies to Canadian federal policy toward First Nations peoples. The
continuing assimilationist policy has worked, and continues to work, in foreground and
background, to bring about the extermination of Canadian First Nations cultures.1
Rather than review the entire history of interaction between First Nations and the
Canadian government in an attempt to justify what, to some, might seem to be an
extreme appraisal, in this paper we focus on one current issue and the present-day
operation of one part of this colonial machinery. If we can show "design governing in a
thing so small," it will be easier to credit that other, larger parts of the machine are
probably chugging away elsewhere, too. We also hope that such an analysis can
serve not as a model but as a warning to First Nations peoples elsewhere that what
looks "obvious" deserves a longer, harder look than often we accord it. The current
issue we will discuss is the residential school experience and its impact on the present
lives of First Nations peoples; the machinery of interest is psychology. We will show
that the discourse that has arisen about past abuses in residential school (and what to
do about them today) is being managed toward certain ideological ends that do not
positively serve First Nations. As part of an ideological system, psychology performs a
crucial colonial function in this management, and it matters not at all what psychologists
say they're doing or think they're doing; even the best of intentions will maintain the
oppression of First Nations peoples and communities. We begin with a bit of
landscaping.
SOME HISTORY
For those of you unfamiliar with the background, residential schools operated in
Canada from around 1870 to the early 1980's (in fact, there are several still in operation,
but managed by First Nations groups rather than by nonIndians). Very simply, the
children of First Nations groups were removed, by law, from their homes and families
1

Genocide is concerned with the destruction of forms of life, and
consequently the fallacious concept of race has no place in this discussion (see
Chrisjohn & Young, 1994). Rather than contribute to an ongoing obscurantist program
of accounting for social diversity by mystical biology, we merely point out that the
Canadian government's genocidal program will be fulfilled when First Nations peoples
stop asserting (by any of our current or historical ways) their self-identity and existence.
The colour of skin or hair or eyes, the shape of teeth, etc., has nothing to do with this.
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and forced to attend schools operated by non-Indians. This did not happen to all First
Nations children, nor was this institutionalization a full 12 years duration for all who
went, but residential schooling was a unavoidable part of the "Indian experience" during
the time period specified. Early on, federal responsibility for education (as established
in a number of treaties) was found to be too great a "burden" and was contracted out to
religious denominations (primarily the Catholic and Anglican churches).
The
government and the churches, with differing motives, explicitly (see, e.g., Haig-Brown,
1993, or Frideres, 1993) agreed that the ultimate goal of education was the assimilation
(the operative euphemism for cultural genocide) of First Nations peoples. To these
ends, the Federal government did little to trouble the churches with respect to
curriculum, discipline, and other features of the day-to-day operation (except to try to
find ways to cut back funding), while simultaneously they enforced (through legislation
and policing) the "participation" of First Nations parents and children.
During the 1930's through the 60's, maintenance of residential schools (never a
big money-maker, but expected to pay for itself 2) became progressively more
unprofitable. This, combined with factors like increasing dissatisfaction in First Nations
communities and a "bad press," led to their gradual phasing out; the last
federally-operated school closed in the early 1980's. One thing that should not be
ignored when looking back at this history is that this effort at cultural genocide had
considerable success.
For example, today, the vast majority of First Nations
languages are in danger of dying out; the connection between the world and First
Nations spirituality has been disrupted or even severed, and factionalism (founded upon
doctrinal religious disputes originating in Medieval Europe) plays a major role in dividing
First Nations communities; and First Nations governments, fashioned in the mold of the
hierarchical, patriarchal, exclusionist governments of Europe,3 increasingly adopt a role
previously played by nonIndians.
Coexisting with these signs of cultural disruption are psychosocial indicators of
oppression; elevated levels of suicide, family violence and breakdown, substance
abuse, educational failure, and the like sometimes seem to be the norm for First Nations
communities. This, too, reflects the success of federal policy. This is not to say that
residential school, the Indian Act, the reservation system, and other features of Indian
policy wergists, the excitement from the call for therapy brought on a coronary. Under
scrutiny, however, the theraputic enterprise, as much as was the case for research,
2

Attendees often worked for school-operated enterprises or were rented out as
farm hands, housekeepers, and suchlike. See, e.g., Furniss, 1992.
3

There is considerable evidence that the more egalitarian, democratic political
theories that emerged during the 18th and 19th century (American Democracy;
Marxism) were influenced by a Western appreciation of First Nations principles of law,
government, and civic responsibility. Unfortunately, there is even more evidence that
their appreciation was incomplete and imperfect (Barreiro, 1992).
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misleads First Nations peoples as it does the ideological work required of it. What we
will present here has already been given in detail elsewhere (Chrisjohn, Belleau, &
Others, 1991; Chrisjohn, 1993), so we will try to be brief.
Most importantly, a therapy-driven approach to residential schooling recasts the
problem as the personal psychological problem of individuals having had certain
traumatic experiences. As such, an individualised pathology model, commonly called
the "Residential School Syndrome," is substituted for an understanding based on the
legal, political, and economic status of First Nations. There is absolutely no evidence
for this syndrome, but that matters little; if psychologists can direct therapy and
workshops (which, by the way, will largely be delivered by nonIndians) at these poor
benighted souls, they can do their part for their oppressive government while
simultaneously lining their pockets, wallowing in their generosity toward First Nations,
and feeling smug in their intellectual superiority. So much, for so little! It also creates
a sense of impending doom in First Nations communities, 3 where former residential
school students are identified as little more than walking time bombs, waiting, like the
American Veterns of the Vietnam War, for some garden-variety mishap to catapult them
into an orgy of crazed blood-sport.
The Vietnam Veterns quickly tired of this particular image, and we suggest First
Nations peoples avoid it altogether. While it is true that some individuals suffered
unimaginable horrors in residential school, there was neither unanimity nor universality
of any particular experience, or at any particular school. This can easily be related
back to our previous discussion of residential school research: some people
undoubtedly look back on this time of their lives with as much positive recollection as
others look back in anger and despair; one experience is as valid as the other. The
immorality of residential school does not reduce to a "Pro vs. Con" show of hands.
The individualisation of residential schooling also overlooks the point that it was
an assault on First Nations ways of life as a whole. The presumption that one had to
personally undergo the experience ignores the fact that, with themonuclear devices, one
doesn't have to hit the bull's-eye; the general area will do. The effects on family,
language, culture, and so forth, continue to accumulate, like Stronium 90, in the bones
of those far from Ground Zero, with lasting, predictably detrimental effects in the long
term.
Individualising residential schooling also leads to the particularisation of redress,
with various attendant problems. This is in no way to argue that individuals shouldn't
bring charges when and if they are so inclined. Rather, isolating the experience
removes the First Nations complainant and his or her complaint from an ideologically
meaningful context. The burden is placed on the complainants to, one by one, bring
the charges forward to confront specific miscreants before a court which, if some of our
3

...and a marvelously useful racist image for nonIndian communities.
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earlier speculation is true, has a glaring conflict of interest. The complainants must, as
far as possible, relive their horrors, and permit the public cross-examination of the most
shocking experience of their lives. If successful, a complainant can expect to see a
sizeable chunk of her/his award (after lord-knows-how-many appeals) disappear into
the legal system, and the perpetrator perhaps punished to some degree while the racist,
sexist, Eurocentric system (that sanctioned the action in the first place) is not even
acknowledged.
We could go on indefinitely, but we will merely point out one more dissatisfaction
we have with the theraputic enterprise: it professes an expertise it does not have. Are
we to believe that psychology has the means to treat and cure something they give
every indication of misunderstanding? Do psychologists have a particularly strong
track-record with analogous patients, say, survivors of the Holocaust? Primo Levi,
Jean Amery, and innumerable other stilled voices suggest eloquently that they do not.
CONCLUSIONS
Now that residential schools have essentially been terminated, has the Canadian
government "finished?" Not at all. The residential school was only one of many
tactics deployed to assimilate First Nations, and most of the other tactics remain in
place, continuing to do their job today without interruption.
In really productive times, useful new tools, like psychology, come along to aid in
the assault. The role of the psychologist, we suggest, is to put a human face on the
barbarism of cultural genocide. If psychologist wish to change this, they must
recognize (and admit to) their complicity in and regeneration of the genocidal program.
They must go beyond their typically ahistorical and acultural strategies of "helping"
individuals, and encorporate the cultural, historical and economic context in which First
Nations peoples continue to struggle for survival.
History, Wells once wrote, is increasingly a race between education and
catastrophe. What Wells saw as separate features were joined in unholy matrimony for
First Nations (and other aboriginal minorities worldwide); education was catastrophe in
the residential schools. Not only the experiences of the past, but the way in which
those experiences are being recast in the present, are part of the continuing genocidal
assault directed at First Nations. Psychologists, as caring, civilized people, do not want
to see themselves in the role of oppressor, sycophant, or storm-trooper, but an heroic
blindness to their place in majority society condemns them to play these parts. And
First Nations peoples, locked in this genocidal Dance of Death, crushed in the embrace
of their (thinking or thoughtless) oppressors, are supposed to believe social scientists
are only there to help. But how can we know this dancer from the dance?
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